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Light & Engineering” is an international
scientific Journal subscribed to by readers
in many different countries. It is the English
edition of the journal “Svetotekhnika” the
oldest scientific publication in Russia, established in 1932.
Establishing the English edition “Light
and Engineering” in 1993 allowed Russian
illumination science to be presented the
colleagues abroad. It attracted the attention of experts and a new generation of scientists from different countries to Russian
domestic achievements in light and engineering science. It also introduced the results
of international research and their industrial
application on the Russian lighting market.
The scope of our publication is to present
the most current results of fundamental re© Svetotekhnika

search in the field of illumination science.
This includes theoretical bases of light source
development, physiological optics, lighting
technology, photometry, colorimetry, radiometry and metrology, visual perception,
health and hazard, energy efficiency, semiconductor sources of light and many others
related directions. The journal also aims to
cover the application illumination science in
technology of light sources, lighting devices,
lighting installations, control systems, standards, lighting art and design, and so on.
“Light & Engineering” is well known by
its brand and design in the field of light and
illumination. Each annual volume has six issues, with about 80–120 pages per issue.
Each paper is reviewed by recognized world
experts.
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INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITY IN FIELD OF LIGHT
AND ENGINEERING: CREATIVE REPORT
Julian B. Aizenberg
Editorial of Journal “Light & Engineering /Svetotekhnika”, Moscow
E-mail: julian.aizenberg@mail.ru

– In the Lighting Engineering committee 34
(Lumex – Luminaires Panel, 1965–1985);
– In development of basic international standards: Luminaires for tubular fluorescent lamps
(Publication 162, 1972) and (Publication 598,
1977) Luminaires Part 1: General requirements
and tests;
– Translation of the first standard into Russian
and its publication as a book (in cooperation with
A.V. Ochkin);
– Participation in IEC congresses in London,
Munich and Stockholm.
1.2. Participation in the work of the International Commission on Illumination (CIE, Division 3)
from 1980 to 2017. Proposed to establish a technical committee for the Hollow Light Guides problem in CIE, supervised a group with such name and
then the technical committee TC3–30, which was
established during the Melbourne Congress. From
1990 to 1998, was acted as Chairman of this TC3–
30. The first meetings of the TC were held in Stockholm, Washington DC, Berlin and Trondheim. At
that period of time, the first revision of the publication had been prepared. Was further forced to resign from the position of the chairman of TC3–30
due to lack of funding for participation in further
meetings (worked only by correspondence). The
publication was finally approved and published in
2005 (CIE164:2005 Hollow Light Guide Technology and Applications)
However, somewhat earlier, some reports on the
results of development and research of hollow light
guides during the CIE congress in Baltimore (1990)
as well as in Seattle and San-Diego had been made.

ABSTRACT
This article is not a memoir. It aims at summing
up the author’s activity (in a concise way) in solving
the challenge he set for himself: to assist in development of Russian lighting engineering industry with
consideration of the greatest achievements in design
of lighting devices, their manufacturing technologies and the newest high-performance equipment as
much as possible.
The author considered it important not just
to sum up 65 years of his activity in light engineering and industry but also to provide the new generation of specialists with an opportunity to know and
use the accumulated information and ways to take
this opportunity for the benefit of Russian industry.
Keywords: light and engineering, daylight guidance, hollow light guide technology, diffuse luminaires, adjustable chromaticity
1. Participation in Works of International
Lighting Engineering Organisations
1.1. Took part as a member of the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC):
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Proposed an idea of arrangement of a regular
LED Forum as a part of the Inter-Light exhibition,
organised it and supervised its work for the first two
years (the Forum has been acting for 13 years since
2005).
The lectures and reports delivered abroad usually related to:
– Current situation in developing and manufacturing new lighting devices and trends in their further development;
– Hollow light guides, design principles, main
advantages and scope of use;
– Main directions of energy saving in lighting
installations, methods and means of power consumption reduction (the role of LDC, ballast, automatic control, methods and conditions of operation,
degree of protection of lighting devices, etc.).
Among the articles published in foreign journals,
the following should be mentioned:
– On heat mode of lighting devices with different light sources, Energie Journal (Germany);
– On current state of lighting engineering in
Russia, Journal of Lighting (UK);
– A series of articles on hollow light guides,
Licht Journal;
– On classification of light distribution curves of
lighting devices and the new system of LDC tolerances, Lighting Research and Technology.

Fig. 1. CIE TC reports Tubular Daylight Guidance Systems
and Hollow Light Guide Technology and Applications

Participated in the work of the CIE TC Tubular Daylight Guidance Systems regarding preparation of a publication on transfer of solar light
into buildings by means of hollow light guides
(CIE173:2008). Both reports are presented in Fig. 1.
2. Participation in International Events
2.1. Participated (without making reports) in CIE
congresses in Shanghai, New-Delhi, Munich, Istanbul, Edinburgh, and Copenhagen.
2.2. Delivered lectures at invitations of universities of Berlin, Edinburgh, Berkeley, Helsinki, Ilmenau. Made reports and delivered lectures as a
guest speaker in Spain (together with V.M. Pyatigorsky), in Madrid and Barcelona, as well as at
international lighting engineering exhibitions in
Moscow, Hannover and Frankfurt am Main (Germany) as well in such companies as 3M (USA),
Trilux and Sélux (Germany), Zumtobel (Austria),
Bühler-Sсherler (Switzerland), Targetti and PRC
(Italy, Florence and Bergamo). In Florence, the report was made in the Targetti’s Lighting Academy,
the former castle of Amerigo Vespucci, the discoverer of America which was named after him, reconstructed by the company.
2.3. Participated in major international light engineering exhibitions in such cities as Moscow,
Hannover, Frankfurt am Main, New York, Shanghai, Berlin (Berlinare), Bern, Valencia, Milan.
Had been the deputy chairman of the Organising Committee of the international exhibition Inter-Light for 17 years and supervised its scientific part.

3. Publisher’s Activity
3.1. In 1993, by Allerton Press in New York,
founded the Light and Engineering Journal as scientific and technical English-language version of

Fig. 2. Publications prepared as part of Ju.B. Aizenberg’s
work in IEC
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Fig. 3. Diffuse luminaires with adjustable chromaticity

Fig. 4. View of Heliobus heliostat

the famous Russian Svetotekhnika Journal founded
in 1932, Fig. 2.
3.2. Wrote and published a book Hollow Light
Guides in English (Fig. 3) and sent it out to all specialists in this field in Russia, the USA, the UK,
Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and Australia.
3.3. Received patents for developments of light
guides and a new type of joint industrial luminaires
with common ballast for two devices. Patents for
hollow light guides and their structures have been
received in the USA, the UK, Germany, France, Italy, Switzerland, Japan, and Sweden, starting from
1975.
3.4. Russian government sold the licenses for
hollow light guides to Japan and Italy.
I would like to answer the question readers may
definitely have: why were not these brand new installations and assemblies originally created in our
country?
Unfortunately, the answer is simple and upsetting. There were no technologies and equipment required for implementation of these new ideas in the
1990s in Russia. Such technologies primarily include extrusion of large-diameter (about 0.25m and
more) PMMA pipes which no chemical manufacturers had. In particular, that is why Vatra Production
Association started producing first light guides only
of PET-film which is not appropriate for solving a
number of new problems.
The second and not less important factor was
bureaucracy and fear of innovations which reigned
among managers of the leading design facilities

whom we offered to introduce heliostats and light
guides in their projects (Tyazhpromelektroproekt,
Elektroproekt, Elektromontazh, Stalproekt, etc.)
We had to publish the articles on the new ideas
in the Licht journal and received a number of quite
interested responses.
In particular, the design division of Bühler-Sсherler (Switzerland) sent us a letter on their great interest in implementation of our idea on transfer of
solar light and lamp light into insufficiently illuminated premises through the same light guides. The
company expressed their readiness to implement
this solution provided that we develop the design
project of the installation. This project called Heliobus (designed in cooperation with A.A. Korobko)
was implemented in a four-storey school building in
St. Gallen (Switzerland), it is still successfully operated and was granted the golden medal of an international environment preservation exhibition in
Bern.
The same happened in the case of Sélux company (Germany) which was interested in hollow light
guides with rigid channels.
4. Provision of Scientific Consulting Services
at Invitations of the following companies:
– 3M (Saint Paul, USA), in the field of hollow
light guides;
– Bühler-Scherler (St. Gallen, Switzerland), in
the field of heliostat-and-light-guide systems for
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transfer and distribution of both solar light and artificial light from lamps through the same light guide
channels. Management, design preparation (in cooperation with A.A. Korobko) and supervision of
installation of the Heliobus assembly in a multi-storey school building in St. Gallen (Fig. 4);
– Sélux (Berlin, Germany), in the field of rigid
hollow light guides with one-side and two-side inlet devices and new x-shape reflective optical systems. New assemblies, mostly with vertical light
guide channels, were installed. A large lighting installation was installed by Sélux at 32 pedestrian crossings of the Moscow Ring Road under my
supervision.
5. Information Collection and Analysis,
Elaboration of Recommendations, Assistance
to Russian Companies
During each congress, conference, symposium
and exhibition, I aimed at familiarising myself with
productions of lighting devices by local companies (with their own technologies, equipment and
specialists).
As a result, I accumulated a large amount of information. I used these materials for two purposes:
– Elaboration of recommendations for Russian
companies (especially those, which were oversaw
by me) and assistance in purchasing of contemporary equipment and technologies from foreign
companies;
– Arrangement of 23 presentations of the leading light engineering companies demonstrating their
best samples of lighting devices and process flow
diagrams (such as Philips, Motorola, Trilux, Fagerhult, Artemide) in Moscow House of Light.
Some of important results of this activity led
to significant enhancement of technological level of
industry in Russia:
– Vatra Production Association (R. Yu. Yaremchuk) purchased an unique, for that time, set of
large-size equipment (with weight of 96 tons and
mould-clamping force of 1600 tons) and accessories for pressure casting of box-shape prismatic
large-size PMMA diffusers (for public building luminaires with 4 and 2 (40/36 W) fluorescent lamps
(FL)). Very complex moulds with 9 ports necessary
for this production process were also purchased as a
part of the set. This unique equipment and technology were used by Krauss Maffei in Munich.

Fig. 5 Heliobus scheme

Using the obtained information, with assistance
of the Ministry for Electrical Engineering Industries, Vatra purchased the equipment and technology and commissioned it, which allowed association
to manufacture cutting-edge equipment for three
decades.
– Ardatov Light Engineering Plant obtained two
important sets of information, one regarding manufacturing of FL luminaires with aluminium bodies
manufactured using the continuous pressure method, the other one regarding high-speed extrusion of
open profiles of PMMA diffusers for one-lamp FL
luminaires.
Both sets of information were efficiently used by
the plant (by V.V. Barmin) with assistance of VNISI,
and that allowed plant to significantly increase technical level of the plant’s products. Speaking of the
unsuccessful attempt to purchase unique equipment
for continuous compaction of silumin bodies, these
tasks were partially solved by establishing (in cooperation with V.V. Barmin) strong ties with two
Russian aluminium structure plants in Voronezh and
Leningrad and development of a series of PVLM luminaires with extruded bodies for production premises with hard environment by the Ardatov Light
Engineering Plant (V.V. Barmin) and VNISI.
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plete transition of such enterprises as Nordcliff,
Svetovyye tekhnologii, Ardatov and Riga plants
to reflective aluminium for manufacturing reflectors. This allowed luminaires performance to significantly increase and provide required LDC;
– Electronic controllers for lighting installations
(SELC, Ireland);
– Contemporary power tracks for LI (Eutrac,
Germany);
– Landscape lighting and special luminaires
(Futur Plast, Italy);
– Series of special luminaires for emergency
lighting (Begelli, Italy);
– New Scandinavian luminaires for industrial
and public buildings (Fagerhult, Sweden);
– Modern design of luminaires (Artemide,
Italy);
– New photometric equipment (Licht Mess
Technik, Germany);
– New generation of advanced thin T5 FL’s and
luminaires based on such FL’s (Philips, Osram);
– Extruded profiles and tubes for lighting products (Poliflex-Athex, Italy, Germany);
– Efficient local lighting luminaires (Waldmann,
Germany);
– Electronic ballasts for high pressure mercury
lamps (Eltam Ein Hashofet, Israel).
It should be noted that all this international activity turned out to be a medium for both my scientific
activity and for Svetotekhnika and L&E journals as
well as for the House of Light. Ties established with
leading specialists and the subjects of these presentations provided the journals with most valuable and
fresh scientific information. Materials from the reports were published in our journals. Personal acquaintance with managers of leading companies allowed us to solve problems of organisation of the
presentations with expensive transportation of products ordered in large amounts for presentation.
It was a pleasure to see how specialists received
answers for important questions related to design
and introduction of production technologies during
the presentations and after them and received very
interesting information at first hand. Usefulness of
these events was doubtless.
Summing up this part of my activity, though not
the main one (see Svetotehnika #3, 2017), it seems
to me that its results undoubtedly had caused important positive influence on increase in scientific and technical level of Russian lighting engineering products, modernisation of the industry and

Fig. 6. View of the illuminating part of Heliobus indoors

– Using our information, VNISI purchased an
automated computer station for measurement of
street luminance by means of a car-mounted camera while moving at speed of up to 80 km/h from
the Ilmenau Technical University and Tekhnoteam
company. Commissioning and installation in VNISI
were performed by A. Sh. Chernyak.
– After I familiarised myself with the world’s
best producers of wiring accessories in Germany (BJB) and Italy (PRC, Varese), Russian producers of fluorescent lamp luminaires completely
switched to FL lampholders, terminal strips, connectors and starter holders produced only by these
companies whose interests, upon our recommendations, started to be represented by the Tochka Opory
company as well as the plants in Ardatov and Riga
(V.V. Kreismann).
The presentations of foreign companies in the
Moscow House of Light were of special importance for training designers and engineers of Russian enterprises. Unfortunately, for many decades,
this creative community of industrial specialists
had not been able to visit foreign exhibitions and
especially companies’ production facilities. That is
why, for 20 years, one of the most important missions of the House of Light in the field of international activity was to arrange presentations of
cutting-edge design solutions, technologies and
production achievements of leading companies for
Russian specialists.
6. Some of Presentations and Innovations
Providing for the Light Engineering Industry:
– New rolled and sheet reflective materials with
reflectance of 0.995 by Alanod (Germany). Presentation of this company in Moscow with participation of all plants of the industry led to almost com-
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increase of knowledge of designers and engineers
of enterprises.

spect and kindness towards others have enabled him
to elegantly solve complex situations.
Maintaining the reputation and enhancing the
quality of the journal for fifty years has required a
diversity of knowledge, a reserve of patience and
the constructive engagement of a wide stakeholder base, including scientists, the private sector and
governance stakeholders; all experiencing frequent
political and economic upheaval.
In his speech, CIE President Peter Blattner confirmed the international renown of Julian Aizenberg
and his work, with particular reference to the Heliobus installation – a hollow light guide heliostat operating in Switzerland for more than 25 years.
G. Boos brought the celebration to a close with
a selection of Julian Aizenberg’s favourite musical
pieces and best wishes for the future, which were
echoed by applause from the audience.
Julian Aizenberg responded with the following:
“I am very grateful to George Boos for this magnificent surprise and amazed by the idea and its realization. I am overwhelmed, and feel that you have
presented a portrait of an ideal expert and person.
I have always aspired to this, but have yet some
way to go along the path to perfection, and to go all
the way is likely impossible. I am eternally grateful
to George Boos and I am very moved by this event.
I also express my thanks to Peter Blattner, to all my
colleagues and friends here today.”

COLLEAGUES MEETING AND THE
CAREER OF PROFESSOR JULIAN
AIZENBERG CELEBRATING
The International Scientific and Technical
Greenhouse Lighting Conference took place on the
9th of September 2019, one day prior to the opening
of Inter-Light Russia / Intelligent building Russia
2019. The evening of the conference saw a reception hosted by George Boos, chair of the scientific and technical council “Svetotekhnika” and head
of light and engineering department at the Moscow
Power Engineering Institute. Guests at the reception included conference attendees and members of
the editorial board of the international journal “Svetotekhnika”/ Light & Engineering. The event was
attended by nearly one hundred experts, including
CIE President Peter Blattner, and IEC’s Attoinette
Pitteloud and Andreas Shotlz.
The event celebrated the career of the oldest
Russian scientist in field of light and engineering Prof. Julian Aizenberg, and the publication
of the Lighting Handbook, 4th edition. G. Boos
introduced Ju. Aizenberg as an internationally
renowned scientist, who has dedicated his life
to lighting science, technology and development,
and establishing new pathways in the field together with colleagues. Aizenberg has mentored a generation of important lighting specialists and developers in Russia. G. Boos counts himself among
Aizenberg’s students, and has learned much from
him. Julian Aizenberg has worked ceaselessly at
the VNISI institute for lighting science and technology for over 65 years, has spent more than 50
years heading up the journal “Svetotekhnika”, created the international journal “Light & Engineering” and the series of “Lighting Handbooks”.
G. Boos referred to him as a “living legend”,
universally respected as a leading authority in the
field, person who has combined his R&D talent with
unique organisational skills and diplomacy. His re-

Editorial staff and members of the board would
like to join in with the words of George Boos
and thank him for the event. We would also like
to add that Julian Aizenberg together with students and colleagues over the years has developed a wide range of new lighting devices, including ground breaking LDs with hollow light guides,
established the Moscow Light House, authored
ten books and several hundred articles in peer
reviewed journals, claimed many patents and is
the only lighting scientist to hold the title of Honoured Inventor of the Russian Federation.
Editorial Board of Light & Engineering/
Svetotekhnika Journals
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ON METHODOLOGY FOR DESIGNING ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING
OF PRODUCTION SITE INTERIOR
Vladimir V. Voronov and Nikolay I. Shchepetkov
Moscow Institute of Architecture (MARHI, State Academy), Moscow
E-mail: n_shchepetkov@inbox.ru

tion set, laboratory studies, luminance, interior light
saturation

ABSTRACT
The article describes content of original and relevant but virtually forgotten thesis of V.V. Voronov on lighting of production site interiors by means
of overhead natural (using three types of skylights)
and artificial illumination, in order to elaborate
scientific methodology for architectural design of
more qualitative luminous environment on the basis of comprehensive approach and enhanced criteria framework of its evaluation using light engineering parameters.
The thesis is unique in terms of the scope and
quality of field and laboratory observations which
are reflected not only in the text but also in the
graphical attachments, namely photos, figures,
schemes, drawings, charts, nomograms, and diagrams accompanied by specific measured or calculated parameters. The first part of the thesis contains
theoretical basics and results of field observations
conducted by different methods.
This second part is the exposition of chapter 3
of the V.V. Voronov’s candidate thesis (1985). It describes the methodology for and the results of the
experiments by means of planar and volumetric
light simulation using the architectural lighting simulating assembly (chamber) which were conducted
in MARKHI in 1970–1985.
Keywords: design methodology, architectural
lighting of interiors, daylighting and artificial lighting, luminance composition, overhead skylights,
types of interior space experimental light simula-

INTRODUCTION
Lighting engineering as applied science generalising prior empirical experience and proposing
practical calculation techniques and then methods
of standardisation and design of luminous environment parameters in interiors with natural and artificial lighting appeared and developed throughout
the 20th century on the basis of problems of production site interior design to increase labour efficiency. Meanwhile, the issue of visual aesthetics
of environment generated by space planning solutions, lighting and finishing of areas, i.e. by means
of luminance composition, has not received due
attention.
In Russia, the problem of daylighting of spaces
has mostly been tackled by architects (N.M. Gusev,
N.V. Obolenskiy, etc.) and construction engineers
(A.M. Danilyuk, B.A. Dunaev, D.V. Bakharev, etc.)
rather than by classical light engineers (V.V. Meshkov, M.M. Epaneshnikov, A.B. Matveev, etc.) as
it is directly linked with architectural formation of
buildings and selection of efficient daylighting systems. Unfortunately, this atavism is still noticeable
in lighting engineering.
In 1967, V.V. Voronov (1939–2016), MARKHI
postgraduate student and architect, attempted
to solve this large-scale and relevant problem for
production site interior with overhead daylighting under supervision of professor N.M. Gusev at
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the Construction Physics sub-department. Using
his own design project, he made an artificial reflective sky model 1 with partly dimmable lighting by means of fluorescent lamps installed on the
floor [1] and conducted a number of experimental
statistic studies in 1971–1984 using models of production site interiors with three types of skylights:
U-shaped (rectangular), saw-tooth skylights (shed)
and roof lights. Previously and concurrently, he had
conducted numerous field measurements and statistical evaluations of luminous environment of actual
interiors of plants with the three above mentioned
types of skylights in Uzbekistan and Moscow. All
results of these comprehensive field and laboratory measurements performed by means of U‑16 and
U‑17 illuminance meters (including self-made attachments for measurement of cylindrical illuminance (Ez) and hemispherical illuminance (E2π)
gauged using photometer bench in NIISF) and
YaF‑1 luminance meter (owned by the Leningrad
Occupational Safety Institute) were thoroughly
processed and presented in the form of original
graphic schemes, formulas and conclusions.
As a result of many years of hard, thorough and
exceptionally dedicated work, a convincing comprehensive method of designing synthetic lighting
(daylighting with possible local and adjusting influence of additional artificial lighting during daytime)
was born to ensure architectural aesthetics of production site interior. Not only the results of comprehensive analysis of interior lighting (it will just suffice to mention the butterfly-shaped nomogram for
evaluation of lighting quality based on light distribution (Fig. 1)) using all methods available at that
time but these methods themselves deserve attentive
studying. Nobody else has ever done such largescale and comprehensive work. So V.V. Voronov’s
forgotten thesis [2] may be an impulse, an example
for new studies in this area with the modern level of
science and technology.
And after defending successfully the thesis
(1984), the author did not take care of familiarising
the scientific community with its remarkable results

Fig. 1. Nomogram for evaluation of quality of interior
architectural lighting based on luminance distribution

which were well in advance of their time. For some
reason, today the thesis cannot even be found in the
library of MARKHI, it is only stored in the Russian State Library 2. In the meantime, candidate and
master degree studies on daylighting in interior architecture which are sometimes conducted (though
exceedingly rarely, for instance, in MGSU, NIISF,
IFMO University, Samara GTU, etc.) start at much
lower scientific levels and do not solve such problems with the same scope. As a friend, a colleague
and a professional associate, I, N.I. Shchepetkov,
feel it my duty to try to remedy this situation by exposing the content of V.V. Voronov’s thesis in the
Svetotekhnika/Light & Engineering Journals 3 and
to publish their digital copy for free public access.
It seems that nowadays lighting of production
site interiors in prefabricated buildings, which
sprout like mushrooms after the summer rains, is
not a subject of scientific studies from the point of

Using this sky model, several postgraduate students (V.I. Zherdev, G.E. Chirkin, E.V. Shangina, etc.) made experiments and
defended theses in MARKHI even before its creator did.
1

2 In the Russian State Library, it is stored in the reading halls of the Theses Department (Voronov, Vladimir Vasilievich.
Methodology for Designing Architectural Lighting of Production Site Interior: Thesis… by the Candidate in Architecture:
18.00.02. – Moscow, 1984. – 121 p. + Attachments (39 p.: ill.). Architecture of Buildings and Structures. Storage: OD61 86–18/14).
Paid digital copy of the thesis is also available. – Ed. note.
3 It turned out that it is not easy at all to expose very densely composed content of the thesis, especially its graphic attachment
with its phenomenal level of scrupulosity (unfortunately, the quality of photographs is low).
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Fig. 2. Forecast concept of an interior with overhead daylighting (U-shape skylights) and its luminous image on a photo

view of their visual aesthetics. Using contemporary
technologies and lighting materials, designers easily
solve problems of daylighting, combined, artificial
or mixed lighting on the basis of regulatory requirements and do not really care about interior aesthetics. From psychological, social and environmental
points of view, it is a big mistake since, other things
being equal, labour efficiency increases and the level of stress and the number of defects, sick leaves,
etc. reduces in. And this is a top priority problem
for interior of public and residential buildings. That
is why the issue is still relevant. As the last section
of the thesis shows, even additional means may be
minimal and cost-effective with professional and
proper design level.
It is planned to expose the content of the thesis in
3 parts, starting with this one, corresponding to the
number of its parts: Theoretical Basics and Results

of Field Observations; Experimental Laboratory
Studies; Design Methodology.
PART I. THEORETICAL BASICS AND
RESULTS OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS
1.1. Light and Spatial Arrangement
of Production Site Interior with Overhead
Lighting, Quantitative and Qualitative
Evaluation of Interior Lighting in Field
Conditions
In the 1st part of the thesis, the study subject is
defined as “luminous environment of interiors of
multi-span workshops with open roof structures and
natural lighting through rectangular, saw-tooth skylights and roof lights”, and the goal of the study is
defined as “development of scientifically substanti-
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tor human eye directly reacts to luminance of surrounding elements.
At the design stage, luminous concept of an interior is a result of an architect’s (designer’s) professional visual imagination, which is formed in
his/her mind in the course of project development
and is presented in a perspective interior drawing
by means of architectural (now computer) graphics
in the form of luminance composition (colour composition was not taken into account in this work).
Actual image of an implemented interior not often
(maybe even exceedingly rarely) corresponds with
the author’s luminance distribution concept in any
way (Fig. 2). The main reason is poorly considered
distribution and level of lighting by primary reflective surfaces of the interior and their reflectivity.
Nowadays, some computer programmes visualise
such situations rather credibly allowing parameters
of lighting installations (LI) to adjust and selection
of finishing materials at the design stage, which was
impossible 20 years ago and earlier.
The entire variety of these existing and possible
compositions and luminance relations of the three
zones of an interior constituted the author’s specific
classification of types of space in terms of the nature
of its visual perception: i.e. the “open space” and
the “closed space”, each possible in three forms:
“deep”, “enclosed” and “through” (Fig. 3). This
classification is inspired by associations and comparisons with daylight landscapes during different
weather and with variable luminance distribution
which are reflected in the graphic part of the thesis.
It is described by the system of the types of interior
space with approximate relative values of relations
between average luminances of the three zones of
the field of view (Fig. 3).
In these schemes, “open space” means interior space with Luz > Llz; “closed space” means interior with Luz < Llz; “deep space” means Lmz < Luz,
and Llz; “enclosed space” means Luz > Lmz > Llz;
“through space” means Lmz > Luz and Llz. Field analogues of interiors with different purposes and lighting systems are shown in Fig. 4.
In order to define quantitative relationship between objective (photometric) and subjective (visual) evaluations of the quality of interior lighting,
field studies were performed with artificial and daylighting. For this purpose, the following set of photometric characteristics was taken: horizontal illuminance Eh, hemispherical illuminance Е2π and
cylindrical illuminance Еz, their daylight factors (D,

Fig. 3. Classification of interior space types based on perception of its luminance composition and their field
analogues

ated methodology for design of architectural lighting for production interiors of industrial buildings
with overhead lighting to ensure luminous comfort
and artistic expression” [2].
Academic novelty is development of “methods
of objective and subjective evaluation of interior
lighting quality in laboratory and field conditions
by means of graphic tests and questionnaires” as
well as “graphic methods of evaluation of interior
lighting quality on the basis of luminance distribution, lighting contrast and saturation.” The concluding paragraph, which is (unfortunately) not included in thesis nowadays, describes the methodology
for “economical evaluation of architectural lighting
of interiors based on different schemes of their light
and spatial arrangement” [2].
So, analysis of previous Russian and foreign
studies and research of space-planning and light-engineering solutions of production site interiors with
overhead daylighting which were contemporary at
that time (1970–1980s) in terms of light and spatial
arrangement as an aesthetic factor have shown that
general evaluation of quality of luminous environment is defined by distribution and relation of average luminance values Luz, Lmz and Llz of three main
interior zones respectively along the vertical access
in the field of view: the upper zone (ceiling), the
middle zone (wall) and the lower zone (the floor).
This assumption is based on the first criterion of
the classification of lighting quality: light distribution over the area as evaluated using a physical fac-
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Fig. 4. System of interior luminous environment types

D2π and Dz respectively) as well as lighting contrast
K 4, luminance level L and its distribution in the upper, middle and lower zones of the interior relative
to the latter one.
Concurrently with objective (instrumental and
photometric) evaluation of interior lighting quality, subjective evaluation was also performed using statistical methods of test-based and questionnaire-based surveys for all types of skylights.
The test-based survey was used for evaluation of
interior lighting quality based on luminance distribution. The tests were perspective graphic images
of the five variants of interior luminance composition with daylighting in the form of A4-format shots
with different (recommended, designed and actually observed) relations Luz /Lmz /Llz in mutually opposite directions of line of view: along and across the
workshop structural span (Fig. 5). Seven tests were
used: three, for interiors with saw-tooth skylights,
two, for U-shaped skylights, and the last two, for
roof-lights. The number of tests is different for the
studied interiors due to specifics of skylight light by
radiation distribution and structural distinctions of
roofing systems.
For quantitative evaluation of relative preference of L distribution, the luminance compositions

of the tests were ranked by the experts using five
ranks. The experts were senior students and professors of MARKHI (410 persons who made 11,950
evaluations) as well as workers and employees of
the workshops (125 persons from interiors with
saw-tooth skylights, 109 persons from interiors with
rectangular skylights and 96 persons from interiors
with roof lights who made 3830 evaluations). Comparing the tests with the field observations, the experts who worked in the workshops marked those
options where, in their opinions, the luminance distribution was visually similar to that observed in the
interior. Thus, the L distribution was quantitatively
evaluated using a rank of the test luminance composition marked by the observers.
Concurrently, during the questionnaire-based
survey, the same observers evaluated saturation of
the interior lighting in field (one of the most important characteristics of lighting quality which is
not contained in recommendations for production
site interiors) on a scale from one to five: I (low), II
(normal), III (increased), IV (high), V (very high).
As a result of field observation of the luminous
environment of the interiors with overhead lights in
daylighting and artificial lighting, it was found that
actual values of the regulated characteristics (D and
Eh) were below standard values almost everywhere
and characterised its quality absolutely insufficiently. Spatial characteristics of lighting (D2π and Dz for
daylighting and Е2π and Еz for artificial lighting) do
not always correlate with judgemental evaluations

4 Lighting contrast K in the interior space was defined
using several methods: by relation between illumination vector
and spherical illuminance Е4π and by relations Еh, max /Е2π, Еh/
Е2π and Еh/Еz.
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Fig. 6. Photometric evaluation of the quality of interior
daylighting by saw-tooth skylights (methodological example, similar graphic evaluations for rectangular skylights
and roof-lights are also presented in the thesis)

Fig. 5. Example of a test for subjective evaluation of the
quality of interior daylighting and artificial lighting with
saw-tooth skylights (graphic images and field photos)

of lighting saturation (Figs. 6 and 7, as exemplified
by saw-tooth skylights).
According to the data of the field observations,
K in the interior space is an additional criterion for
more complete photometric evaluation of the luminous environment. With values of the relations Еh/
Е2π and Еh/Еz exceeding 1.7 and 2.5 respectively,
the observers evaluated lighting saturation as low
even at relatively high levels of Е2π (>100 lx) and
Еz (>70 lx).
Daytime luminance composition in interiors
with saw-tooth skylights which reminded relative
luminance distribution over the field of view (sky/
horizon/ground) on an overcast summer day under
open sky in the central part of the Russian Federation (5:3:1 according to N.M. Gusev [3]) was evaluated by the experts as relatively high. In interiors
with U-shape skylights and roof lights, the quality
of natural lighting was evaluated as unsatisfactory,
whereas the quality of artificial lighting was evaluated as unsatisfactory in all cases.
Comparative analysis of the quality of the visual environment in interiors with overhead daylighting and artificial lighting has demonstrated
significant differences in levels of lighting, directions of luminous flux, lighting and shadow-forma-

tion contrast as well as in luminance distributions of
such lighting modes, which is in contradiction with
both practical and aesthetic requirements to production environment and indicates the necessity of a
comprehensive approach, mutual arrangement and
harmonisation of daylighting and artificial lighting systems. Aren’t these problems convincing and
relevant enough to continue scientific research in
this field for the purpose of enhancement of norms,
methods and practices of lighting design?
The results of statistical processing of ranking
luminance composition on the basis of the field observations and the tests reflected in Figs. 8 and 9
have allowed correlation dependences to build of
judgemental evaluations on relations Luz/Llz, Lmz/
Llz, Luz/Lmz. They allowed the above mentioned butterfly-shaped nomogram to develop for evaluation
of architectural lighting of an interior (Fig. 1). The
results of the interior lighting quality evaluation
based on luminance distribution conducted using
the method of the test-based survey were compared
to the evaluations obtained using this nomogram,
which demonstrated their high convergence. This
confirms reliability of the nomogram as an instrument of evaluation of luminous environment both at
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Fig. 7. Photometric evaluation of quality of artificial lighting in an interior with saw-tooth skylights (example)

the design stage and during project implementation.
Today, with digital luminance meters available, it is
possible to easily define necessary parameters of luminance composition for any lighting system using
photographs.
The conducted comprehensive analysis of the
results of field observations has shown that distribution of luminance over the interior and its light
saturation are the main criteria of lighting quality evaluation and require to be further studied.
Over the long term, this analysis should also include
chromaticity and kinetics of primary light sources,
colour and reflective characteristics of secondary
light sources, i.e. material surfaces physically forming the space of the interior and in one way or other reflecting or transmitting the light from optical
emitters incident on them. That is what V.V. Voronov dreamt of in his day.

– To develop criteria of qualitative evaluation of
luminance distribution over interior space;
– To find an architectural way of transposition
of luminance relations from a perspective architectural image of an interior into real interior;
– To define the most preferable values of reflectance ρ of finishing of structural elements and process equipment in workshops with the set value of ρ
of background walls, ceiling and floor to provide visual comfort and architectural expression of interior.
The first series of experiments was conducted by
means of planar graphic light simulation, the second

PART II. EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY
STUDIES
The laboratory experimental studies of production site interior lighting with three types of skylights were caused by necessity of checking the results of analytical and field observations as well as
of searching for criteria and methods of evaluation
of interior luminous environment quality in comparable conditions of daylighting and artificial lighting, interior finishing and occupancy level. These
studies of luminance distribution and evaluation of
light saturation included two series of experiments.
Their objectives were:
– To refine the data of instrumental photometric
and statistical analysis evaluation of interior lighting obtained in field conditions;

Fig. 8. Comparison of photometric evaluation and subjective evaluation of quality of natural lighting in an interior
with sawtooth skylights (example)
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Fig. 10. Experimental assembly (chamber) for simulation
of architectural lighting of interiors with overhead lighting:
A – reflective artificial sky; B – transparent lighting and
general artificial lighting simulator system; C – adaptation chamber (for an observer); 1 – fluorescent lamps with
adjusted chromaticity, 30W and 40W; 2 – matted organic
glass; 3 – model of an interior with overhead lighting
skylights; 4 – artificial sky control board; 5 – reflectors;
6 – hole for observation of the interior; 7 – entrance of the
reflective chamber; 8 – control board of the general artificial lighting simulator system; 9 – measuring equipment;
10 – observer’s place

Fig. 9. Correlation dependence of subjective evaluation of
lighting quality on relations of luminance in interiors with
different types of skylight and space (“closed” and “open”)

one was conducted by means of the method of volumetric light simulation using demountable models
of interiors in a light simulating assembly (chamber) designed and built specially for these purposes (Fig. 10) [1].
81 experts took part in the first series of experiments (senior students and professors of MARKHI).
Each expert was given a Whatman paper with an
image of linear perspectives of the studied interiors and, on the instruction of the experimenter, had
to draw the forecast luminance distribution over the
three types of the “open” interior space (deep, enclosed, through) in daylighting and artificial lighting by stumping with a pencil (every expert could
draw). In total, 486 drawings depicting variants of
luminance (factually speaking, brightness) compositions were made and served as a material for statistical processing and analysis by means of the
“brightness scale” with known ρ’s of luminance
relations of the three zones or, more precisely, the
ceiling (Luz) and the walls (Lmz) in relation to the
floor (Llz).
As a result, for each studied interior and type of
“open” space (as the most preferable based on previous studies), the ranges of relations Luz: lmz: Llz
were defined as common for daylighting and artifi-

Fig. 11. Results of planar graphic simulation of light in
interiors with three types of skylights in daylghting and
artificial lighting
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stumping drawings if it seemed necessary to them in
terms of visual perception in order to harmonise luminance composition of the interior.
The results of the experiments have shown that
the relation Luz: lmz: Llz remained relatively constant if Llo: Lr was changed by the range of 1.1–
33.7. With further increase in Llo, the experts pointed at appearing visual discomfort (disability glare of
the light opening) and associated feeling of lowered
light saturation of the interior in the perspective image, which corresponded well with the data of [4].
In the course of the second series of experiments,
luminance relations of the models of the studied interiors to three types of skylights similar or close
to those depicted in the perspective images in terms
of visual perception were defined.
The expert observers (92 persons) were invited in the light simulation chamber where they selected such luminance of the walls at the level of
preset daylighting (daylight factor is equal to 4 %)
and artificial lighting (Eh = 400 lx on the floor) with
which they felt visual similarity between the luminance relations (luminance contrasts) of the model of the studied interior and perspective they had
drawn. Luminance of the walls and the floors of the
models were changed by means of exchangeable
screens which transmitted and reflected light in different ways.
For the interiors being studied, ρ was constant
for the ceiling (ρc=0.7) and varied for the walls and
the floor within the ranges of ρfl = 0.1–0.5, ρw =
0.1–0.7.
The results of the experiments have shown that
relations Luz: Lmz: Llz similar in terms of visual perception (luminance) are approximated in the system
of Cartesian coordinates x, y by a line crossing the
point with coordinates equal to one on a distance
scale (luminance relations of these surfaces Bi on
the model and on the perspective image are also approximated by means of a similar line but with other inclination in relation to the X-axis). The found
conformity called luminance matching is of great
importance since it allows an architect to determine
the required (ideally harmonic) luminance relations
for field conditions (for further light engineering
calculation) which are visually similar to those depicted in a project using a simpler graphic method
and avoiding the stage of difficult luminance calculation (based on the nomogram of N.M. Gusev and
P.I. Khoroshilov [5]). In any case, luminance distribution and relations in interior images are indicative

Fig. 12. Ranges of luminance relations of graphic and volumetric simulation of interior lighting

cial lighting. Mean values of these ranges are taken
for light simulation using the models (Fig. 11).
Any graphic image has an irremovable disadvantage which makes it different from actual interiors:
the range of luminance and even luminance contrasts depicted in images is incomparably smaller
than in field as it is limited by reflecting capabilities
of white paper: from ρ = 0.8 to ρ = 0.05 (black matt
printing ink). Therefore, it is not possible to reproduce true luminance of sky area seen through a light
opening and its contrast with, for instance, transoms
or adjacent areas of the ceiling (of the sky and the
external window in the case of windows).
To neutralise this disadvantage, the method of
graphic light simulation was complicated: additionally, using perspectives of interiors with sawtooth skylights, statistical experiments (17 participants) with use of transparent illumination of the
light opening cut out in the images were conducted
to define the effect of their luminance on the taken
relations Luz: lmz: Llz. These drawings were placed
on the system of controlled lighting in the form of
a matted-glass plane. Its luminance could be adjusted by means of fluorescent lamps installed under the
glass. At different levels of light opening luminance
(Llo) and constant illuminance on the perspective
image (Eh = 400 lx) and background luminance (64
cd/m2), observers were asked to update their pencil
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of the lighting quality class, from the “excellent”
(A) to the “unsatisfactory” (D), which is reflected
by the nomogram based on the results of light simulation using the two methods (Fig. 12). It corresponds to the butterfly-shaped nomogram built after
field observations [Fig. 9] rather well.
The series of model experiments was supplemented by experiments aiming at clarification of the
effect of structural elements and equipment on the
general luminance composition of a production site
interior. Optimal values of ρ in range (0.5–0.7) were
defined statistically for these elements.
Based on the conducted experiments, the graph
of quantitative evaluation of luminance distribution
over interior based on luminance range, harmony
and frequency was built, which allows to take account of not only the values of luminance but relative areas of luminance in interior visual image. In
the series of experiments, 36 experts of MARKHI
used seven sets of squares (4×4) cm consisting of
49 pieces each to build three luminance compositions: random, zoned and interior ones with dimensions of (28×28) cm. Luminance harmony ad range
of the squares in the sets were defined by a uniform
brightness row with ρ equal to 0.05–0.11–0.20–
0.31–0.45–0.61–0.80. This experiment formed the
basis of the author’s method of manual depiction of
zoned distribution of luminance in a photo of interior and determination of their mean ρ’s within each
square (pixel) using the brightness scale and then
calculation of total area of each uniform-luminance
spot (Fig. 13). It is interesting that later such graphic
method of brightness and geometrical formalisation
of actual image was used in television for obscuring
faces of persons under investigation: criminals, bureaucrats, etc.
During the following series of experiments,
quantitative and qualitative evaluation of light saturation of the studied interiors was performed using their models in the experimental chamber under
artificial and natural lighting. In the first case, the
evaluation was first performed with gradual changing of Eh from 20 lx to 1200 lx and light saturation was determined using the “assembly method”:
more – equal – less. For each descriptive estimation
(perception), observers set a level of illuminance
(stimulus) corresponding to it for ten times. In the
second case, evaluation was performed by its comparison with similar perception of light saturation
under artificial lighting. With a set particular level
of natural lighting in the interior model correspond-

ing to a specific degree of its light saturation under
artificial lighting, observers memorised it, turned
off the artificial sky of the chamber and then immediately reproduced visually similar light saturation under artificial lighting for 10 times. The processed results of 23 experts (2300 evaluations) have
shown that stimuli in daylighting lay within confidence ranges of stimuli in artificial lighting for similar visual perceptions with difference of up to 10 %.
Unbiased evaluation of light saturation was
performed using the scale taken for field observations [1] for unbiased evaluation of Eh, E2π and Ez
(Fig. 14).
As a result of this series of experiments, a stimulus (Elx) versus perception (N) curve was obtained.
It is approximated by a line in the system of Cartesian coordinates on a logarithmic scale and corresponds with the following equation: N = aE0.5,
where
N is the light saturation indicator, in points;
a is the taken illuminance criterion factor (for
Eh = 0.16; Е2π = 0.19; Ez = 0.22);
E is the illuminance taken for calculation (Eh,
Е2π, Ez), lx.

Fig. 13. Evaluation of lighting quality evaluation based
on range, harmony and frequency of luminance distribution
over an image of the interior with saw-tooth
skylights in daylighting
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Fig. 14. Results
of experiments
for evaluation of
the degree of light
saturation of the
interior with saw-tooth
skylights

The values of lighting contrast E h /Е 2π and
Eh/Ez in the interiors did not exceed 1.4 and 2.2
respectively.
Required confidence and practical reliability of
the results of subjective and objective evaluation
of the quality of lighting of the studied interiors in
terms of luminance and light saturation distribution
obtained in field and laboratory conditions allowed
to develop requirements and recommendations for
qualitative evaluation of luminous environment of
production site interiors in daylighting and artificial overhead lighting on the basis of the classification parameters of SNiP II‑4–79, which develop
and supplement the standards of lighting aesthetics (Table 1).
(See part 3 of this article in the next volume of
the journal.)

likely be repeated by anyone were not brought to attention of the scientific community and, above all,
of research facilities and institutions issuing and revising corresponding standards (NIISF, VNISI, etc.)
by V.V. Voronov (as contrasted with, for instance,
T.N. Sidorova and M.M. Epaneshnikov), they have
not been put into practice and embodied in standards. However, they have not become obsolete in
any way. On the contrary, they have become even
more relevant. Therefore, they should be used by
the above mentioned organisations as well as young
scientists in this field.
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the cityscape, which is the general impression that a
city leaves on people, consists of urban images that
people perceive. Urban images are important elements in the perception of the cities’ identity [3].
Today many cities, as a result of urban planning
decisions, are divided into zones according to their
potentials, urban grading, their sizes and spatial organizations [4]. Cities are divided into zones having different functions, such as industrial, residential, commercial and entertainment zones and the
relationship between them constitutes the modern
city [5]. Creating the impression of the city, regional zones, which are important for the city, should be
highlighted.
Efficient and regular functioning of a city depends on its daytime life, whilst its charm and attractiveness depend on its nightlife [6]. Therefore,
it is important to discover and comprehend cities
during the daytime, as well as at night. The lighting, especially, plays a big role in creating the night
view of cities. However, external lighting of buildings one by one causes visual anarchy [7]. Until the
end of the 1980s, instead of lighting the whole city,
certain places had been targeted under lighting project, whereas at the end of 1980s, comprehensive
lighting plans were initiated [8]. In these holistic arrangements, revealing the unique characteristics and
urban values of the city is also taken into consideration in lighting.
Urban lighting shapes the urban identity when
a city is viewed at nighttime. Urban lighting is not
only related with the need of lighting and its techniques, but also covers other elements such as cul-

ABSTRACT
In order to make the cities more liveable at night
and to reflect the promised value of the city during
the night, zone lighting should be considered rather than single building lighting. Zone lighting design prevents light pollution and provides a more
comfortable perception of the desired elements in
the city skyline. In this context, the factors affecting
zonal lighting design were specified by literature
study and stages of such design were determined.
The axis of Mevlana – Mevlana Culture Centre, given the tourism potential at night in Konya, which is
considered the capital of religious tourism in Turkey, was chosen as a study area and a lighting design proposal was prepared for this zone. According
to plans, holistic zone lighting simulation models
were created and the city skyline formed by illuminance at night was overviewed.
Keywords: urban, zone lighting, city image
1. INTRODUCTION
Cities have a dynamic structure that lives, develops and changes every moment, as a consequence of
different socio-economic functions they undertook
throughout history and as a result of technological
and political developments [1]. Cultural structures,
aesthetic senses, religious themes of the societies
living in cities can be considered as important elements that shape cities. The urban identity that affects the image of the city has unique characteristics
at different scales in every city [2]. The concept of
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ture, aesthetics, efficiency and security [9, 10, 11].
In the preparation of master plans for lighting cities with a population of over millions, zone distinctions constitute the most important input and they
help to define important elements that would create
the city night silhouette. Lighting especially historical areas and creating places that live day and night
time contribute to the development of the city [12].
Feeling the spirit of the place and capturing its atmosphere in these areas is quite significant. Buildings, streets and other places supporting this integrity in a zone should all be examined carefully and
the lighting plans of the zone should be prepared in
line with a specific function. Places living day and
nighttime would support also the economic development in the city.
This research focuses on the elements to be considered in lighting plans of historical zones, on the
basis of Mevlana – Mevlana Culture Centre which
hosts Turkey’s the most visited museum and many
other historical and cultural structures in Konya
province which has a population of over 2 million
and which displays a horizontal development.

mation on the historical identity, the axis, squares
and structures that need to be highlighted in the area
should be determined. Their order of importance
and prioritization will enable to determine the visual hierarchy. In this way, also mainline arrangements regarding the desired atmosphere to be created can be defined. Socio-economic factors are
considered as other important elements that form
the social structure of urban zones. Functions that
determine the trade in the area and economic effectiveness of certain structures in the zone are important issues to be considered in analysing the structure of the zone. Places that are commercially active
at night and surrounding areas that ensure the transport to those places should be identified and the
lighting axis should be drawn accordingly.
After this examination, the geographical position
of the zone in the city should be taken into account
and physical conditions that may affect the planning
of the zone should be identified. When making decisions regarding zone lighting, general potential and
position of the zone within the city should be examined. These can be listed as topography, green areas
and water elements which affect visual aspects of
the buildings. Among geographic elements, those,
which contribute to the zone effect in the background, are taken into consideration for visual hierarchy and the others are evaluated for placement
of the lightings. In addition, climatic characteristics
within the natural environment should be examined.
The climate and topography are influential elements
in shaping cities. It is observed that the climate and
topography play a role in forming the texture of the
city through material selection and in determining
the form of structure, like general orientations of
buildings, the inclination of roofs. This is evident
particularly in historical areas where designs peculiar to a specific location are common [16].
The city is the most significant indicator of human presence, as a result, symbolic elements of the
artificial environment, such as buildings, squares,
streets, various urban furniture and statues shape the
cities. Functions of these elements, the content of
their surroundings and background, and their geometric formation should be taken into account in
lighting plans. Illuminance to be applied to the facade of the building should be increased according
to the architectural function of the structure. Functions of the building, which are accessible to the
public, should be taken into account and emphasized through lighting.

2. FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN
GIVING ZONAL LIGHTING DECISIONS
Environmental and social elements, which form
the urban identity, have a role in determining the
image of the cities [13]. Environmental elements
are divided into two groups; built environment and
natural environment, whereas social elements are
defined by cultural, economic and psychological
factors [2, 14, 15]. Since the plans and decisions related with the lighting of certain areas will focus on
the desired image to be created, all these elements
should be examined.
In the preparation of lighting plans of certain areas, studies had been conducted on the factors affecting the visual comfort. However, the most important factor is the light that shapes our perception,
its impact on human psychology and the intended image. In order to give the desired psychological effect and visual value in lighting designs, first
of all, the historical development of the area should
be examined thoroughly, by conducting detailed
researches on the area. Cultural values and demographic characteristics of the area and the way it
is regarded psychologically by people should be
known. This would enable to define the historical
identity of the area [14]. After having gained infor-
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Table1. Elements that Affect Lighting in the City [19]

and a higher level of illuminance is applied to this
part. In addition, the entrance of the structure, or its
special details, is considered in lighting plans.
Halogen lamps, incandescent lamps, metal halide lamps, fluorescent lamps, mercury lamps,
high-pressure and low-pressure sodium vapour
lamps are light sources, which used in the cities.
According to colour rendering, colour temperature and level of the illuminance, the most compatible light source with the design should be selected
[18]. In addition to these lamps, today also energy
saving LED light sources of the wide colour range
are using in urban lighting. Luminaires used in urban lighting can be divided into four types as poletop luminaires, luminaries mounted on the surface,
outdoor bollards, and floodlights. In the selection of
luminaires, attention should be paid to energy efficiency and lighting quality. In the selection of luminaires that will distribute the light with preventing glare the light cut-off feature of the luminaire
should be examined.

As it is seen in Table 1, lighting in the city is described on the basis of quantitative elements (level
of illuminance, luminous intensity (spatial) distribution) and qualitative elements (luminous intensity of a source, illumination colour, colour rendering) [17]. When illuminating a building, we should
know the surroundings of the building and the illuminance level of the background because there
should not be a very big illuminance difference between the building to be illuminated and the lighting
of the surroundings. However, in order to ensure the
visual distinction of the target, the building should
be separated from the background [7]. Keeping the
difference in illuminance low between the two areas will create a positive effect on the city’s silhouette. If the surroundings or background of the building is illuminated, the building should have a higher
level of illuminance with respect to other buildings,
so that it can be distinguished. The building is lighted with a low level of illuminance if the buildings
at the background or in the surroundings are to be
brought into the forefront. In addition, in lighting
plans, historical sites should be prioritized in order
to conserve and maintain cultural heritage.
In lighting plans, particular attention should be
paid to the geometric forming of the building. Lighting is applied to the facade of the building that is intended to be made visible and the illuminance level of this facade is kept high. Buildings in the shape
of square and rectangle, the lighting made from the
corners of the building reveals better the form of the
building. Cylindrical structures can be illuminated
from three directions with three equally powered
light sources, placed at equal angle intervals. If the
viewpoint is limited, lighting from two directions
will be sufficient. In the lighting of structures in different shapes, the most important facade is selected

3. ZONE LIGHTING PLAN OF KONYA
MEVLANA- MEVLANA CULTURE
CENTRE AXIS
Within the scope of the matters considered
above, the design process of zone lighting is handled in three stages, as it is seen in Table 2. The first
stage is the analysis stage. At this stage, the historical structure, geographical elements of the area and
its position in the city with a particular view to the
public transport system and the functional value of
the area is examined. After this examination, the visual hierarchy is identified; illuminance levels and
colour relationships among different parts in the
area are decided. Afterwards, the design stage starts.
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Table2. Stages of Zone Lighting Design

In light of the data obtained from the assessments
and the standards regarding external lighting, the luminaires and the lighting sources are decided.
When deciding on the lighting elements, it is
also necessary to consider the places where the element is to be fixed. After the preliminary design
is completed, calculations are made for evaluation.
After the completion of preliminary design, calculations are made for evaluation. DIALux programme
[19] was utilized here because it has open access
and the luminaires that belong to companies are
identifiable. Thanks to the computer programs that
are currently used, today it is possible to make revisions repeatedly during the design stage, thus the
best result is achieved after having experimented
many variations. At this stage, thanks to the realistic visual images, the ambience desired to be created is captured.
Konya Mevlana-Mevlana Culture Centre axis
and its surroundings are selected as a case study
field as shown in Fig. 1. The reason why this area is
chosen is that it has the most potential of being alive
day and night time thanks to its imaginative struc-

ture stock but it cannot fulfil its potential due to the
light pollution caused by lighting applied to single
buildings. With the hierarchy to be created in the illuminance of this area, it is aimed to make the area
more liveable at night.
With its history dating back to B. C. 7000, Konya has been an important settlement area for many
civilizations. Mevlana Museum works as the tourism centre of Konya province, which was the capital of the Anatolian Seljuk Empire. Alaaddin Hill as
a tumulus constitutes the centre of the flat city and
Mevlana Museum is 1.5 km away from this area
that hosts Seljukian citadel ruins. While Mevlana
Museum holds the urban historical fringe, this range
is very active in terms of tourism and trade. The 1.5
km Mevlana – Mevlana Culture Centre axis flourishes this tourism trade centre and covers significant areas for those who come for religious tourism.
Tramline passes in the middle of this axis and there
is a connection to the city centre through the highway. This area includes also significant examples of
traditional residential texture. Mevlana Tomb and
Museum, Selimiye Mosque, Yusuf Ağa Library,

Fig. 1. Zone plan
of Konya MevlanaMevlana Culture
Centre axis
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Martyrs’ Cemetery, Konya Culture House, Hacıveyis Mosque, Islam Culture Centre, Mevlana Culture
Centre and Çelebi Houses are identified as important structures of this area. Historical and structural
characteristics of the buildings in this area are examined and their hierarchical order is determined
accordingly.
The Tomb of Mevlana is the most important
tourism centre in the area. Inside the Tomb which
presents traces of Seljuks, there is a prayer room,
semahane (the building where Mevlevi dervishes perform the sema) and sadirvan (fountain) built
during the Ottoman period. The tomb that is called
as “Green Dome” in Mevlana Museum is the most
distinctive element, as a visual symbol. The height
of the tomb is 25 meters.
A classic Ottoman work, Selimiye Mosque (Sultan Selim Mosque) dates back to 1567. The mosque
was built of cut stone. It has a big dome that is surrounded by a small full circle and half-circle domes.
The dimension of the mosque is 50 meters by 50
meters by 25 meters. It catches the sunlight through
two lines windows. The Martyrs Memorial Museum is built on a land of 5,000 m2. At the entrance
of the Memorial, there are shops selling souvenirs,
road with flags symbolizing the States established
by Turkish People and a dome for welcoming. Konya Culture House is a structure of the Republic period, constructed in the first half of the 20th century. It was originally built as a residence. After being
restored, today it serves a Culture House. Its construction material is brick. It has a hipped roof as a
top cover and two composite roofs placed above the
extensions of the inner sofa. The eaves of the threestorey structure stick out 0.5 m from the structure.
Hacıveyis Mosque is a work of the late Ottomans
period (19th Century). The Mosque was built of
stone material. The minaret was built of smooth cut
stones and the top is made of bricks. The mosque
that has wooden pillars and a hipped roof is still in
use and registered. Islam Culture Centre is composed of two structures; panorama and Mevlevi
lodge. The travertines used on the facades are light
and dark colour. The traditional material used in
Seljuk architecture, such as wood, tile and brick is
used here. It has a crown door with muqarnas and
arched windows made of solid stone. Hilton Garden
Inn Hotel is located behind the Islam Culture Centre. The four-storey structure is reinforced concrete.
Since it is not a multistoried structure, it doesn’t
ruin the silhouette of the historical area. Mevlana

Culture Centre is located one kilometre far from the
Mevlana Museum and it is across the Islam Culture
Centre. There are the foyer, exhibition halls, cafes, library and research centre, congress and performance halls in an area of 108 thousand m2 [20].
4. LIGHTING DESIGN PROPOSAL FOR
KONYA MEVLANA- MEVLANA CULTURE
CENTRE AXIS
In the hierarchical order of lighting in the area,
the historical Selimiye Mosque comes second after
Mevlana Museum. Selimiye Mosque is followed by
Martyrs’ Museum, Islam Culture Centre and Mevlana Culture Centre with their cultural standing. In the
next stage, there is Hacıveyis Mosque and Culture
House. In accordance with this hierarchical order
among the buildings, without leaving the buildings
on the main street in the background, illuminance
level necessary enough to lighten the tram and main
street is used as a base. As to the historical cemetery
area opposite to Mevlana Museum, lighting is provided with floodlights placed on the fences, making
apparent the borders of the cemetery without entering into the internal part. The floodlights placed on
the inner side of the fences, lighten the borders so
that the presence of a cemetery in the area is realized at night. In the lighting design of the zone, first
of all, the most suitable light colour for the facade
of the building is chosen. In order not to create a
view that is different from the daytime, the details
of the facades and roofs are illuminated in a particularly noticeable way. In order to make certain parts
visible and noticeable at night, as they are in day
time; roof details such as dome, minaret and the details on the facade such as columns, eaves, cornices, bay windows and motifs are emphasized through
lighting. In order to highlight the building entrances, a higher level of illuminance is applied to these
parts. As a result of this study, lighting decisions
and simulation results of lighting design are presented in Table 3.
The lighting plan designed for Mevlana Museum aims to apply the lowest level of illuminance
to the background, a higher level of illuminance
to the surroundings of the main structure and the
highest level of illuminance to the main structure.
Thus, it is aimed to create an image of the structure
integrated with its environment. The borders and
the entrance doors of the museum are highlighted.
When we look at Mevlana Museum, the most strik-
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Table 3. Decisions on the Lighting of Buildings and Simulation Results of the Lighting Design

MEVLANA MUSEUM

 10 W LED light sources under the domes
 12 W LED light sources on the Green Dome
 30 W floodlights with an angle of 180 degrees placed
to lighten exterior walls of the border
 100 W floodlights with an angle of 30 degrees, placed
on the floor to lighten the facade
 200 W floodlights for the entrance door
 150 W floodlights for the higher parts of the roof

SELIMITYE MOSQUE

 4·200 W outdoor spotlights placed on the floor for the
front facade, 2·150 W outdoor spotlights for the side
facades
 100 W floodlights with an angle of 30 degrees for
big and high domes; 50 W floodlights for medium-size
domes; 20 W floodlights for small domes; 40 W floodlights for half-circle domes
 3·10 W floodlights with an angle of 45 degrees for the
side surfaces of medium-size domes; 3·25 W luminaires
for the minaret

MARTYRS MEMORIAL MUSEUM

SIMULATION RESULTS

 100 W floodlights with an angle of 30 degrees placed
on the floor across the facade, to lighten the facade
 50 W luminaires with an angle of 180 degrees placed
on the floor for the flags
 8·50 W floodlights with an angle of 45 degrees for
the dome of the welcoming area, 8 W LEDs are placed
around the top of the dome
 20 W luminaires placed inside the dome for the passage axle under the dome
 150 W floodlight placed on the floor with an angle of
45 degrees for the entrance line
 8·50 W floodlights placed with an angle of 30 degrees
around the big octagonal dome on the roof; 10 W floodlights placed with an equal angle from three directions
for the small domes

ISLAM CULTURE CENTRE

LIGHTING DECISIONS

 2·100 W floodlights with an angle of 45 degrees for
the entrance door, 2·70 W floodlights for the front facade, 60 W floodlights placed in front of windows on
the side facades
 5 W floodlights from three directions with an angle of
45 degrees for the small domes in the roof part
 10 W LEDs for the top of the conference hall in the
roof
 25 W lighting placed underskirts of the roof in the
shape of a star; one 50 W floodlight placed upon the
skirts
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MEVLANA CULTURE
CENTRE

SIMULATION RESULTS

 5 W LEDs placed around the glass roof on the breaking points
 200 W floodlights with an angle of 30 degrees placed
on the roofs for cylindrical volume
 200 W floodlights with an angle of 30 degrees for the
facades
 200 W floodlights looking towards down with an angle of 30 degrees placed on the top of the columns at
the entrance
 250 W light source with an angle of 45 degrees for
the facade with the entrance door

HACIVEYIS MOSQUE AND
CULTURE HOUSE

LIGHTING DECISIONS

 150 W floodlights with an angle of 30 degrees for the
facade of the mosque
 5 W LEDs for semi-open entrance; 5 W led lighting
the surface to be hided in the eaves of the fountain
 For the minaret 25 W floodlights with an angle of 45
degrees lighting from three directions
 50 W floodlight with an angle of 45 degrees for the
facade below the minaret
 150 W floodlights with an angle of 30 degrees
to lighten the facades of the Culture House
 5 W led placed on the eaves of the roof to lighten the
surface of the facade towards down

30 lx. On the side facades, this rate decreases down
to 5 lx. On the high minarets, an illuminance level
of (3–5) lx that would not disturb and strain eyes is
obtained.
The souvenir shops in front of the Martyr’s Memorial Museum are made visible at night. In order
to highlight the flags and make them appear higher
and solemn, lighting from the floor upwards is applied. The lighting design pays attention also to the
form of the roof and entrance door. At the Martyrs’
Memorial, the average illuminance level of small
domes is between 7.5 lx and 10 lx and the big dome
is between 10 lx and 20 lx. On the surfaces of facades, this level reaches to 30 lx.
As to the Islam Culture Centre, a lighting plan
in harmony with the cultural characteristics of the
building is prepared. Facades and windows are
made visible by means of lighting tools embedded
in the land at certain intervals. The lighting highlights and emphasizes the entrances. It is aimed
to enhance the perception of entrances at nighttime
through LEDs placed at the door entrances and inner welcoming halls. The lighting applied to the
roof ensures the perception of the detail’s layer; the
stars. While the average illuminance level of the
front facade is around 20 lx, the illuminance level

ing part is its green dome and since it is accepted as
the symbol of the city, the first point that attracts attention at night should be the same point that draws
the attention during day time. The simulation study
done with DIALux programme reveals that the illuminance level of this dome can increase up to 75 lx.
The average illuminance level of the minarets is observed to be around 20 lx. In facades, the level of
illuminance on surfaces of the facades varies between 30 lx and 50 lx. As to the exterior walls defining the borders, an illuminance level of 10 lx is
obtained.
The illuminance level to be applied to Selimiye Mosque, both to it’s dome and facade surfaces, should be high. However, since they are side by
side with the Mevlana Museum, the level of lighting of the Selimiye Mosque should not exceed the
Mevlana Museum. In the lighting plan of Selimiye
Mosque, it is ensured that elements that are higher than human height like domes or minarets do not
disappear in the dark and they are noticeable. In deciding the placements of lighting tools, it is aimed
not to give any damage to the historical facades. According to the results of the simulation, the average
illuminance levels seen on the domes of the Selimiye Mosque are around 10 lx and on the facades are
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Fig. 2. Integrated modelling images through
the street of the zone
lighting design

of side facades is a maximum of 7.50 lx. This level
varies between 3 lx and 7.50 lx at the roof.
The lighting plan for Mevlana Culture Centre
aims to make visible the roof that is in the shape of
a cone. In addition, entrance and surfaces of facades
are made visible and circulation areas are emphasized. In the lighting of Mevlana Culture Centre, the
facade surfaces facing the road have a maximum illuminance level of 30 lx. The illuminance level of
the roof in the shape of a cone varies between 5 lx
and 10 lx. The illuminance level of the structures
that remain in the back of the road is lower than of
those that face the road.
As to the lighting of Hacıveyis Mosque, the illuminance level of the facades that are more simple and plain is kept low. The attention is paid to the
visibility of the mosque’s roof, minaret and fountain. The same principle is applied also to the Culture House. Consequently, in Hacıveyis Mosque
and Culture House; the average illuminance level of
the facade surfaces varies between 5 lx and 7.50 lx.
This level is 3 lx on the dome and 7.50 lx on the
minaret balcony. Images of integrative modelling
from the road of the zone lighting design are presented in Table 3.
As a result of these studies, the impact created
by zone lighting on the models from a holistic perspective was examined and evaluated. The images
presented in Fig. 2 belong to the final design. However, main design decisions have been revised many
times until these results were obtained.

ing and taking into account the lighting of buildings together with their surroundings, rather than
the lighting of single buildings. If there is a historical or cultural centre in the area, a hierarchical order
should be established. When taking decisions regarding zone lighting, public transport lines should
be evaluated along with buildings in the city. The
lighting of such places should be done in compliance with the standards of road lighting.
At this point, Mevlana Museum and Konya Culture Centre which developed and expanded the tourism axis in the city were examined and accordingly a lighting design that would contribute to further
development of the region was made. A systematic
proposal is developed, instead of the previous lighting approach, which was causing light pollution by
lighting only transport axis and buildings in an inordinate way. In order to create the same effect of
daytime, the details seen on facades by day were
highlighted through plain lighting, similar to the
daylight. In this way, this axis as a Culture Valley
would contribute in a positive way to the image of
the city.
One of the main reasons why such lighting decisions are not taken with a holistic approach in cities is that these places are under the responsibility
of different institutions or individuals and lighting
is not evaluated from the perspective of urban identity. At this point, the municipalities should conduct studies for specific regions and set down limits for the lighting of buildings. The lighting of a
city should not be considered only as of the lighting of streets, in fact, a holistic approach should be
developed. Afterwards, the building owners should
submit their lighting plans to the municipalities and
obtain approval. Lighting plans should also be add-

5. RESULTS
After master lighting plans of cities are prepared,
zone lighting plans should be prepared by evaluat-
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account. In the meantime, discoveries have been
made in the areas of neuroanatomy and neurophysiology of animal and human vision [2–5], which
make it necessary to develop LIs allowing their correlated colour temperature Tcp to vary throughout
the day [6] 1.
Constant enhancement of LED LSs and lighting
control systems provides new opportunities in the
field of lighting areas for hard visual activities. In
particular, works with drawings, transfer of paper
information into electronic formats are such types
of activity which require speed and scrupulosity of
employees’ visual activities.
With introduction of light emitting diodes [10],
varying of Tcp has become easy and adjustable,
and the goal of this work (conducted in 2017) was
to discover the patterns not only of visual performance (VP) and visual fatigue (VF) but also of psycho-emotional and functional states of spectators
involved in hard visual activity at different types of
LED lighting (static with different values of Tcp and
dynamic).

ABSTRACT
Constant development of LED light sources (LS)
and lighting control systems establish a potential
for development of brand new lighting installations
(LI) which allow us to increase efficiency of human
performance for both short periods of time and for
the entire active period of life. For massive development of such LIs, it is necessary to have a methodology for evaluating their efficiency. Such methodology has been developed and tested and has
prospects of development requiring constant collection and consideration of new information. In view
of this, the article describes experimental evaluations of parameters of visual functions and psycho-emotional and physiological states of spectators
in static and dynamic lighting by LED LSs.
Keywords: visual performance, dynamic lighting, comprehensive evaluation of a spectator’s state,
correlated colour temperature
1. INTRODUCTION
Visual activities of design engineers often imply
serious eyestrain. It is especially applicable to transformation of most of documents and drawings into
electronic form, which is usually done by using PC.
The existing regulatory documents standardise the
levels of illuminance in design areas and design bureaus (horizontal illuminance should be of at least
400l x and of 300 lx for offices, vertical illuminance
on displays should be 200 lx) [1]. At the same time,
the latest data on perception of the level of illuminance and LS radiation spectrum are not taken into

2. PERFORMANCE OF EXPERIMENTS
The work for comprehensive evaluation of vision functions (VF), psycho-emotional and functional states of spectators was performed in a draw1 Both visual perception and the level of circadian efficiency
of biological effect of LS radiation remain unconsidered [7, 8].
But human health and psycho-emotional state depend on the
level of illuminance and Tcp [6]. For instance, with Tcp growth
in, there is a certain growth in spectator’s activity efficiency [9].
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ing processing room of one of Moscow office
centres. Evaluation was conducted both with static
lighting (SL) by white LEDs with different Tcp and
with dynamic lighting (DL) by LEDs. Implementation of lighting scenarios became possible thanks
to use of specialised system Esylux NOVA Quadro
Set.
To increase objectivity, 2 groups of spectators
were formed (the main one and the control one).
The main group of spectators included 3 persons
aged 30 to 54. The tested activity was regulatory review, i.e. check of drawings. The control group included 4 persons of the same age range. The tested
activity was processing of drawings using PC including regulatory review. All spectators had normal sight without colour anomalies, had the same
nature of work, the same set of technical means,
and did not have differences in lifestyle and chronic diseases.
LED-based lighting devices (LDs) with micro-prism diffusers preventing visual discomfort
even in case of work with several PC displays were
used for lighting. These LDs were distinctive with
capability to change their Tcp throughout the day
in accordance with a well-known proposition [6].
Tcp values of LDs were measured by means of
TKA-VD spectrocolorimeter. Tcp of LDs was equal
to 4230K in the case of neutral-white (NW) lighting, to 2970K in the case of warm-white (WW)
lighting, and to 5670K in the case of cold-white
(CW) lighting. The levels of illuminance were equal
to: 500 lx (G‑0,8) and 250 lx (V‑1,2). With reflectance of the floor, walls and ceiling equal to 0.5, 0.7
and 0.7 respectively, the discomfort index M was
equal to 13, which corresponds to its standard value.
Before starting the series of tests of each new
type of lighting, spectators worked with the created scenario of lighting for 2 working weeks. The
main group of spectators (and the control group after them) was first tested with SL with different Tcp
and then with DL (Fig. 1).
Correlated colour temperature was changed automatically by means of software supplied with the
LED-based LDs. In the beginning of the working
day (9:00), Tcp was equal to 5500K. Then it was
gradually lowered having become equal to 4000K
by the end of the first half of the day (13:00). The
second peak of Tcp was observed in an hour, closer to the end of lunchtime, and Tcp lowered down
to 3800K again by the end of the working day
(18:00).

Fig. 1. Correlated colour temperature Tcp dependence
on the dynamic lighting scenario

During preparation of the test plan, it was taken
into account that experimental evaluation (testing)
should not take more than 1 hour of working time
per day (not more than 15 % of the working time).
Testing was performed at the beginning and at
the end of the working day, before and after lunchtime. As a result the following estimations had been
made:
– VP by using the programme, which checked
Landolt ring with PC [11, 12];
– VF by using the VF estimation programme [9,
13–15];
– Psycho-emotional state, using the answers for
test questions in accordance with the Health, Activity and Mood (HAM) method;
– Medical and biological state of a spectator
(evaluated by non-invasive analysis method (without taking blood samples)).
Some previous studies [13, 14] allowed us to develop and to test a method of comprehensive evaluation of a spectator’s state with different types of
lighting. As a part of VP evaluation attention concentration and sustainability (with calculation every 60 seconds during a 5-minute test), attention
set-shifting, coefficients of accuracy and performance (calculated using three major methods) as
well as the clarified, minimum and maximum paces
of work were evaluated. The volume of information
being evaluated was rather large and did not allow
us to use tests on paper media since it significantly slowed down processing of the results. Therefore, a software product allowing such amount of
information to process was developed [11, 12]. At
the beginning of the test, a spectator specified his
full name, age, and made a note about his sight (for
instance, some participants of the experiment were
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Table 1. Visual Performance Coefficient (R, relative units) with Different Types of Lighting
Time of the day

9:05

13:05

13:55

17:55

WW-SL

0.66±0.06

0.65±0.05

0.69±0.03

0.71±0.05

NW-SL

0.62±0.06

0.67±0.05

0.68±0.06

0.73±0.07

CW-SL

0.64±0.06

0.69±0.06

0.72±0.06

0.74±0.06

DL

0.68±0.05

0.81±0.05

0.81±0.09

0.82±0.06

Table 2. Relative Visual Fatigue (Ya, relative units) with Different Types of Lighting
Time of the day

9:05

13:05

13:55

17:55

WW-SL

0.51±0.01

0.49±0.04

0.40±0.04

0.54±0.03

NW-SL

0.54±0.04

0.50±0.03

0.40±0.06

0.45±0.04

CW-SL

0.51±0.01

0.52±0.04

0.42±0.03

0.55±0.03

DL

0.54±0.03

0.40±0.08

0.43±0.04

0.45±0.04

biological state of a spectator (to reflect changes of
his state) was evaluated by non-invasive analysis
(without taking blood samples [17]).

able to indicate that they used glasses or contact
lenses during the test). Within 300 seconds, a spectator pointed at a Landolt ring selected randomly by
the programme. When the time was up, the test results were saved in an Excel file where necessary
values were automatically calculated. The result of
the VP study was the VP coefficient R calculated using the following formula:

3. RESULTS
The results of the measurements have undergone
statistical evaluation based on Student’s t-distribution [18]. Measurement error is characterised by a
confidence interval where the actual value of measured magnitudes lies with the confidence probability 95 %.
Comparative evaluations of R values with illumination under NW-SL, WW-SL and CW-SL, and
DL are presented in Table 1; corresponding evaluations of VF are presented in Table 2.
The presented data demonstrate differences in
the values at points 13:05 and 17:55 corresponding to the end of lengthy visual workload. This is
defined by the end of hard visual activities in the
first and the second halves of the working day. It
is worth noting, that the value of R is much higher
by the end and at the beginning of the working day
under DL than under CW-SL illumination. Based
on the poll of the spectators, it may be explained
by positive experience of a spectator’s work with
DL during the period of adaptation to the new type
of lighting or, on the contrary, by negative experience of work with CW-SL. It is this why the data
obtained from the spectators are evaluated in a dynamic fashion.

R = T·d,
where d is total number of viewed symbols, T is the
accuracy coefficient calculated as
T=

a – (b + c )
,
a +b

where a is the number of correctly marked symbols,
b is the number of missed symbols, c is the number of mistakes made (incorrectly marked symbols).
VF was also evaluated [9, 13–15] by calculation
of relative VF Ya using the formula
Y à =(1 −

t2
) ⋅100,
t1

where t1 is time of disappearance of the difference
in perception of brightness of two halves of a round
before the start of the visual fatigue test, t2 is time
of disappearance of the difference in perception of
brightness of two halves of a round after the end of
the visual fatigue test.
Psycho-emotional state of a spectator was evaluated using the HAM method [16] and medical and
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Table 3. Health, Activity, Mood Indexes (relative units) with Different Types of Lighting
Time of the day

9:05

13:05

13:55

17:55

Health
WW-SL

0.92±0.03

0.88±0.03

0.84±0.04

0.84±0.11

NW-SL

0.92±0.03

0.89±0.03

0.85±0.03

0.84±0.05

CW-SL

0.91±0.04

0.81±0.03

0.81±0.05

0.84±0.04

DL

0.90±0.05

0.91±0.03

0.84±0.03

0.85±0.03

Activity
WW-SL

0.90±0.06

0.79±0.06

0.69±0.06

0.61±0.05

NW-SL

0.85±0.06

0.80±0.04

0.73±0.04

0.67±0.05

CW-SL

0.88±0.06

0.80±0.08

0.68±0.06

0.75±0.04

DL

0.91±0.05

0.90±0.03

0.84±0.06

0.82±0.05

Mood
WW-SL

0.92±0.04

0.84±0.05

0.80±0.05

0.77±0.02

NW-SL

0.91±0.03

0.85±0.04

0.81±0.04

0.81±0.02

CW-SL

0.92±0.06

0.83±0.05

0.75±0.04

0.72±0.05

DL

0.89±0.04

0,88±0.04

0.85±0.04

0.85±0.03

The least levels of VF after the end of working
day are observed with NW-SL and DL.
The values of parameters of the spectators’ psycho-emotional state (Table 3), especially at time
points 13:5 and 17:55, confirm better readiness of
the spectators for continuous work with DL.
The results of data analysis demonstrate mutually-dependent dynamics of parameters of the spectators’ VP and psycho-emotional state. The values
of R with NW-SL and CW-SL are higher than with
WW-SL. At the same time, the mood indicator lowers much more under CW-SL than with WW-SL
and NW-SL illuminations by the end of the working
day. When it comes to activity, DL turned out to be
the most favourable for the spectators. Comparison
of the data demonstrates that DL has a number of
advantages as compared to SL, especially to CWSL and WW-SL.

CONCLUSION
The described evaluations demonstrate that application of LED-based sources of NW light is more
preferable compared to similar sources of WW and
CW light. With increase in Tcp, there is an increase
in VP with reduction of psycho-emotional characteristics of the spectators, and the levels of relative VF become almost the same with WW-SL and
CW-SL by the end of the working day and twice as
high as with NW-SL and DL. It is also seen that VF
grows along with growth of VP under CW-SL 2.
The presented data testify that the existing method of VF and overall state evaluation is rather developed and may be used further. The following alterations to improve the method are possible:
– Separation of the studies by type: laboratory (more detailed, appropriate for small groups of

It is also worth noting that:
– The area had a distinctive feature (non-availability of natural lighting) that made it possible to collect information strictly
at the set level of lighting; this allowed us to conduct a series of experiments in conditions close to laboratory environment, and
comprehension of the parameters being studied and analysis of their dynamics throughout the working day substantiate consistency
of the collected data;
– Comprehensive evaluation of the spectators’ state in different types of lighting provides variability for development of lighting
scenarios for specific types of activities and spectators of different ages and professions;
– It is necessary to simplify and supplement such studies to obtain maximum possible amount of useful information for standardisation and design of DL LIs.
2
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spectators) and experimental (less detailed, appropriate for checking the results of laboratory studies
with large number of spectators);
– Replacement of complex and expensive medical equipment used in the described experiment (for
instance, with EEG or just with measurement of
blood pressure and heart rate);
– Application of different methods of a spectator’s psychoemotional state evaluation.
It is important to note that complication of the
method of comprehensive evaluation of spectators’
state with different types of lighting should not expand the time needed for testing.
During the studies, it was shown that work with
small groups provides good results. This allows us
to speak about possibility to form small experimental groups of spectators of different age, profession,
working in different facilities, etc. Such approach
will allow us to collect data on the effect of DL on
maximum number of categories the spectators may
be divided into.
The collected data will allow us to form a base
for introducing amendments to regulatory documents which may be further used by designers of
DL LI’s.
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WEIGHTING THE RELEVANCE OF THE DIFFERENT COLOURS
IN SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENTS OF COLOUR PREFERENCE
Peter Bodrogi*, Diana Carella, and Tran Quoc Khanh
Laboratory of Lighting Technology, Technical University Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany
*E-mail: bodrogi@lichttechnik.tu-darmstadt.de

enced by the following physical parameters of the
lighting system: the chromaticity and hue of the object colours under the actual light source spectrum,
the value of the colour fidelity index [3], the size
of the colour gamut [4, 5], the shape of the colour
gamut [6], the correlated colour temperature (CCT)
of the light source [7, 8], and the characteristic illuminance level (in lx) [9-11] at the different surface in the room on which the coloured objects are
arranged.
While subjects are making their colour preference judgements, they are scrutinizing the coloured
objects in the room, paying more or less attention
to the different colour categories or colour groups
(e.g. red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple) of the
coloured objects in the illuminated scene. In other
words, the different colour groups obtain different
“weights” from the subjects. This “weighting” is the
subject of the present article.
The issue of “weighting” is dealt with in literature as follows. Judd [12] used the following
weights (W) in the definition of the so-called flattery index (a kind of colour preference index). He
assigned the weight W=5 to the CIE test colour samples TCS-1 and TCS-3 to TCS-8, the weight W=15
to TCS-2 (dark greyish yellow) and TCS-14 (moderate olive green or leaf colour). He assigned the
highest weight of W=35 to TCS-13 (i.e. to light yellowish pink or skin tone). However, these weight
values were putatived, they did not result from visual experiments. Saturated object colours (red, yellow, green, blue and purple) were not included in
the definition of the flattery index (see Table II in
[12]).

ABSTRACT
Observers made subjective colour preference
judgements about different arrangements of coloured objects in different scenes. While doing so,
observers had to assess the importance (so-called
weight) of every one of seven colour groups or
hue groups (skin tone, red, orange, yellow, green,
blue and purple). The scenes were illuminated by
high-CRI spectra at four different correlated colour temperatures (CCTs). Red and orange obtained
the highest weights (this means that red and orange
are the most important colours for subjective colour
preference); yellow, green and blue were intermediate while skin tone had only a little weight. CCT
had only a small effect while scene content (e.g. “office” vs. “painting”) had a strong influence. Objects
of higher chromaticity in the same colour group obtained a higher weight across the different scenes.
Latter finding resulted into a predicting formula of
the weights.
Keywords: colour preference, different hue
groups, weighting colours, scene content, object
context, colour preference model, hue dependence
1. INTRODUCTION
The subjective impression of colour preference
has gained much attention in lighting research. Its
definition can be formulated as the subjective extent of how an observer likes the colour appearance
of the coloured objects in the room [1] depending
on the viewing context or the application field of
lighting [2]. Colour preference is known to be influ-
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Table 1. Percentage of Times that Each Hue Was Ranked in the Top Three Positions of Importance under
Warm White and Cool White when Subjects Judged Colour Rendition [13]
Colour

Red

Orange

Yellow

Chartreuse

Green

Cyan

Blue

Purple

Warm white

91

69

71

12

27

8

2

20

Cool white

90

64

74

15

27

7

2

21

Table 2. Overall Mean Weights (Wi) and their STD Values for All Observers
and All Scenes (i=1-7) in the Present Article
Colour (i)

Wi

STD

Wi’

Ci

Wi*

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[7]

1: brown/skin

1.69

1.11

1.72

24.1

0.50

–

0.75

–

–

–

2: red

3.40

1.10

3.36

68.5

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

3: orange

3.48

1.30

3.65

64.6

1.03

0.73

1.25

0.50

0.89

0.72

4: yellow

2.68

1.30

2.75

53.1

0.79

0.80

0.50

0.33

0.19

0.15

5: green

2.81

1.16

2.76

46.6

0.83

0.30

0.50

0.61

0.86

0.47

6: blue

2.89

1.19

2.80

45.6

0.85

0.02

0.50

0.28

0.35

0.37

7: purple

2.22

1.21

2.24

34.5

0.65

0.23

0.25

0.22

0.46

0.43

r1

0.58

0.58

0.69

0.68

0.72

r2

0.63

0.63

0.62

0.64

0.68

Note to Table 2. Wi’: overall mean weights excluding the painting; Ci: characteristic CIECAM02 chromaticity value of a colour
group resulting from the spectral measurements; last columns: comparison with the weights (relative to red) from the references
[7, 13-16] indicated in the top row; WI*: WI value, relative to red (red=1.00); r1: Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the
weight from literature and the present WI data (brown/skin was only included in case of ref. [14]); r2: Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the weight from literature and the present data excluding the painting.

In a more recent work, Rea and Freyssinier [13]
obtained the percentages of times that each hue was
ranked in the top three positions of importance under warm white and cool white illumination when
the subjects judged the naturalness and vividness
of coloured objects (fresh fruits, vegetables and a
colour chart) illuminated by different light sources.
The resulting weights of the different colour groups
of the objects are listed in Table 1. (More precisely,
the question asked of the observers was to rank the
top three hues within the observed scene that most
influenced their opinion [13]). As can be seen from
Table 1, red-orange-yellow objects turned out to be
most important and correlated colour temperature
had only a slight influence on the weights.
In another experiment [14], a secondary task of
the observers was to prioritise eight coloured objects (real objects, not artificial ones) in a scene according to their relevance while making a judgement about the similarity of colour appearance
under two light sources (in a visual colour fidelity
experiment). Subjects had to assign the numbers 1
(highest), 2, 3, 4 and 5 (lowest) only to five objects
(to those considered most relevant) out of the entire
set of eight objects. The following median values

(in parentheses) were obtained: orange (1), red rose
(2), own hand (3); lemon, banana, lettuce, blue-lilac
rose (4), purple onion (5). This finding, in turn, emphasizes the important role of red-orange objects,
see Table 2. Table 2 will be further explained and
discussed in Sections 2, 3.
In a further study [15], eighteen participants
made colour preference assessments of coloured
objects (colourful textiles, colour chart, beverage
cans, fruits) in a viewing booth [15]. The colours
red, green, and orange influenced the participants’
assessments most strongly (see Table 2). In another experiment [16], subjects rated a room filled with
various coloured objects on three scales including saturated–dull, normal–shifted, and like–dislike. The percentage of the subjects who included
a certain colour group in the top three most important ones when making these assessments equalled
about 74 % for red, 66 % for orange, 14 % for yellow, 64 % for green, 26 % for blue, 34 % for purple
and 14 % for white (by reading approximate percentage values from the diagram [16]). This finding
accentuated, in turn, the importance of red and orange, generally playing a more important role than
the other hues. Green also obtained a high percent-
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Fig. 1. Scenes arrangements of coloured objects or painting (upper row, from left to right: 0-training scene, 1-kitchen; 2-office; 3-food; 4-children’s room; 5-bathroom; 6-textiles; lower row, from left to right: 7-candles; 8-colour circle; 9-ducks;
10-napkins; 11-watering cans; 12-wools; 13-painting (a hand-painted reproduction of Monet’s poppy field))

age, possibly, because there were also some saturated green objects in the observed scene, see Table 2.
In another study [7], subjects rated the appearance of a room under different illuminating conditions concerning whether they felt that the lighting made the colour of the objects appear normal or
shifted, saturated or dull, and whether their overall
opinion was that they liked or disliked the way the
lighting made the objects appear. Objects of various
colours included printed artwork, clothing, various
coloured consumer goods with packages, containing inks or dyes, and natural objects such as flowers. The percentage of the subjects who included a
certain colour group in the top three most important ones when making these assessments equalled
about 94 % for red, 68 % for orange, 14 % for yellow, 44 % for green, 35 % for blue, 40 % for purple,
and 12 % for white (by reading approximate percentage values from the diagram [7]), see Table 2.
The above findings corroborate that the weights
Wi of the different colour groups (e.g. i=red, orange,
yellow, green, blue etc.) have a significant influence
on colour preference judgements and this should be
considered in the definition of a colour preference
index CP. This definition can be written e.g. in the
form of equation below
CP = (W1 ⋅ CP1 + W2 ⋅ CP2 + ... + WN ⋅ CPN )

ically. Accordingly, the aim of the present article is
to answer the following questions:
1. What are the weights of the different groups
of coloured objects (e.g. red, orange, yellow, green,
etc.) in a colour preference task? A colour preference metric should consider this weighting, see the
general Eq. (1);
2. Is the effect of CCT significant? Table 1 does
not suggest a significant CCT effect;
3. Does the composition of the scene with the
coloured objects affect the weights of the different
colours?
The scene may e.g. contain a painting possibly with strong cognitive or emotional clues for the
subject or the emotionally more neutral objects of
an office. The scene can also be filled with more or
less saturated objects in a certain hue group, and
these chromaticity differences might influence the
weights of the different colours. E.g. if saturated
green happens to be included to represent the green
hue group then this might obtain a higher weight.
To answer the above questions, a visual psychophysical experiment was carried out, see Section 2.
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Observers had to consider whether and to what
extent they liked the colour appearance of one of
twelve different arrangements of coloured objects
plus a painting (so called scenes, see Fig. 1) under the current correlated colour temperature levels, 3200 K, 4200 K, 5000 K or 5500 K of the light
source illuminating the scene. While considering
this, subjects had to assess on the rating scale of
the questionnaire how much attention they were
paying to each one of the following colour groups
(briefly: colours): brown or skin tone (this was considered as a single category): red, orange, yellow,
green, blue and purple (see Fig. 2). Observers had
to mark only one rating category for each colour, 0

(1)

In Eq. (1), the symbol Wi means the weights of
the different colour groups (i = 1..N) and CPi means
a special colour preference index defined for each i
number of colour group. Despite their importance,
weights are not considered in today’s widely used
colour rendition metrics. The dependence of the
weights on object scene composition (e.g. the presence of saturated green objects in the scene or the
inclusion of objects with strong cognitive clues like
paintings) combined with the effect of the CCT of
the light source has not been investigated systemat-
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Table 3. Gender (G), Age (A in Years) and Cultural Background (C) of the Individual Observers
(g: German, c: Chinese, v: Vietnamese)
O

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

G

f

m

m

f

m

m

m

m

m

m

f

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

f

m

A

34 29 24 25 24 23 25 21 47 33 31 28 27 30 31 33 27 22 36 24 26 24 53

C

g

g

g

g

g

g

g

g

g

g

c

g

g

g

g

v

g

g

g

g

g

g

g

Table 4. Colorimetric Properties of the Four Spectra (3200 K, 4200 K, 5000 K, and 5500 K) Used in the Experiment
CCT level

3200 K

4200 K

5000 K

5500 K

Ra

95

96

95

95

Rf

92

91

91

91

Rg

105

103

103

104

Duv

–0.0006

–0.0003

0.0017

0.0019

CCT (K)

3228

4184

5000

5541

for “not any”, 1 for “very little”, 2 for “little”, 3 for
“some”, 4 for “much” or 5 for “very much”. These
ratings will be called the “weights” of the individual colours (as mentioned in the Introduction). Every
scene was constructed from different coloured artificial objects (except the painting which was purchased as a whole) so that all scenes contained all
seven colours.
Observers had to fill a separate questionnaire for
every one of the 13 scenes and for every one of the
4 CCTs. The coloured objects and the painting were
arranged on a white plate on the horizontal plane
of the table on which the horizontal illuminance
equalled 2300 lx ± 4% (maximal difference) across
the four CCTs and the different positions on the table. The reason of choosing this high illuminance
level was the intent of investigating the weights
at the best level of colour preference i.e. in case
of >2000 lx according to a previous finding [11].
The four CCTs equalled 3228±55 K, 4184±110 K,
5000±24 K, and 5541±114 K measured on a horizontal white standard on the table. The ± sign indicates maximal CCT differences across different positions on the table (see Fig. 1).
Twenty three observers (4 women and 19 men)
took part in the experiment (see Table 3), 21 German, 1 Vietnamese and 1 Chinese. All of them are
living for at least three years in Germany at the time
of the experiment. All observers were co-workers of
the Laboratory of the authors showing interest for
and having (more or less) experience in lighting engineering. They were aged between 21 and 53 years
(mean 29.4). All observers had good or corrected
visual acuity and normal colour vision.

After entering the experimental room (with white
painted walls), the subject had to adapt for 2 minutes to a randomly selected initial CCT. In this period, the task and the questionnaire were explained.
Then, the subject had to look at scene No. 0 (training scene, see Fig. 1) under this CCT for 30 seconds
and then fill the questionnaire (Fig. 2). After this,
the 13 scenes were looked at (every scene for 30
seconds) and assessed (with no time limitation) one
after each other. After this, the next randomly chosen CCT followed and the subject had to adapt to it
for 2 minutes and carry out the above weight assessment procedure. Every subject assessed every scene
under every CCT once (there were no repetitions).
The four spectra (3200 K, 4200 K, 5000 K and
5500 K) were generated by a stable, high-pow-

Fig. 2. Questionnaire to assess the degree of attention (this
is called weight in the present article) paid to the individual
colour groups (briefly: colours) while considering the preference of the colour appearance of the arrangements of coloured objects or the painting (so-called scenes, see Fig. 1)
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ing CIECAM02 parameters: D=1 (forced), F=1.0,
c=0.69, and N c=1.0 (average surround). Fig. 5
shows the measured colours of the objects in the
13 scenes in a CIECAM02 H-C diagram under the
3200 K spectrum, as an example.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Overall Mean Weights of the Colours
and Inter-Personal Differences

Fig. 3. Relative spectral radiance of the four spectra (3200
K, 4200 K, 5000 K, and 5500 K) used in the experiment

Table 2 contains the overall mean weights of
the seven colours, their standard deviation (STD)
values, characteristic chromaticity values of the
different colours resulting from the spectral measurements (Section 2) as well as the literature data
described in Section 1 for a comparison. As can
be seen from Table 2, red and orange obtained the
highest mean ratings (3.4 – 3.5 i.e. between “some”
and “much”), yellow, green and blue were intermediate (2.7 – 2.9 i.e. “some”), purple had a smaller
weight (2.2 i.e. “little”) while brown/skin exhibited
“little” - “very little” (1.7). It can also be seen from
Table 2 that the overall standard deviation (STD) of
the weights found by the observers (representing inter-observer variability) across all CCTs (4), scenes
(13) and colours (7) equalled to 1.3.
Considering the scenes separately, the highest overall STD occurred in case of No. 13 i.e. the
painting (1.5), possibly, due to the high cognitive
inter-personal differences when assessing this more
complicated and more emotional pictorial content
(Monet’s poppy field) compared to the lowest STD
(1.2) of the decorative, simplistic arrangement of
No. 4 (children’s room). We also calculated the overall mean ratings excluding the painting (Wi’ in the
fourth column of Table 2) and obtained slightly different values from those including the painting (Wi

er, high-end, four-channel LED engine comprising
red, green, blue, and warm white LED channels.
Fig. 3 shows their relative spectral radiance. Table 4
shows the colorimetric properties of these spectra.
As can be seen from Table 4, every spectrum had a
high colour fidelity index (Rf = 91-92) with a white
point in the neighbourhood of the blackbody or daylight loci (|Duv|<0.002).
The spectral reflectance of the coloured objects
in the scenes (see Fig. 1) was measured at them illuminating by a halogen lamp. The 1° measuring field
of a Konica-Minolta CS 2000 spectroradiometer
was used. First, we measured the spectral radiance
of a horizontal white standard on the table and then
we replaced the white standard by the object, measured the spectral radiance of the object at the same
position, and calculated the spectral radiance factor. We repeated this procedure for every object and
every scene. Thirty-two characteristic surface elements (that represented the seven colour groups, see
Fig. 2) were measured in case of the painting. Fig. 4
shows the spectral radiance factors of the objects of
the “kitchen” scene as an example.
From the measured spectral reflectance curves,
the CIECAM02 H, C and J values were computed
for all measured coloured surfaces with the follow-

Fig. 4. Spectral radiance factors of the
objects of the “kitchen”
scene, Fig. 1
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Table 5. Result of a Three-Way ANOVA With SPSS(R) Effect Size Estimation (Partial Eta Squared, η 2)
Variables

df

F

sig.

partial eta squared, η2

CCT

3

8.747

0.000

0.003

Scene

12

19.109

0.000

0.030

Colour

6

384.351

0.000

0.234

CCT * Scene

36

0.568

0.982

0.003

CCT * Colour

18

2.927

0.000

0.007

Scene * Colour

72

24.191

0.000

0.188

CCT * Scene * Colour

216

0.602

1.000

0.017

in the fourth column of Table 2). The overall STD
values of the weights among the four CCTs ranged
between 1.27 and 1.36. Considering the colours separately, yellow and orange exhibited an overall STD
of 1.3, brown/skin and red about 1.1 and green, blue
and purple about 1.2.
The last columns of Table 2 compare the mean
weights Wi with literature data from the references described in the Introduction. These data were
transformed into relative weight values related
to the weight of the red colour group (=1.00). In case
of reference [13], we calculated the average of the
warm white and cool white data from Table 1 [13]
and found a moderate positive correlation with the
Wi data of the present article (r1=0.58; see Table 2).
For reference [14], we subtracted the median priority data from 6 and then related them to red, see
Table 2. A moderate positive correlation (r1=0.58)
was found between these data and the Wi data of
the present article. In case of references [7, 15, 16],

moderate-good correlations (with r1 values between
0.68 and 0.72) were found.
The differences between literature data and the
present paper’s findings may have the following
reasons:
1. Difference between the tasks, e.g. similarity
judgement of colour appearance between two light
sources [14] vs. colour preference assessment under
one given light source;
2. Viewing cube [14] vs. free viewing (present
article);
3. Difference between the choice of the coloured
objects being assessed (e.g. several saturated green
objects were included in [16]).
We also computed Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the present result excluding the
painting and literature data; see the last row of
Table 2. We denoted this by r2 (in contrast to r1
which includes the painting). The difference between r1 and r2 was not significant for any one of
the five literature data (p>0.88 with Fisher’s r-to-z,
two-tailed).
3.2. Combined Effect of the Independent
Variables Colour, Scene, and CCT
Table 5 contains the result of a three-way ANOVA with SPSS(R) effect size estimation.
As can be seen from Table 5, although the effect of CCT on the subjects’ ratings was significant, its effect size is small (0.003). The largest effect (0.234) took place in case of the independent
variable “colour” while the variable “scene” also
exhibited a considerable effect (0.030). The interactions CCT*colour (small effect size 0.007) and
scene*colour (large effect size 0.188) turned out
to be significant.

Fig. 5. Colours of the objects of the scenes in the
CIECAM02 H-C diagram under the 3200 K spectrum,
Fig. 3 (H=0 and H=400: unique red, H=100: unique yellow, H=200: unique green, H=300: unique blue)
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The 13 scenes were grouped according to the similarity or dissimilarity of their relative weight distributions among the seven colours, see Fig. 7. Table 6
shows the resulting relative weights of the seven colours in the four scene cluster centres found by the
SPSS(R) K-Means algorithm - compared to the overall relative weights (last column of Table 6) calculated from the data of Table 2.
As can be seen from Table 6, the four cluster
centres exhibit characteristic relative weight distributions among the seven colours. These distributions are different from the one of the overall
relative weights in the last column. For instance,
the painting’s cluster centre’s “red” has a relative
weight of 2.86 and this is greater than the overall
mean relative weight of red, 2.00. We named the
four clusters in the following way in order to represent the membership of the scenes in a given cluster: “Office”, “Painting”, “Kitchen”, “Napkins”. The
scenes “office” and “watering cans” belong to the
1st cluster (“Office”), “painting” belongs to the 2nd
cluster (“Painting”), “kitchen”, “food”, “children’s
room”, “bathroom”, “textiles” and “ducks” belong
to the 3rd cluster (“Kitchen”) while “candles”, “colour circle”, “napkins” and “wools” belong to the 4th
cluster (“Napkins”). The painting obtained an individual cluster possibly due to its more complicated pictorial content evoking a strong cognitive and
emotional response in the subject when assessing
the colour preference of the difference paint colours
on its surface.

Fig. 6. Weak η2 = 0.003 but significant effect of CCT on the
weights for the different colours (ANOVA;
df=3, F=8.747; p<0.0001)
(1: brown/skin; 2: red; 3: orange; 4: yellow; 5: green; 6:
blue; 7: purple; intervals represent 95% confidence intervals (inter-personal variability) of the mean weights)

3.3. Effect of CCT
The weak but significant effect of CCT η2 =
0.003 on the weights is shown in Fig. 6.
Two pairs of non-overlapping confidence intervals can be seen in Fig. 6:
1. “Brown/skin” (No. 1) obtained a lower weight
(i.e. less attention when the subjects judged colour
preference) in case of 4200 K than in case of the
other CCTs;
2. “Blue” (No. 6) obtained a lower weight in
case of 3200 K than in case of the other CCTs (i.e.
“blue” obtained less attention in a warm white
environment).

3.5 Interpretation of the Weight Distribution
Differences among the Scenes and Prediction
of the Weights

3.4. Effect of Scene

In order to interpret the weight distribution differences among the scenes (Fig. 7) and the existence
of scene clusters (Table 6), we hypothesized that the
reason of the strong interaction (Scene*Colour) depicted in Fig. 7 is that objects of a particular scene
with higher chromaticity in the same colour group
attract more attention when evaluating colour preference. The objects of a given colour had different
chromaticity values in the individual scenes; see the
scattering chromaticity values in Fig. 5.
To examine this hypothetic role of the chromaticity of the objects, we calculated a characteristic chromaticity value Cik for every colour (i=1-7)
and every scene (i=1-12) i.e. except the painting)
by averaging the chromaticity of the measured ob-

Fig. 7 visualises the effect of the interaction
Scene*Colour η2 = 0.188 on the variable relative
weight (relative to the weight of “skin/brown”,
No. 1, in case of every scene) defined as Rik= Wik /
W1k. The symbol W1k represents the weight of “skin/
brown” while the symbol Wik represents the mean
weight found by all observers in case of the different colours (i=1-7; see the colour numbers in Table 2) and different scenes (k=1-13, see Fig. 1).
Conspicuous differences can be seen from Fig. 7
among the relative weight distributions of the seven colours. Using the 13 x 7 mean relative weights
Rik shown in Fig. 7 as input, the 13 scenes were
grouped automatically by an SPSS(R) K-Means cluster analysis with the fixed number of four clusters.
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Table 6. Output of the Cluster Analysis
Cluster No.
Scenes in this cluster
Cluster name
brown/skin
red
orange
yellow
green
blue
purple

1
2, 11
«Office»
1.00
2.27
1.90
1.76
1.89
2.03
1.98

2
13
«Painting»
1.00
2.86
1.07
1.32
2.52
2.88
1.40

3
1, 3-6, 9
«Kitchen»
1.00
1.84
1.95
1.39
1.32
1.29
1.13

4
7, 8, 10, 12
«Napkins»
1.00
2.07
2.64
1.95
2.01
2.13
1.35

Overall

1.00
2.00
2.06
1.58
1.66
1.70
1.31

Note to Table 6: Cluster centres i.e. characteristic relative weight (R) distributions (relative to the weight of “skin/brown”)
of the seven colours in case of the four clusters of scene, and we named the clusters in order to represent the membership of
the scenes in a given cluster; relative overall weights computed from Table 2 are 1-kitchen; 2-office; 3-food; 4-children’s room;
5-bathroom; 6-textiles; lower row, from left to right: 7-candles; 8-colour circle; 9-ducks; 10-napkins; 11-watering cans; 12-wools;
13-painting; overall relative weights were calculated from the data of Table 2.

Fig. 7. Effect of the interaction Scene*Colour
(η2 = 0.188); mean
relative weight (relative
to the weight of “skin/
brown” in case of every
scene) found by the
subjects (1st coloured
column: brown/skin;
2nd: red; 3rd: orange;
4th: yellow; 5th: green;
6th: blue; 7th: purple)

jects (if there was more than one object of the same
=
Wik , pred C=
·Wi , with Cik ,rel Cik / Ci
ik , rel
colour then we averaged the C values of those ob(2)
i=
1 − 7 and k =
1 − 12
jects) among the four CCTs. We did not include the
painting because, as mentioned above, the painting
Pearson’s correlation coefficient between Wik
represents a highly cognitive context when assess- and Wik,pred equalled to 0.84, see Fig. 8.
The strong positive correlation (Fig. 8) between
ing colour preference. Red (poppy flower) and blue
(sky, umbrella) obtained higher weights as these Wik and Wik,pred (r=0.84) implies that if the chromacolours tend to get consciously in the focus of the ticity of an object of a given colour group (e.g. orviewer’s attention due to the cognitive context of ange) is relatively high in a particular scene then
the painting.
that object will obtain a higher weight in that parIn a second step, we computed the mean chro- ticular scene. The value of Ci (see the last column
maticity of every colour (i=1-7) across the different of Table 2) resulting from the measurements of the
scenes except the painting (k=1-12), Ci=Mean (Cik, present article can be considered as an estimate of
k=1-12). After this, we computed a relative chro- the characteristic chromaticity of a certain colour
maticity Cik,rel for every colour and every scene: group.
Cik,rel= Cik / Ci. If the value of this relative chromaThis way, Eq. (2) can be applied to predict the
ticity Cik,rel is high in case of a given colour and giv- weights in any new scene (“k=14”) that consists of
en scene, this means that that colour has a relatively the colour groups investigated in the present artihigh chromaticity in that particular scene. Multiply- cle (brown/skin, red, orange, green, blue and puring the value of Cik,rel by the overall mean weights ple). If the characteristic CIECAM02 chromaticiWi from Table 2, we obtain a hypothetical predictor ty values of the colours in this new scene (“k=14”)
quantity of the weights, Wik,pred, see Eq. (2).
are known (Ci14) then the predicting quantity Wik,pred
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tained the highest overall mean ratings (3.4 – 3.5 i.e.
between “some” weight and “much” weight); yellow, green and blue were intermediate (2.7 – 2.9 i.e.
“some” weight), purple had a smaller weight (2.2
i.e. “little”) while brown/skin exhibited only “little” – “very little” (1.7).
Scene content (e.g. “painting” vs. “typical coloured objects in an office”) had a strong influence on the weights of the seven colours. Accordingly, four scene clusters (office, painting, kitchen
and napkins) with characteristic cluster centres (i.e.
weight distributions among the seven colours) were
identified. To interpret the weight distribution differences among the scenes (except for the painting), we hypothesized that objects of higher chromaticity in the same colour group obtain a higher
weight. This hypothesis resulted in Eq. (3) via Eq.
(2). Equation (3) can be used to predict the weights
in any new scene that consists of objects of the same
colour groups (brown or skin tone, red, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple) excluding scenes of
high cognitive content (e.g. paintings). Colour preference metrics should consider the weighting of
the different hue groups in the future possibly by
the use of Eq. (3). The painting itself constituted
an individual cluster due to its complicated pictorial content (shape, size, location) evoking a strong
cognitive and emotional response. Paintings of different pictorial content shall be examined in a separate study.

Fig. 8. Prediction of the mean weights (Wik) of the different
colours (i=1-7) and scenes (k=1-12) by the quantity Wik,pred
of Eq. (2) (the painting is not included)

can be calculated using the values of Wi and Ci in
Table 2. In order to predict the rating categories
(0-“not any”, 1-“very little”, 2-“little”, 3- “some”,
4-“much”, 5-“very much”) of the weights in the
new scene, the quantity Wik,pred of Eq. (2) has to be
re-scaled according to the best fit line in Fig. 8,
see Eq. (3). The re-scaled quantity is denoted by
Wik,pred’.
=
Wik , pred ’ 0.7868 ·Wik , pred + 0.6014

(3)

It should be noted that - for the sake of a usable
prediction - the new scene in which the weights
should be predicted should not comprise cognitively emphasized elements like the brush strokes of a
painting. In a painting, certain colours are important
because they represent the artist’s intent e.g. purple
brush strokes are by themselves emphasized if the
painting depicts a person in purple clothes who constitutes the main topic of the painting.
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different hues, saturations and values within their
physical boundaries. The colour has its value in accordance with the light it reflects; the same colour
family has its hue that differs in terms of value and
saturation, yet depends upon the colour gradation
with close associations. Moreover, it has saturation
in accordance with visual intensity and purity. In order to have a proper sense of colour; a light reflected
from the object, a healthy eye functioning according
to the incoming light and also a perfect visual cortex in the brain are necessary. The eye transmits the
wave vibrations to brain via colour nerves and so
the colour is recognized [2]. Briefly, while the light
coming to the eye is a physical event, processes in
the eye are physiological, and finally the perception
of the rays in the eye is a psychological event. Most
of our sensory interaction with surround surfaces
is based upon our visual perceptions comprised of
light and colour stimuli. Colours are emerging because of light frequencies intensity have an impact
on human psychology and actions through their low
or high energies vibration. Psychological effects of
colours influence human’s mental activity, physical
performance, and psychosocial state; hence, it has
a key role on the human- equipment- surface system [3]. Lighting means applying the light in order
to render objects and surface visible. Lighting design is an art and science branch that describes the
relationship between the place and the user by using light tools. Lighting is the most important complement for the value and atmosphere of the place.
In his study, Duran [2] has called attention to the
role of colour on the ergonomics searching the nat-

ABSTRACT
Lighting is one of the basic aspects that eases
our lives and increases its quality. We use lighting
tools in many places such as homes, streets, work
places, hospitals, factories, etc. In this study, the effects of the light source and the surface of the object
on features like colour temperature, glare, colour
(perceived) and dominant wavelength is analysed.
Four light sources such as a warm white halogen
lamp, warm white LED source and two cool white
LED sources were used. In the light measurements,
10 paper surfaces and 8 cloth surfaces were selected as the surface type. Colours of the surfaces were
selected among the main colours on the colour locus. Light, reflected from surface was recorded with
Konica Minolta CS‑200 model. All results were indicated and compared with each other.
Keywords: colour temperature, glare, colour
(perceived), dominant wavelength
1. INTRODUCTION
Light is a special form of energy, which spreads
as wave and acts as a particle; hence, it is explained
with photon and wave theories. Both theories complete each other and explain two different features
of light energy [1].
The term colour can be described as the effect
of light that is left in our eyes after the light has
hit and reflected by bodies. When it comes to the
colour concept, it is essential to define the groups
of rays having different wavelengths and reaching
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Fig. 1. Measurement device and black box

Fig. 2. Measurement device position

ural and technical rules of the relationship between
objects (used by people) and the surface (inhabited
by people). The importance of colour, which evokes
people’s physical and psychological perceptions, is
emphasized in terms of individual- object- surface
accordance. Duran analysed the colour applications
and effects in different styling realms in the context
of colour’s psychological effects and application.
Consequently, he emphasized colour’s key role on
the ergonomics as a psychosocial factor affecting
the colour perceptions, motivation, attention, communication, creativity, etc. He also demonstrated
that colour is an important factor for improving the
working conditions, humanizing the workplaces and
maintaining human surface accordance [4].
In their research, Ceken and Yıldız [5] have investigated the effect of colours on advertisement
perceptions. They stated the importance of colours
on the effect of advertisements and consumers’ preferences. Colours, encouraging our perceptual organization, evoke the senses by helping customers
to know the property and the service they are about
to buy. These imprinted advertisements were analysed in sense of colour dimension and the authors
tried to prove that different colours have different
characteristics [5].
Colours physical and psychological effects turn
their form into a structure giving a message themselves and play a key role in the perception of advertisements. In this research, the effect of natural and artificial light sources on the light reflected
from the surface in the different coloured and different reflecting surfaces is analysed in laboratory.

box within the size of 1 m×1 m×1 m was designed
and built for the experiment. The inner part of the
box was covered with a black, non-reflecting and
light absorber coating [6, 7]. Two holes, 4 cm in diameter, were opened in the middle of the top and
middle of the side surface of the box. While the
hole on the top surface was opened to place the
light source, the other hole located on the side was
used to place CS‑200 Colour and Luminance Meter
(Fig. 2). Another device (Chroma meter CL‑200A)
seen in Fig. 3 is placed in the light-tight box. After
both devices were situated on the holes, it was assured that holes were light tight and then measurements were carried out.
The placement of the test objects is shown in
Fig. 4. During the experiments the distance in Fig. 4
is the same for all test objects either paper or cloth
as shown in Fig. 4.
Colour and Luminance Meter is situated across
the midpoint of the test object with a distance of
100 cm.
Objects to be measured were selected in different colours and surfaces. During the experiments,
10 different colour of A4 paper of 80 gr/m2 and 8
different colours of cloth (pile height: 2 mm) made
of the same material were used. In order to make
precise and accurate measurements and hence analyse the effect of the surface structure, attention was

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD
The research was carried out in the high voltage laboratory of the Engineering Faculty of Istanbul University-Cerrahpasa. Experimental setup
of the research is illustrated in Fig. 1. A light-tight

Fig. 3. Chroma meter CL‑200A
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Fig. 4. Placement of the test objects

Fig. 5. Paper colours

paid to choose similar colours for papers and cloths
[8]. Types of different papers and clothes fabric are
showed in Figs.5,6, and surface comparison blue
cloth and paper in Fig. 7.
Four different light sources were used during the
research: a 75 W halogen bulb, a 9 W- warm white
LED bulb, a 3 W- cool white LED bulb and one
5 W- cool white LED bulb. The aim of the selecting
these light sources is to compare the formerly widely used halogen lamps with LED sources, which are
now very popular and whose usage area is expanding rapidly. In addition, LED sources, which have
different power ratings, are used to compare the effect of light intensity. However, the most important
purpose of the study is to observe differences between the light sources and daylight. Data obtained
through the experiments were compared with those
obtained in daylight. The characteristics of the light
sources used in the study are shown in Table 1.
As luminance glare were measured in the range
of (0.01–200,000) cd/m2, the sensitivity of the device was set to 1 degree. To define the effect of the
light source on the correlated colour temperature of
the light reflected over the test equipment, UGR, colour and dominant wavelength were measured and
illustrated in Figs. 6–11. After analysing these figures, the most appropriate surface conditions for the

human eye were evaluated with reference to daylight. Daylight measurements were taken afternoon
05.05.2017 (16:00) at the location of latitude: 40o
59' 19.70'' N, longitude: 28o 43' 30.01'' E; altitude:
81 meters, solar azimuth: 262.50o and solar elevation angle: 32.81o.

Following the experiments, graphs of the research data were shown in this section. Six different graphs were prepared in such way that all light
equipment used for paper and cloth surfaces were
compared in terms of different light characteristics.
In addition, different graphs were arranged to compare rough and smooth surfaces [9]. The aim of this
study is to compare the features of a fixed lighting
object with the light reflected by different surfaces.
In these experiments, light source greatly affected
the feature of the light reflected from the cool white.
In graphs Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the dominant wavelength (in nm) of the lights reflected from the material with different colours was measured under different types of light sources. While graphs Fig. 6
shows the dominant wavelength of reflected lights
for the paper, graphs Fig. 7 demonstrate results for
cloth surface.

Fig. 6. Clothes fabric colours

Fig. 7. Surface comparison of blue cloth and paper

3. EXPERİMENTAL RESULTS
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Table 1. Lighting Sources Types
TYPE of SOURCE

LIGHT COLOUR

CORRELATED COLOUR
TEMPERATURE, K

LUMINOUS
FLUX, lm

LAMP MARK

HALOGEN

WARM WHİTE

2700 K

980

FUJIKA

LED3 W

COOL WHİTE

6000 K

240

BENAR

LED5 W

WHİTE

5700 K

350

LAMPTIME

LED9 W

WARM WHİTE

3000 K

900

AKIWA

Fig. 8. Dominant wavelength-colours on papers

Fig. 9. Dominant wavelength-colours on cloths

Graphs Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 shows that the dominant
wavelength of the reflected light is varied between
450 nm – 500 nm in the range from purple to green
under the cool white light, however, when it comes
to warm white light, it has greater values 550 nm – 
600 nm for the same range. At this point, the results
indicate that in defining the dominant wavelength of
the reflected light (especially for low temperatures
of light, such as 3000 K or less), the light source
type is more effective than the surface colour of the
material [10].
Graphs Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 demonstrates that, as
dominant wavelength data, the light object used in
surfaces capable of reflecting light in warm white
and greater dominant wavelengths does not change
in the dominant wavelength of the light reflected
from such surface. It is possible to conclude that
on green, warm white or brown surface, the colour

and illuminance levels of light sources have not any
significant effect on defining the dominant wavelengths [11]. In the spectrum, it was observed that
it would be useful to prefer cool white light sources
(applied in this work LED3 W and LED5 W) for the
outcome to be close to daylight in surfaces capable
of reflecting light dominant wavelengths which are
purple, pink, navy blue, blue and light blue.
For the paper surfaces, five lines representing the
different light sources, including daylight in Fig. 10.
As it can be seen on the graph, the temperature value changes from 2000 K until 18000 K.
Fig. 11 also shows the correlated colour temperature according to reflected light from various
surfaces, however in this case cloth is used as the
main surface material.
All correlated colour temperatures of the light
reflected from the surfaces were measured with ref-

Fig. 10. Paper colour – correlated colour temperature

Fig. 11. Cloth colour – correlated colour temperature
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Fig. 12. Glare lines on paper

Fig. 13. Glare lines on cloth

erence to daylight rates. According to the results,
correlated colour temperatures of dark blue and blue
surfaces are is the highest among all lighting equipment. According to Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, external
light sources do not have any major effect on the reflected correlated colour temperature of light when
used in surfaces with the surfaces outside the pinkgreen range.
The International Commission on Illumination
(CIE) identified the unit of glare as Unified Glare
Rating (UGR). The UGR is a ratio of light source
luminance and background luminance [12]. Fig. 12
and Fig. 13 clearly indicates that all type of lightning objects have the highest glare values on warm
white surfaces.
For any colours paper type surfaces there is a
huge difference between the glare values of 3 W
LED source and daylight. Similar tendency is also
observed on cloth surfaces as seen in Fig. 11. However, UGR values at different surfaces colours are
not the same as measured on paper surfaces.
Also according to Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, the lowest glare rating values are obtained in purple- navy
blue and red-brown surfaces, in which the light reflected from all of the lightning equipment has close
values.
This study aimed to differences revealing between both of the used surface types illuminated
with different light sources. When it comes to analysing dominant wavelength in paper-cloth comparison, graph process was “ruined” in blue paper
surface.

The study revealed us clearly that the human eye
can function much more conveniently and smoothly
if lightning equipment with close parameters to daylight are chosen. Colour of the surface has a great
effect on the feature of the light coming to an eye.
Hence, it would be beneficial to use warm white
hues for living spaces.
In addition, within this study, the change in dominant wavelengths (of several colours) over time has
been measured, and the importance of colour concept has been emphasized, which allows the objects
to be clearly seen and distinguished. Comparative
analyses of similar sources are made by measuring
individual dominant wavelengths for each of lighting sources.
The study revealed us clearly that the new generation sources provide a sharper vision and, in order to get an optimum vision for each surface colour, the type of the lightning equipment should be
selected carefully according to several application
parameters.
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industry, printing industry, diamond colorimetric
and other fields of science and engineering. CIE
defined several uniform colorimetric systems and
several methods of determining colour shift. The
formulae for calculating colour difference allow
us to use colorimetry to solve the following problems: sorting by colour, unbiased evaluation of colour stability, defining unbiased colour tolerances
and checking them, high-quality printing. There is
no common universal solution of the problem of colour difference evaluation. Modern colour determination systems used in engineering and industry are
based on colour matching experiments. Each consumer uses any proposed method which is convenient and clear in any particular case. Production
technologies are constantly developing, computer vision is being matured, but there is still no uniform method of colour registration and reproduction
quality evaluation.
Such uncertainty causes a number of problems
of adequate evaluation of object colour in different
spheres of industry. Measurement of colour difference allows us to estimate unbiased the reproduction accuracy and to predict possible mistakes. A
necessity of introducing colour quality management
systems and instrumental methods of colour control arises. Most of the problems are faced by users of modern digital devices during comparison of
screen colour with colour reproduced by actual reflecting materials such as paint, a print publication,
or textile [1, 2].
Nowadays, the CIELAB (also designated as
L*a*b*) uniform colour system has been used with
increased frequency for unbiased colour evalua-

ABSTRACT
A problem of qualitative determination of the results of colour image capturing by digital devices
based on uniform colour systems arises during analysis of colour images. The article describes methods
of determining colour difference as recommended
by CIE for the CIELAB system, presents mathematical formulation of the system and its modifications,
describes the programme developed for calculating
colour difference for each described method, and
describes testing of this programme using 14 sample colours from the Munsell Book of Colour. Three
groups of red, green and blue filters with 7 filters
in each were selected as the study object. The filters were selected based on possibility of their further application for determining colour shift by digital devices. Filter colour difference was studied in
the groups with different standard sources of light
and using three methods of calculation of this difference. Analysis of the obtained results is presented and conclusions are made on possibility to apply
each method in different industrial spheres. The article may be useful for colour analysis specialists,
quality inspectors and specialists in digital devices
and computer vision.
Keywords: colour, colour difference, uniform
colour system, colorimetric system, filters, quality
control, estimation, computer vision
1. INTRODUCTION
Determination of colour difference is still necessary in light engineering, chemistry, non-resource
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Fig. 1. CIELАB with
polar coordinates C
and H (a) and colour
difference of the ЗСЗ
filter in it (presented as
the Euclidean distance)
with standard A-type
and B-type sources of
light

tion. This system is used more frequently than, for
instance, the CIELUV system (also designated as
L*u*v*) despite a number of advantages of the latter [3]. The relatively new system CIECAM02 is still
not spread as widely as the above mentioned ones
due to its complex mathematical formulation. Although same-tone curves in blue-violet and magenta colours are completely corrected and more stable hue angle straightening through different levels
of luminance as per Munsell colours is observed in
general, as compared to CIELAB, CIECAM02 requires compliance with additional conditions during
colour evaluation, such as knowledge of average luminance of visual surroundings and adaptive luminance of the background surrounding a colour object. All this causes difficulties of comprehension
and, therefore, application of the system by users.
According to decisions made by CIE, different colour difference ΔЕ calculation formulae were
proposed for the CIELAB system (expressed in the
form of Euclidean distance between points). Three
methods of colour difference calculation were developed. Each further calculation became more difficult due to new coefficients. But is it really necessary to introduce new magnitudes thus complicating
the expressions? Which method will be more efficient and convenient for colorimetric use, for instance, just as a way to analyse quality of products?
It was necessary to study the three methods of
colour shift determination in the CIELAB uniform
colour system and to define the most accurate and
universal one. This study was based on mathematical modelling of major provisions of colorimetry,
colorimetric systems and their transformation.

of particular points which are endpoints of vectors situated close to each other in a colour space.
With increase in the Euclidean distance between the
points, the colour difference will increase too. This
means that it would be safe to assume ΔЕ for unbiased evaluation of the level of colour difference between natural objects. Example of change in chromaticity of an object when illuminated by different
sources of light (of types A and B in the example) is
shown in Fig. 1, a.
Let us consider different formulae for calculation
of ΔЕ in the CIELAB system.
In 1976, CIE recommended the formula
1/2

2
2
2
∆E1976 = ( ∆a ) + ( ∆b ) + ( ∆L )  ,

where ∆a = a1* − a2* , ∆b = b1* − b2* , ∆L = L*1 − L*2 .
It allowed colour differences to determine relatively easily but it had its own flaws. The CIELAB
system is a curvilinear transformation of the CIE
XYZ system, therefore such approach to determination of colour shift is fundamentally flawed.
With consideration of it, CIE proposed a modification of the CIELAB system itself, CIELCH. Polar coordinates of hue H and chromaticity C (Fig. 1)
were proposed. The coordinate H is designated as
h°ab and is the polar angle whereas the coordinate C
is designated as Ñab* and is the radial coordinate in
relation to the coordinate centre (L* axis):
*
Ñ
=
ab

(a

*2

+ b*2 ) ,
1/2

hab* = arctg(b* / a* ) .
Such modification allowed us to describe colour
in this system as the process of colour presentation
by human eye.
That is why, to increase accuracy, CIE approved
the new formula in 1994

2. ANALYSIS OF CIELAB SYSTEM
CALCULATION METHODS
Unbiased evaluation of colour difference is
based on possibility to represent colours by means
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3. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT
AND TESTING

1/2

  ∆L  2  ∆C  2  ∆H  2 

 ,
∆E
=
+
+
1994
K S  K S  K S 
  L L   C C   H H  

For calculation and analysis of colour differences in the CIELAB system, a programme was developed in the MATLAB environment to set formulae for determining colour shifts ΔE1976, ΔE1994 and
ΔE2000.
The algorithm used for the programme is distinctive as it complies with a particular condition:
if chromaticity coordinates of samples are in different quadrants, it is necessary to take into account
o
that at H12* ≥ 180 , 360° should be subtracted from
the value of this coordinate and then the mean value
should be determined during calculation. Correction of the a* value of the coordinate is taken into
account too:

where ∆L = L*1 − L*2 ; ∆C = C1* − C2* ;
∆H = ∆a 2 + ∆b 2 − ∆C 2 ; KL = 1, KC = 1 and KН = 1
(weighting factors are normally equal to one but
may take particular values for graphics, printing industry, textile industry, etc.), S L = 1, SC = 1 + K1C12* ,

( L + L ) / 2, C= (C

*
S H = 1 + K 2C12* , L=
12

*
1

*
2

*
12

*
1

+ C2* ) / 2.

Then the formula was modified and CIE approved the new one in 2000:
1/2

∆E 2000

  ∆L  2  ∆C  2  ∆H  2 

 +
 +
 +
  K L S L   K C SC   K H S H  
=

 ,




C
H
∆
∆
+ R

 T  K C SC   K H S H 


à*=


Co*712 
G = 0,5 
,
*7
7 
 Co 12 + 25 

 H * − H 2* 
where ∆H =
2 C1*C2* sin  1
,
2


SL = 1 +

K 2 ( L − 50)
*
12

2

20 + ( L − 50)
*
12

2

*
,H
=
12

(H

*
1

=
Co*

+ H 2* ) / 2 ,

T = 1 − 0,17 cos ( H12* − 30°) + 0, 24cos ( 2 H12* ) +
+ 0,32cos (3H12* + 6°) − 0, 20cos ( 4 H12* − 64°) ,

{

}

=
∆θ 30exp − ( H12* − 275°) / 25 ,
RC = 2

ao*2 + bo*2 ,

where ao* and bo* are the values determined in the
course of transition from the CIE XYZ system to the
CIELAB system with consideration of chromaticity
coordinates of the source of white light. The latter
fact demonstrates that the chromaticity coordinates
of the system are no longer independent as they include the luminance factor of the source of light.
In the course of testing, coordinates of control samples of 14 colours from the Munsell Book
of Colours for evaluation of colour rendering described in the well-known calculation methodology [4] were taken as input data. The following colours were taken as samples: grey-red, grey-yellow,
yellow-green, light-green, light-blue, bright-blue,
light-violet, magenta, red, yellow, green, blue, pink
(colour of skin) and green (colour of leaves). A standard source of light was taken as reference radiation. Tristimulus values were recalculated for standard A-type and B-type sources as per Russian
standard GOST R55703–2013 from the CIE XYZ
system into the CIELAB system using the following formulae:

S H = 1 + K 2C12* T , RT =
− sin ( 2∆θ ) RC ,

2

(1 + G ) ao ,

C12* 7
.
C12* 7 + 257

The formulae of 2000 include more complex parameters of saturation, hue and brightness but analysis of the obtained Euclidean distance is performed
in the same way as in the previous method. Colour
differences are considered in relation to determination of tolerances within which colour matching is
observed. For instance, in the CIELAB colour space,
built for tolerances aligning for the task of colour
matching determination, colours are considered
equal for visual perception if the distance ΔЕ between them does not exceed 1 unit.

(

=
L* 116 Y / Yo
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)1/3 −16,

4.91
1.17

1/3
1/3 

=
a* 500  X / X o  − Y /Yo   ,





3.49
3.45
13.92
3.54
3.00
5.29

1/ 3

1/ 3 




,

where Xο, Yο, Zο are tristimulus values of a corresponding source of light; X, Y, Z are tristimulus values of a sample.
Calculation of colour difference of tristimulus
values with the selected sources of light presents an
opportunity to analyse all the three considered CIE
methods (Table 1). The mean value of ∆E1976 differs from the mean value of ∆E1994 by a factor of
2.6, the mean value of ∆E1976 differs from the mean
value of ∆E2000 by a factor of 3.4, and the mean value of ∆E1994 differs from the mean value of ∆E2000
by a factor of 1.3. The Euclidean distance between
points ΔE calculated using the 1976 formula is outstandingly higher that those calculated using the
1994 and 2000 formulae, which is as expected due
to nonlinear nature of the chromaticity scale.
With illumination by means of different sources, the difference becomes noticeable and perceived
even visually. The calculated values of ∆E exceed
the colour matching tolerances by ten folds what
means that additional calculations will be required.
4. STUDY OF COLOUR DIFFERENCE
For detailed analysis and evaluation of the obtained results, it was proposed to take samples of

4.53
1976

4.55

4.05

1.09

3.90

8.09



=
b* 200 Y /Yo  −  Z / Zo 

8.62

1.81
0.87
2.09
2.46
2.23
1994

2.04

1.38

0.22

1.63

1.17
1.73
2000

2.15

0.78

0.20

1.18

2.47

1.87

1.43

3.16

1.24

1.16

3.52

1.48
0.46
3.34
1.53
0.73
2.94
1.13
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10
9
8
7
6
1
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3

4

5

Sample number

ΔE

Table 2. Values of ΔE in the CIELAB Space for С and D65 Type Sources of Light
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57.53
113.72
87.26
45.57
124.59
99.99
1976

98.06

99.11

110.74

106.86

116.43

122.41

38.7
45.81
35.52
17.09
34.20
29.62
7.70
55.30
32.01
1994

37.07

43.30

46.22

54.13

62.69

40.51

29.3
54.42
14.58
11.86
18.80
18.69
2.95
28.33
12.53
2000

18.87

51.67

33.43

42.05

85.07

17.20

10
9
8
7
6
1
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3

4

5

Sample number

ΔE
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Fig. 3. Coordinates
of the studied green
filters illuminated in
the CIELAB colour
space by A-type (a) and
B-type (b) sources of
light

three reference colour stimuli: red, green and blue.
As the results of the work will be used for studying an actual A-type source of light and colorimetric systems, actual objects were selected from the
set of coloured optical glasses compliant with Russian standard GOST 9411–91. The obtained results
will be further taken as reference values for studying the selected filters by means of an optoelectronic assembly. Due to the limited filter set, the
coordinates of 7 red filters (КС10, КС11, КС13,
КС14, КС15, КС17, КС19), 7 green filters (ЗС1,
ЗС3, ЗС7, ЗС8, СЗС8, ЗС10, ЗС11) and 7 blue filters (СС2, СС4, СС5, СС8, СС15, СЗС9, СЗС20)
were taken as reference data for the study. These filters and the A source are presented in the x, y colour
space (Fig. 2).
The chromaticity coordinates of these filters are
provided in the catalogue 1 in relation to A and B
type sources. So the latter ones were taken as main
coordinates to prevent errors during recalculation of
colour in relation to other sources of light into the
study being conducted (Fig. 1, b). The chromaticity
coordinates x and y should be transformed into tristimulus values XYZ using the expression

Changes of the coordinates of the selected filters
with illumination by different sources of light are
quite visible in the CIELAB colour space (Fig. 3).
Using the programme, colour differences were
determined using each of the considered methods for the selected sets of red, green and blue filters with two standard sources of light: A-type and
B-type (Tables 2–4). The calculated values of colour difference demonstrate that some samples systematically lower rank of colour differences as compared to the mean value while the others constantly
increase it.
∆E evaluations showed that, on average, the results of the calculations using the 1976 formula: 1)
are higher by the factor of 2 than those obtained by
the 1994 and 2000 formulae for the group of green
filters; 2) are higher by the factors of 2.2 and 2.6
than those obtained by the 1994 and 2000 formulae respectively for the group of blue filters; 3) are
on average higher by the factor of 3.2 2 than those
obtained by the 1994 and 2000 formulae for the
group of red filters. Moreover, the tables generally demonstrate that the difference between calculation methods using the 1994 and 2000 formulae is
insignificant.

Y


x


X
y
 


Y  =
Y

.
 

 Z  Y
 (1 − x − y ) 
y


CONCLUSION
The obtained calculation results show that the
CIE method of 1976 should not be used for the
CIELAB system as it does not take its distinctions
into account. It is appropriate for simple L*u*v*
and W*u*v* systems which have more linear na-

1 Coloured Optical Glass and Special Glasses. Catalogue
[Tsvetnoye opticheskoye steklo i osobyie styokla. Katalog] /
Edited by prof. G.T. Petrovskiy. Moscow: Dom optiki, 1990.
228 p.

Such high difference may be explained by distinctions of
the CIELAB system itself which is relatively “stretched” in the
red shades region and compressed in the blue-green region [3].
2
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Table 3. Colour Difference of Red Filters
Type of filter

Colour shifts

∆E comparison

∆E1976

∆E1994

∆E2000

∆E1976 /∆E1994

∆E1976 /∆E2000

∆E1994 /∆E2000

КС10

2.08

0.63

0.79

3.3

2.6

0.8

КС11

0.97

0.25

0.35

3.9

2.8

0.7

КС13

9.44

2.82

2.60

3.3

3.6

1.1

КС14

0.19

0.06

0.06

3.3

3.0

0.9

КС15

0.06

0.04

0.02

1.5

3.0

2.0

КС17

0.13

0.05

0.04

2.3

3.0

1.3

КС18

0.32

0.15

0.11

2.2

3.0

1.4

Mean value

1.9

0.6

0.6

3.3

3.3

1.0

Table 4. Colour Difference of Green Filters
Type of filter

Colour shifts

∆E comparison

∆E1976

∆E1994

∆E2000

∆E1976 /∆E1994

∆E1976 /∆E2000

∆E1994 /∆E2000

ЗС11

20.15

7.36

6.29

2.7

3.2

1.2

ЗС7

31.93

18.02

15.97

1.8

2.0

1.1

ЗС10

14.11

5.03

7.94

2.8

1.8

0.6

СЗС8

42.68

22.40

19.80

1.9

2.2

1.1

ЗС8

31.34

18.08

20.55

1.7

1.5

0.9

ЗС3

35.53

17.82

13.07

2.0

2.7

1.4

ЗС1

20.09

7.46

8.05

2.7

2.5

0.9

Mean value

28

13.7

13.1

2.0

2.1

1.0

Table 5. Colour Difference of Blue Filters
Type of filter

Colour shifts

∆E comparison

∆E1976

∆E1994

∆E2000

∆E1976 /∆E1994

∆E1976 /∆E2000

∆E1994 /∆E2000

СС2

39.98

14.02

13.71

2.9

2.9

1.0

СС4

19.16

7.40

4.16

2.6

4.6

1.8

СЗС9

37.78

22.87

21.89

1.7

1.7

1.0

СЗС20

45.77

25.32

21.21

1.8

2.2

1.2

СС8

40.06

19.18

15.20

2.1

2.6

1.3

СС5

27.40

11.31

8.77

2.4

3.1

1.3

СС15

11.356

4.05

2.51

2.8

4.5

1.6

Mean value

31.6

14.9

12.5

2.1

2.5

1.2

necessary in cases when the goal is to describe the
colour itself: in printing, colorimetry, graphics, etc.,
while the main industrial problem solved by means
of colorimetric systems is quality control. Determination of colour difference is one of the methods
of compliance with Russian standards (GOST and

ture in relation to XYZ. This calculation method
slightly overestimates colour shifts, which may lead
to wrong interpretation of object colour changes.
The 2000 CIE method is the most accurate one
for colour shift evaluation as it takes more nuances of colour description into account. However, it is
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SanPiN), so the CIE1994 method is more appropriate for product quality control as its results are
similar to those of the CIE2000 method but it also
includes all variables necessary for accurate calculation and is not complicated by additional parameters and calculations.
It is also necessary to mention low-saturated and
low-comprehensible colours. The CIE1976 method is more frequently used for such objects evaluation. However, the angle and radius also change in
relation to the centre of coordinates in these colours
and it is necessary to take it into account too. So, the
CIE1994 method is more optimal for such colours.
In the future, it is possible to compare CIELAB
and CIECAM uniform colour systems though
CIELAB has already proved itself as the most clear
and convenient system, which is especially important for users of colorimetric measurements as a
method of quality control and development of products. A corresponding test of analysis of colour differences between objects used for colour processing
and changing may be used for unbiased evaluation
of quality of colour registration and reproduction by
modern digital devices [5].
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1. INTRODUTION1

ABSTRACT
Climate change and the environmental pollution
during the building operation in the last years cause
of the reconsideration of exits standards/guidelines
in buildings. Recent studies show the nonconformity of these guiding documents, which do not fully
consider the climate of the regions when building
the recommendations. As a result of this lack, the
building operation does not reach the energy efficiency together with the thermal and visual comfort.
This paper proposes a simple method to recalibrate the daylight standard with the Daylight Factor
criteria for Vietnam based on analysis of the daylight climate potential of the location and the requirement of daylight usage on the relative time and
space. This bio-climatic approach refers to the design of buildings in the consideration of local climate aimed at providing thermal and visual comfort
with the rational use of solar energy and other environmental sources. The result of this study helps
to improve the current standardized methods of day
lighting evaluation in Vietnam with a modern approach. In order to conduct a meaningful comparison between different climate regions, an analysis of two input climate data for tropical Hanoi
(Vietnam) and temperate Moscow (Russia) was
considered.
Keywords: energy efficiency, visual comfort,
daylight assessment, daylight standardization, daylight climate

Daylight assessment by the state of the CIE
overcast sky has disadvantages, especially for tropical regions where the overcast sky is not typical.
Using the overcast skies for the daylight standardization suggesting a high Daylight Factor (DF) recommendation and raises the problem of glazing
facades of office buildings, which causes serious
problems with glare, overheating inside and inefficacy of energy consumption of buildings. This sky
condition was used in the “Natural Lighting in Civil
Works – Design standard – TCXD29:1991” of Vietnam. The Average Daylight Factor (ADF) in this
document was taken from the standard “Posobie K
Snip II‑4–79 Natural and Artificial Lighting”, which
proposed for the temperate region of Russia. In addition, the daylight performance in the room changes all the time in a space, whereas the average Daylight Factor is a stable value and does not inform
about the distribution of the illuminance in time and
space [1–4]. In the recent studies, the indicator for
daylight standardization should be based on a static assessment with a representative of the Daylight
Factor, taking into account the relative time of daylight usage requirement and the relative area of daylight space requirement. This approach is widely adopted in the research association. By this way, the
1 The edition form Snip II-4-79 and Snip 23-05-95 - Natural
and artificial lighting
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Table 1. Recommendation of the Average Daylight Factors for Vietnam (TCXD 29:1991) [5] and Russia (SP
52.13330.2016) [6]
Vietnam

Russian

Illuminance on the working surface
(lx)

ADF (%)

DFmin (%)

ADF (%)

DFmin (%)

500

5.0

2.5

4.0

1.5

400

–

–

3.5

1.2

300

3.0

1.5

3.0

1.0

200

2.0

1.0

2.5

0.7

150

1.5

0.8

2.0

0.5

100

1.0

0.5

2.0

0.5

Note to Table 1: ADF – Average Daylight Factor, DFmin – Minimum Daylight Factor at an unfavourable point, which in 1m
from the most distant wall.

daylight standards in buildings need to be updated
for the tropical climate of Vietnam.
According to data of standards [5, 6] the recommendations of the average Daylight Factors for
Vietnam and Russia are given in Table 1.
In the research [1] was shown that there are two
ways of daylight standardization: the standardization of daylight in accordance with simple static criteria Daylight Factor with the overcast sky
condition. The second way is based on dynamic
criteria Daylight Autonomy, which related to the
absolute value of daylight illuminance (DI). This
approach was using on LEED and ASHREA recommendation for various clear sky options. Corresponds to The Buildings Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM)
guidelines describe two ways in which compliance
can be demonstrated in order to attain the single
credit available for daylighting. The criteria available are based on either “Daylight Factor” or “Daylight Illuminance”:
• Daylight Factor (DF) – achieve a minimum average Daylight Factor across 80 % of the “relevant
area” at working plane height;
• Daylight illuminance (DI) – achieve an average
of at least 200 lx for 2650 hours per year or more
and also at least 60 lx for 2650 hours per year of
more at the “worst lit” point.
The Average Daylight Factor (ADF) depends
on latitude for the space under evaluation, ranging
from 1.5 % for latitudes less than 40° N to 2.2 % for
latitudes greater than 60° N. Another proposal of
the median target Daylight Factor value from 1.7 %
to 2.6 % were define for European cities covering a
wide range in latitude from 35° N to 64° N [3, 4].
However, the proposal for the tropical climate in
lower latitude, where the daylight climate charac-

terize with high level of diffuse horizontal illuminance was absent.
1.1. Static criteria – the Daylight Factor
This value was conceived as a means of rating daylighting performance independently of the
actually occurring, instantaneous sky conditions.
Whereas, it was defined as the ratio of the internal horizontal illuminance (Ein) to the unobstructed
(external) horizontal illuminance (Eout), usually expressed as a percentage, determined by equation (1):
DF
=

E in
100% .
E out

(1)

Normalized DF is based on the works of Glagoleva T.A. (1961), which proposed to determine the
Daylight Factor from the condition of equality of
the logarithms of the amount of natural and artificial
lighting in the room for the year. In modern norms,
this relationship is determined by the simple equality of the number of artificial and natural lighting per
year [7]. Hence, the algorithm may be described in
formulas from (2) to (4):
DF =

A inannual
100% ,
annual
A out

A inannual = 12 ⋅ E innorm ⋅ Tw ⋅ N W ,
i =12

T2

i =1

T1

A annual
= ∑ N w ∫ E out dt ,
out

(2)
(3)
(4)

where A inannual is the annual amount of artificial illumination of the interior during the year; A annual
is
out
the annual amount of natural horizontal illumination
from the outside is obtained by integrating the functions by changing the external illumination over
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time in each month and summing the integrals with
multiplying this amount by the number of working
days in the month; E innorm is the artificial lighting according to the standards required by the types of
work or the target illuminance (lx); Eout is the average monthly value of diffuse horizontal illumination
by working hours (lx); Nw is the number of working
days per month (day); Tw is the number of working
hours per working day (hours).
On the other hand, the average Daylight Factor (ADF) equation, which was proposed by Lynes
(1979) [8] was revised by Crisp and Littlefair
(1984) [9]. The ADF calculation is expressed by
equation (5):
DF=

T*W*θ *M
A*(1-R 2 )

,

sunlight can potentially enter a space. This metric
is called Annual Sun Exposure (ASE). In particular, ASE measures the percentage of floor space
that receives at least 1000 lx for at least 250 busy
hours per year. In the supporting research, daylight spaces were predicted to have no more than
10 % were judged to have satisfactory visual comfort. These dynamic daylight assessment metrics are
present proposed on the activities of certification of
building environment or building sustainability, e.g.
LEED, BREEAM, DNGB credits system.
The Useful Daylight Illuminance scheme (UDI)
was first published in 2005 [17, 18] with the lower and upper bounds of 100 lx and 2000 lx. A few
years later, the upper value was revised upwards
to 3000 lx according to data from previous researches [18, 19].

(5)

where DF is the average Daylight Factor; T is the
coefficient transmittance of the window(s); W is the
net area of window(s); θ is the angle in degrees subtended in vertical plane by sky visible from the centre of a window; M is the maintenance factor; A is
the total area of bounding surfaces of the interior;
R is the area-weighted mean reflectance of interior
bounding surfaces.

1.3 Research Objective
Daylight in a space is permanently changing
during a day in intensity and spatial distribution
in depend on position of the sun on the sky firmament. Therefore, the values indicate changes of daylight in time and space have been developed and
are described in the Approved Method: IES Spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA) [14], which allow
the daylight space to be evaluated for a one-year
period. As a result of calculations, designers, architects, engineers can quickly correct the parameter of
the apertures of existing projects to meet the standards values. However, according to this approach,
the proposed method for determining the WFR at
the design stage is absent since this ratio is related
to the DF in accordance with the ratio of target illuminance to the external diffuse horizontal illuminance. Therefore, a design should complete a target Daylight Factor (DFT) at the height of the work
plane across half of the relevant floor area for half
of the daylight hours per year, also achieve a target
minimum Daylight Factor (DFTM) at the height of
the work plane across all of the relevant floor area
for half of the daylight hours per year. The relevant floor area is the entire regularly occupied floor
space inside the perimeter zone of (0.5 ÷ 1) m [4].
The main objective of present investigation is
to study the target Daylight Factor and it is determined when considering the following issues:
• The connectivity with the daylight climate
based on cumulative diffuse horizontal illumination;
• The target illuminance value;

1.2. The Dynamic Daylight Assessment
by Using Values sDA, ASE and UDI
The dynamic daylighting assessment was created to develop a new suite of metrics on the predictive performance of historical metric such as Daylight Factor [2, 10–13]. The values spatial Daylight
Autonomy (sDA) and Annual Sunlight Exposure
(ASE) as describe in previous researches [14–16]
together create a clear picture of daylight efficiency and more importantly they can help architects
make the right design decisions. The sDA describes
how much light is available during standard operating hours. In particular, it describes the percentage of floor space that receives at least 300 lx (for
offices) at least for 50 % of working hours per year.
The sDA value between 55 % and 74 % indicates
the space in which natural lighting is “nominally
taken”.
In addition to meeting the daylight sufficiency performance criteria above, successfully daylight spaces must also ensure the visual comfort of
the occupants. One metric of the probability of visual discomfort is the number of hours that direct
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Fig. 1. Section of the room with an illustration of the DFT
and the DFTM requirement
Fig. 2 The curves of average diffuse horizontal illuminance
for Hanoi and Moscow

• The relative area of daylight space requirement;
• The relative time of usage daylight requirement
in space, it depends on the fixed period of time.

the calculations, it is supposed to use the curve of
means annual diffuse horizontal illuminance.

2. METHODS

2.2. The Values of Target Illuminance ET

Proposed method is established on the standardization Daylight Factor according to the tasks above
by using the curve of means annual diffuse horizontal illuminance. Corresponds to formula (1), the target Daylight Factor is determined by the ratio of the
target illuminance to the target external diffuse illuminance (the critical Illuminance) and shows by
equation (6).
DF
=T

ET
.100% ,
E cr

Characteristics of visual work allow us to assign
a category to visual work, and defined it by the target illuminance ET within the range 100 lx to 500 lx.
Particularly, a target illuminance of 300 lx is related to the concept of “well daylight space”, and this
value is described as suitable illuminance for “prolonged office work” [14].

(6)

2.3. The Relative Area of Daylight Space
Requirement

where ET is the target indoor illuminance (lx); DFT
is the target Daylight factor (%); Ecr is the critical Illuminance (lx).

The distribution of a daylight space is indicated by the median target Daylight Factor (DFT),
which ensures that at least 50 % of relative area has
reached the target illuminance of 300 lx and all of
the relevant floor area has reached the target minimum illuminance of 100 lx at work plane height
DFTM
across [3, 4, 19]. This mean the ratio of
at
DFT
least should be 1/3 and shown in Fig 1.

2.1 The Daylight Climate Connectivity
The studies of daylight climate in the daylight
assessment were described in published researches
[3, 18, 19]. From the formulas (1) and (6), it is seen
that the external horizontal illuminance in the calculation depended on daylight climate of each region,
characteristic of which is reflected in the cumulative
diffuse illuminance curve. The diffuse illuminance
data are available at numerous actinometric stations.
If the measured diffuse horizontal illuminance data
are not available, the diffuse luminous efficacy KD,
is typically applied to obtain the diffuse horizontal
illuminance from the more widely available diffuse
irradiance data form studies [20, 21]. To simplify

2.4. Percentages of Daylight Usage Time
Depend on the Fixed Period of the Day
To obtain the percentages of daylight usage time,
a fixed period of the day depends on the occupied
period need to be chosen. Several assumptions respecting regional life-style, activity pattern or target
skylight requirements can be taken into account. For
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Table 2. Recommendation of DFT and Ecr for the Working Time Period
Relative time of daylight using (%)
Location

Hanoi

Moscow

50

ET (lx)

80

100

DFT

Ecr

DFT

Ecr

DFT

Ecr

500

1.5

33300

2.25

22200

3.5

14200

400

1.2

33300

1.8

22200

2.8

14200

300

0.9

33300

1.35

22200

2.1

14200

200

0.6

33300

0.9

22200

1.4

14200

100

≤ 0.5

33300

≤ 0.5

22200

0.7

14200

500

2.5

20000

3.4

14650

5

10000

400

2.0

20000

2.7

14650

4

10000

300

1.5

20000

2.0

14650

3

10000

200

1.0

20000

1.4

14650

2

10000

100

0.5

20000

0.7

14650

1

10000

Note to the Table 2: ET is the target illuminance (lx); DFT is the median target Daylight Factor (%); Ecr is the criterion
Illuminance (lx).

instance, some most probable daily activity hours
e.g. 7h00 ÷ 20h00, 8h00 ÷ 17h00, 8h00 ÷ 19h00 or
9h00 ÷ 16h00 [1]. By propose of IES, the temporal
range used in the calculation of Daylight Autonomy
is the working hours, usually from 8h00 to 18h00
[14]. But finally, for all CEN capitals the recommendations of daily periods from sunrise to sunset
were applied [1, 3, 4].
In order to make a meaningful comparison between the different considered period of working
time and all daylight hours, it was decided to compare the target daylight factor, which was converted to satisfy the daylight space for each selected
period of time. Two cases study of the comparison
for tropical Hanoi, Vietnam and temperate Moscow
were conducted.

3. RESULTS
In order to test, we used the climate hourly typical data ASHRAE IWEC2 file from 2005 to the end
of 2017 for Hanoi [22] and the freely available climate files were downloaded from the EnergyPlus
website for Moscow city.
3.1. Results of Cases Study
Based on the weather data of the regions, the
curves of average diffuse horizontal illuminances
for Hanoi (21.030 N) and Moscow (55.750 N) were
built and presented in Fig. 2 [20–23].
In the Fig. 2 is shown that, the working period
was proposed for Vietnam from 8h00 to 17h00, for
Moscow from 8h30 to 17h30, these periods ensure

Fig. 3. Cumulative
diffuse illuminance
curve for period
of daylight hours
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Fig. 4. Cumulative
diffuse illuminance
curve for period
of working hours

Fig. 5.
Recommendation
of target Daylight
Factor in relate with
percentages of daylight
usage time for period
working hours

the “balance” of the diffuse horizontal illuminance
distribution over time. To inform the relationship of
DFT to relative time of daylight using from the fixed
period with difference target Illuminance ET, the cumulative diffuse illuminance curves were obtained
in Fig. 3 for the fixed period is all daylight hours
and in Fig. 4 for the fixed period is working hours.

It is seen that to achieve the target illuminance
300 lx at least half of the daylight hours in the year,
the target Daylight factors were defined 1.2 % and
2.4 % with the median values of diffuse horizontal
illuminance are 25500 lx and 12500 lx respectively
for Hanoi and Moscow (Fig. 3).
On the other hand, in the comparative analysis
with the period of working hours (shows in Fig. 4).
In general, the DFT values were considered at the
various percentages of daylight usage time to meet
the different target illumination and were illustrated in Fig. 5.
Results of this work shown that the target DF
are 1.2 % and 2.4 % for Hanoi and Moscow cover
about 80 % the working hours of Hanoi from 8h00
to 17h00 and approximately 90 % working hours
from 8h30 to 9h30 of Moscow. Form data in Tables
2 and 3 were shown the recommendation of DFT depend on percentages of daylight usage time with different fixed period of time.

Table 3. Recommendation of DFT and Ecr for All
Daytime Period from Sunrise to Sunset
Relative time of daylight using (%)
Location

Hanoi

Moscow

ET (lx)

50

80

DFT

Ecr

DFT

Ecr

500

2.0

25500

7.0

7100

400

1.6

25500

5.6

7100

300

1.2

25500

4.2

7100

200

0.8

25500

2.8

7100

100

0.4

25500

1.4

7100

500

4.0

12500

15.0

3300

400

3.2

12500

12.0

3300

300

2.4

12500

9.1

3300

200

1.6

12500

6.1

3300

100

0.8

12500

3.1

3300

3.1. Discussion
A recommendation of the target Daylight Factor
for 33 capital cities of EU and CEN by Mardaljevic
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Fig. 6a Distribution
of selected diffuse data
for Hanoi
Fig. 6b Distribution
of selected diffuse data
for Moscow

Table 4. Recommendation for DFT and Ecr for All
Daylight Hours Period Using the Median Value for
the Retained Diffuse Horizontal Illuminance Data
Location

ET (lx)

DFT (%)

Ecr (lx)

Hanoi

300

1.1

26950

Moscow

300

2.1

14800

Table 5. Example of the Coefficient k1 Values
(SP 367.1325800.2017)
Types of filling of the light openings

et. al. in the published studies [3, 4, 19] was considered when comparing with the proposed results. Accordingly, the authors used the diffuse horizontal illuminance values from the annual time-series with
8760 values and then extracting exactly half of the
hours of the year, i.e. the 4380 highest values for
the condition sun altitude ≥ 00 from sunrise to sunset. The median value for the retained diffuse horizontal illuminance data is then easily determined.
By this method, the results were obtained for Hanoi
and Moscow (Table 4): at the median diffuse horizontal illumination Ecr = 26950 lx and 14800 lx,
the target values of Daylight Factor are 1.1 % and
2.1 % for Hanoi and Moscow, respectively. The result also shows a good consistent between the two
approaches.
In Figs. 6a and 6b, distributions of diffuse horizontal illuminance from the median value for each
location are shown. Graphs analysis using allows
us to define flexibly the recommendation for DFT
to ensure requirements of a daylight space.
A measurement of daylight factor in working
space in Hanoi: an experimental study with an office
room at the 20th floor of the EVN tower, Hanoi was
investigated on 6th July 2018. The room with typical reflectance values, large glass-opening of “single layer of window glass in steel single blind covers” with Window to Floor Ratio (WFR) of 30 %.
Parameters of the depth of the room dn –8.7 m; the
height from the level of the working surface to the
height of the window head h0–2.7 m (Fig. 8). We
will consider the theoretical calculated median and

Coefficient
k1

Single layer of window glass in steel
single blind covers

1.26

Single layer of window glass, in the
opening bindings

1.05

Single layer of window glass in wooden
single opening binders

1.05

minimum Daylight Factor values and the measured
values.
The theoretical calculated median and minimum
Daylight Factor values: According to the experiments, the relationship between the WFR values and
the minimum DF (DFmin) was determined by using the graph in Fig. 7 (SP 367.1325800.2017) [6],
which was developed in relation to the most common in the design practice dimensional schemes of
the rooms and typical solution of translucent structures – “wooden paired opening covers”. It is noted that the minimum Daylight Factor (DFmin) is the

Fig. 7. Graph of WFR definition with different ratios dn/h0
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Fig. 8. Daylight in the
office space of the
EVN tower in Hanoi
(Vietnam) (a) and interior of working space
(b)

Fig. 9. Daylight in the office space of the EVN tower in Hanoi (Vietnam), section A-A (a) and plan of the room (b)

Daylight Factor at an unfavourable point on the
working plane, which in 1 m from the most distant
wall.
If the design adopted other types of filling openings, the values of WFR found in Fig. 7 should be
divided and the DFmin should be multiplied by the
factor k1 given in Table 5 [6].
With the parameters of the experimental building, i.e. the ratio dn/h0 = 3.2 and the WFR = 30 %,
the measured ratio DFmin/DFmed =1/3, using the
graph (Fig. 7) and the value of k1 (Table 5), the results were obtained with DFmin = 0.8*1.26 = 1 % respectively median value DFMED = 3 %. The large
opening also causes problems of overheating of the
room in the summer period and visual discomfort.
In this case, to protect against glare is recommended
to use the sun shading device or sunscreen.
The measured median and minimum Daylight
Factor values: The illustration of the interior of the
working space.
The results of experiment in Figs. 8, 9 and Table 6 show the median and minimum Daylight Factor values of EVN tower in Hanoi. It is seen the
common problems of designing a daylight space: an
office room with large glass-opening WFR of 30 %,
but due to irrational placement of interiors with the
partitions, the Daylight Factor values at the middle point and at the unfavourable point of the room

significantly decrease respectively to 1.21 % and
0.4 %. The measured median Daylight Factor is in
good agreement with the recommended target Daylight Factor in the Table 4. The analysis revealed
the irrational of the designed WFR from the experiment. Therefore, in order to ensure daylight in a
space, it is necessary to take into account the recommended size of the opening and rationality of interior design.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
According to the calculation results, the following conclusions are drawn:
Standardization daylighting with the Daylight
factor based on selection criteria: characterize of
the daylight climate of the region; requirement of
the target illuminance; daylight requirement by
time and space. In which connection, daylight space
achieve at least half of the relevant floor area for
half of the daylight hours per year as requirement of
the international standards. Therefore, the target DF
has been recalibrated as the median value in a space.
This is the bioclimatic design basic of the project.
Daylight in space always is a compromise. With
the proposed method, it is the flexible and the reasonable approach to upgrade Daylight standard in
consideration of the “balance” of time using day-
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Table 6. Measurement of the Median and Minimum Daylight Factor Values
(EVN Tower, Hanoi)
Time

Dn/h0

Eout, lx

8h30–9h00

3.2

43250

Median values

Minimum values

Emed, lx

DFmed

Emin, lx

DFmin

522

1.21

172

0.40

DFmed/DFmin

3.0

Note to the table 6: dn is the depth of the room (m); h0 is the height from the level of the working surface to the height of the
window head (m); Emed is the median value of illuminance (lx); DFmed is the median value of Daylight Factor (%); Emin is the
minimum value of illuminance (lx); DFmin is the minimum value of Daylight Factor (%).

light agreeably to the distribution of the outside illuminance in each region.
Compared with the current standard, the proposed DFT values are presented smaller, corresponds to the tropical climate characteristics, reduces over glazing facades, and as a result reduces the
heat transfer to the room.
A case study of an office building in Hanoi revealed the problems of over-glazing of façade design and the inefficient daylight using in the working
space. Therefore, the connection of the recommended target Daylight Factor and the rational opening
ratio at the design stage should be developed in subsequent studies.
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

The symmetric Bruggeman approximation, also
known as the Effective Medium Approximation
(EMA), is widely used in applications including
the description of light scattering on inhomogeneous structures containing discrete inclusions.
However, in the latter case, the natural asymmetry of the fillers topology, where discrete inclusions
are mostly surrounded by the material of a simply
connected matrix, is not taken into account. In this
paper, two versions of asymmetric EMA are proposed for the case of a statistically isotropic medium containing discrete inclusions based on the
difference in the structure of the fields inside and
outside the inclusions. One of them does not differ too much from the usual EMA and leads to the
same percolation threshold. For the second, the
threshold value differs from the usual one even in
the case of spherical particles. Expressions are given for the corresponding percolation thresholds in
the model of randomly oriented elliptical particles.
The proposed approximations are compared with
the standard Maxwell Garnett and Bruggeman approximations for the case of silver particles in a dielectric matrix.
Keywords: effective parameters of randomly inhomogeneous media, homogenization, Bruggeman
and Maxwell Garnett approximations, percolation
threshold

In describing the optical characteristics of macroscopically inhomogeneous media, both natural
and artificial, various “mixing rules” are widely
used, which make it possible to approximately replace a real small-scale compared to a wavelength
randomly inhomogeneous medium with a homogeneous one with some effective parameters (see,
for example, the review [1] and the literature cited there).
Of the large number of known models for calculating effective parameters, the Maxwell-Garnett
approximation (MGA) and the Bruggeman effective
medium approximation (EMA) are distinguished.
The first of them is constructed for a model of a homogeneous medium with random inclusions, and
the second considers a symmetric composite completely filled by randomly distributed particles with
different macroscopic characteristics. In this case,
the MGA is an asymmetric approximation in which
one of the components is selected and plays the role
of a matrix. As a result, the MGA, unlike the symmetric EMA, does not allow to describe the percolation threshold associated with the occurrence of
“sticking together” of random inclusions in an infinite cluster upon an increase of their concentration, which is considered to be a drawback of this
approximation. At low concentrations of inhomogeneities far from the threshold, both approximations give identical results. In this paper, we obtain
simple asymmetric EMA modifications based on
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a model of a homogeneous medium with random
scatterer, and at the same time allowing us to describe the occurrence of a percolation threshold.

to be equal to the field in their absence, E0 = Eоut,
thereby completely neglecting the effect of scattering on E0. In this case, the field inside the characteristic particle will be expressed through the external
field E0 by the known relation [4]

2. DERIVATION OF ASYMMETRIC EMA
EQUATIONS

E1 = Λ10 E0, Λ10 =

Consider a homogeneous medium with a permittivity ε0 containing statistically uniformly distributed particles with a permittivity ε1 occupying a
volume fraction f1, so that the volume fraction of a
particle-free medium is f0 = 1 – f1. Considering the
medium to be small-scale, so that the particle sizes
and the distances between them are small compared
to the wavelengths of the radiation in question, we
use the quasistatic approximation. In this approximation the electrical and magnetic properties of the
medium can be described independently. For the
case of a homogeneous external field Eout = const
created by sources outside the medium (a strict setting of the boundary conditions can be found in [2]),
the effective permittivity ε* can be determined by
the relation [1]
ε* = < ε E >v / <E> v =
= (f0 < ε0 E0 > + f1 < ε1 E1 >) / < E >,
< E > = f0 < E0 > + f 1 < E1 >.

v

(4)

In this approximation, the angle brackets on the
right side of (1) can be omitted, which after reducing by E0 gives the usual MGA
ε* = (f0 ε0 + f1 ε1 Λ10) / (f0 + f 1 Λ10).

(5)

The use of EMA is associated with an attempt
to take into account the mutual influence of scattering by particles, self-consistently considering as a
“characteristic particle” a spherical particle located
in a uniform average field < E > in an “effective medium” with a dielectric constant ε*. Wherein
E1 = Λ1* < E >, Λ1* =

3ε *
.
ε1 + 2ε *

(6)

In the usual Bruggeman approximation [5], it is
assumed that in (1) in estimating the field outside
the particles E0, similar ratios should be used, i.e.

(1)
(2)

E0 = Λ0* < E >, Λ0* =

Here angle brackets with index V mean averaging over “physically infinitesimal volume”, small
compared to the total volume of the medium, but
containing a large number of particles,
1
= ∫  dr ,
VV

3ε 0
.
ε1 + 2ε 0

3ε *
,
ε 0 + 2ε *

(7)

leading to a well-known relation
f0

ε0 − ε *
ε −ε *
+ f1 1
=
0.
(8)
ε 0 + 2ε *
ε1 + 2ε *

Conditions (7) correspond to the aggregate topology, i.e. the case when the component with ε0
consists of spherical particles. However, for the
asymmetric case considered here with a distinguished medium and discrete inclusions, there is no
reason to use (7) for the field between the particles,
since the array of the medium has no direct connection with the spherical shape of the particles.
Within the framework of the self-consistent approximation, it suffices to assume that the field outside the particles E0 is approximately equal to the
average field, i.e. having kept (6) for particles, instead of (7) for the medium field, put in (1) E0 = <
E >. Substituting this relation and (6) into (1), after simple transformations, instead of (8), we obtain

(3)

and the same brackets without an index are statistical averaging, which includes averaging over the
volumes of each component (for simplicity, we do
not introduce special notation for vector quantities).
The fields E0 and E1 included in (1) can be considered, respectively, as fluctuating fields outside
and inside the “characteristic particle”. All further
approximations are associated with statistical hypotheses about the properties of these fields. For
simplicity, here we restrict ourselves to the case of
spherical particles (a generalization to the ellipsoid
model can be easily obtained taking into account
the results of [3]). In the simplest approximation,
valid in the limit of highly rarefied media (formally
f1à0), the field outside the particles E0 is assumed

f1
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ε1 − ε *
ε −ε *
+ f0 0
=
0.
2ε *
ε1 + 2ε *

(9)
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A more reasonable approximation than (9), “intermediate” between EMA and MGA, is obtained
when calculating the field inside the “effective particle” as an external field with respect to the particle if instead of the total average field <E> the average field between the particles <E0> is taken. Then
(1) and (2) give
ε* = (f0 ε0 + f1 ε1 Λ1*) / (f0 + f 1 Λ1*).

(10)

This relation coincides in form with MGA (5),
however, taking into account (6), it does not represent an explicit expression, but the equation for ε*,
which can be easily reduced to a form similar to (9)
f1

f1

Fig. 1. Effective conductivity for a medium with conductivity σ0 and particles with conductivity σ1 at σ0/σ1 = 0.01 in
models (8) – – –, (9) – - – and (10) ▬. The dots indicate
the limiting values of these curves for a none-conducting
medium σ 0 = 0

ε1 − ε *
ε −ε *
+f 0
=
0.
(11)
ε1 + 2ε * 0 3ε *

In the next section, we compare some properties
of the approximations considered here.

(11) already has a different threshold value, namely f1с = 1/4.
All approximations (8) – (10) lead to quadratic equations with respect to ε*, which are easily
solved. To illustrate, Fig. 1 shows the dependences
of the effective conductivities of a weakly conducting medium with conducting particles in models
(8) – (10). It can be seen from this figure that model (9) with a threshold f1с = 1/3 gives a result that is
qualitatively close to the usual Bruggeman model
(8), while model (10) is noticeably different from
(8) due to differences in the percolation thresholds.
As another example consider the case of silver
nanoparticles in a matrix with refractive index n =
1.5. Fig. 2 shows the behaviour of real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index N = ε
for the volume silver according to the data taken

3. SOME CONSEQUENCES
All the approximations described in the previous section admit a formal transition to the case of
complete filling of the medium with particles. f1 = 1
when ε* = ε1. These approximations are valid in the
general case of complex permittivities. The same
expressions are preserved during the transition from
the dielectric constant ε to the description of the
medium conductivity σ, as well as when describing
many other kinetic coefficients (see [6]).
It is easy to show (see [1]) that all forms of
EMA (8) – (10) describe the occurrence of a percolation threshold. However, if approximation (9),
like the usual Bruggeman approximation (8), gives
the percolation threshold f1с = 1/3, then equation

Fig. 2. The real and
imaginary parts of the
refractive index N =
N’ + iN’’ (a) bulk Ag
according to [7], and
(b) effective refractive
index in models MGA
(5) and EMA (8) – (10)
with f1 = 0.1
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from [7], as well as for the effective refractive index
N* = ε * for a medium with silver nanoparticles in
the MGA (5) and EMA (8) – (10) with filling
f1 = 0,1. It can be seen from these figures that all
the considered models of the effective medium in
this example noticeably differ from the MGA, and
give qualitatively similar, but quantitatively different results. Moreover, if MGA describes the presence of a narrow plasmon resonance, then all EMA
schemes give a broadened resonance with a maximum shifted to the red side (“red shift”).

conditions are the applicability of the quasistatic
approximation. However, sufficient conditions cannot be indicated in the general case, since in real
problems the particles are not strictly randomly
distributed and can also have some complex internal structure, for which the statistical models under
consideration can serve only as a rough approximation (a useful discussion of the lack of universal effective parameters for macroscopically inhomogeneous media can be found in [8]). Therefore,
the choice of a particular model is usually justified
only by comparing their results with specific real
or numerical experiments. As the last example, we
can mention the work [9], in which the classical
EMA (8) is compared with the results of numerical calculations

4. DISCUSSION
The examples considered above show that the
proposed modifications give results that are qualitatively similar to the usual EMA with noticeable
quantitative differences. It is not difficult to generalize these approximations to the case of randomly oriented elliptic particles. To do this, it suffices
to replace the quantities Λ1* and Λ10 by corresponding tensor expressions, supplementing the averaging symbols in (1) by averaging over random orientations, which reduces to calculating one third of
the trace of the matrix [1]. Moreover, in the case of
ellipsoids with a depolarization tensor L for model
(10) the percolation threshold is equal to
1
f1c = 1/ (1+ < >),
L

5. CONCLUSION
In this note we have considered two variants of
EMA for the case of a medium with discrete inclusions, which take into account the difference between the simply connected matrix topology and
the topology of single particles. One of them does
not differ much from the commonly used symmetric
Bruggeman approximation and gives the same flow
threshold f1 = 1/3, while for the second this difference is more significant and corresponds to a lower
threshold value f1 = 1/4. Both approximations can
be easily generalized to the case of randomly oriented elliptic particles. It can be expected that using
these approximations will find useful applications in
practical applications.

(12)

and for the model (9)
1
f1c = 1/< >,
L

(13)

where
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Radiation and electrical characteristics of ferrite-free closed-loop inductively-coupled low mercury pressure UV lamps of 375 mm in length and
120 mm in width were experimentally studied. Discharges were excited at a frequency of 1.7 MHz
and lamp RF power, Рlamp = (95–170) W. It was in
quartz closed-loop tubes of 16.6 mm in inner diam.
and of 815 mm in length, in the mixture of mercury
vapour (7 х 10–3 mm Hg) with Ar (0.7 and 1.0 mm
Hg) and with the mixture of 30 % Ne + 70 % Ar
(0,7 and 1,0 mm Hg). The 3-turn induction coil
made from litz wire with a low specific linear resistance (ρw = 1.4 x 10–4 Ohm/cm) was disposed on
the lamp surface along the closed-loop tube perimeter. In lamps with buffer gas pressure of 1,0 mm
Hg, the increase of lamp power from 95 to 150 W
caused the decrease of induction coil power losses,
Pcoil, from (6–7) W to (3–4) W. Also in these lamps
increased induction coil power efficiency, ƞcoil = 1 – 
Pcoil/Plamp, from 92 % to 97 % and lamp UV radiation (λ = 254 nm) generation efficiency, ƞe, 254, from
57 % to 66 %. The decrease of buffer gas pressure
from 1.0 to 0.7 mm Hg caused the decrease of ƞe, 254
by (10–20)%.
Keywords: ferrite-free inductively-coupled discharge, closed-loop tube, low pressure mercury
plasma, induction coil, UV resonant radiation
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Electrode-less inductively-coupled discharges
excited in the mixture of low pressure (~ 10–2 mm
Hg) mercury vapour and inert gases (IG) are considered as very promising UV resonant (λ at 185 nm
and 254 nm) radiation sources used in bactericidal
lamps for air and water cleaning [1, 2]. Due to the
absence of inner electrodes, these lamps have high
lifetime and could be operated at low IG pressures
((0.1–1.0) mm Hg) at which UV radiation (λ = 254
nm) generation efficiency, ƞе, 254 = Фe, 254/Plamp is
the maximum. Here, Фe,,254 is the lamp UV resonant (254 nm) radiation flux, Plamp is the lamp power [3–5]. Due to these characteristics electrode-less
inductively-coupled low pressure (LP) mercury
UV lamps could be competitors to LP mercury UV
lamps with inner electrodes operated at higher IG
pressures of (2–3) mm Hg [6].
Of the special interest is the electrode-less ferrite-free inductively-coupled UV radiation lamps
where LP mercury plasma is excited in the closedloop quartz tube with the help of an induction coil
of few turns positioned along the closed-loop tube
perimeter [7, 8]. Recent experimental studies of this
type of inductive lamps employing discharge tube
with inner diameter dt = 16.6 mm and 25 mm, operated at RF frequency of f = 1,7 MHz and plasma
power per length unit, Р1 = Рpl/Λpl, have shown high
UV radiation (254 nm) generation efficiency, Фе,254/
Рpl = (63–65)% [9,10]. Here Рpl is the discharge
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(maximum UV radiation flux, Фе, 254) and was controlled by the temperature indium-mercury amalgam disposed on the discharge tube wall inner surface. Ar and the mixture of 30 % Ne + 70 % Ar at
pressures of 0.7 и 1.0 mm Hg were used as buffer
gases.
The RF power generated by the power source,
Рk is in range (107–190) W, included power losses
in the generator, Рgen = 0.1 Рk, and RF power consumed by the lamp, Plamp. Since at f < 10 MHz, RF
power losses in EM radiation are negligibly small
[7]. The lamp RF power consisted of power losses
in the induction coil wire, Pcoil, and power absorbed
by the inductive discharge plasma, Ppl. Coil power losses, Pcoil, were measured directly in the power line in the absence of the plasma and at the coil
current, Ic, equal to that in the presence of the plasma [4, 7].
The experimental lamp was installed in the black
metal grounded box. The measurements were made
using UV (254 nm) radiation receiver (SUV20) positioned near discharge tube walls. The receiver was
preliminary calibrated using the standard etalon UV
lamp with known UV radiation flux measured using
the modified Keitz method [3].

Fig. 1. Photo of ferrite-free closed-loop inductively-coupled mercury UV lamp

plasma power and Λpl is the plasma length. The latter is higher than that of LP mercury UV lamp with
inner electrodes operated at f = 20 kHz [6], inductively-coupled ferrite-free linear mercury UV lamps
operated at (1–4) MHz [5], and transformer-type
(with circular magnetic coils) inductively-coupled
mercury UV lamps operated at f = 265 kHz [3, 4].
However, because of high resistivity of induction coil single strand copper wire (ρw = 8·10–4
Ohm/cm), power losses in the induction coil were
very high, Pcoil in range (40–45) W, therefore, induction coil power efficiency, ƞcoil = 1 – Pcoil/Plamp,
did not exceed 80 % and lamp UV radiation (254
nm) efficiency, ƞе, 254 was ~ 50 % [9, 10]. It appears
to be obvious that to increase substantially ƞcoil
(up to (95–97)%), one has to use in electrode-less
inductively-coupled ferrite-free UV lamps an induction coil made from copper litz wire ((19–140)
strands) that has at frequencies f = (0.2–2.0) MHz
low resistivity, ρw ≤ 2·10–4 Ohm/cm).
From practical point of view, it is interesting
to study the possibility of developing high efficiency ferrite-free inductively-coupled LP amalgam UV
lamps with closed-loop discharge tube with inner
diameter of 16.6 mm capable to replace LP amalgam UV lamp with inner electrodes and discharge
tube of the same diameter [6].

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION
Experimental dependencies of coil power losses, Pcoil, from lamp power, Plamp, obtained for two
inductively-coupled lamps with two different fillings are shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that Pcoil decrease
from (7–8) W (Plamp = 95 W) to (3–4) W (Plamp =

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
An inductively-coupled discharge was ignited at
the frequency of 1.7 MHz in the mixture of mercury
vapour and buffer inert gases in the quartz closedloop tube of 16.6 mm in inner diameter and 29 mm
in outer diameter and of 815 mm in length (Fig. 1).
The discharge was excited in the elliptically shaped
experimental lamp (375 mm in length and 120 mm
in width) using 3-turn induction coil made from litz
wire (ρw =1.4·10–4 Ohm/cm, dw = 1.5 mm) positioned along the closed-loop tube perimeter (Fig. 1).
Mercury vapour pressure was maintained optimal

Fig. 2. Induction coil power losses, Рcoil, as function of
lamp power, Рlamp
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Fig. 3. RF inductor power efficiency, ƞcoil, as function of
lamp power, Рlamp

Fig. 4. Lamp UV resonant radiation flux, Фе, 254, as function of lamp power, Рlamp

(140–150) W) and practically does not change at
lamp power, Plamp > 150 W. Reducing buffer gas
as well as adding Ne to Ar causes insignificant decrease of coil power losses. Due to low coil power
losses, induction coil power efficiency, ƞcoil, is high
and grows with lamp power from 92 % (Рlamp =
96 W) to (97–98)% (Рlamp = 160 W), Fig. 3. These
values are (25–30)% higher than for induction coils
made from single copper wire of the same diameter, dw, used in the induction ferrite-free lamps with
discharge tube of dt = 16.6 mm in diam. operated at
frequency of 1.7 MHz and at the same lamp power, Plamp [10].
The experimental dependencies of UV resonant
radiation flux, Фе, 254, from lamp power, Plamp, obtained in induction lamps filled with the mixtures of
mercury vapour with Ar and with the mixtures of
30 % Ne + 70 % Ar at pressures of 0.7 and 1.0 mm
Hg are presented in Fig. 4. It is seen that at pressure
of 1.0 mm Hg, Фе, 254 grows with Plamp from 55 W
(Plamp = 95 W) to 102 W (Plamp = 160 W) и exceeds
by (10–20)% values of Фе, 254 from lamps operated
at IG pressure of 0.7 mm Hg.
Note that both in electrode-less ferrite-free inductive LP mercury UV lamps and in UV luminescent lamps with inner electrodes, the decrease of
tube diameter, dt, and plasma power, Ppl, shifts maximums of Фе, 254 and Фv (luminous flux) to larger IG
pressures [5, 11].
The experimental dependencies of UV (254 nm)
radiation generation lamp efficiency, ƞе, 254, from
lamp power, Plamp, are presented in Fig. 5. It is seen
that the maximum value of ƞе, 254, (64–66)% in the
lamp with IG pressure of 1.0 mm Hg is achieved
at lamp power, Plamp equal to (120–160) W (P1 =

(1.5–2.0) W/cm). It is significantly higher than in
ferrite-free inductive UV lamps with the same discharge tube characteristics but with an induction
coil made of single copper wire having large resistivity, ρw = 8·10–4 Ohm/cm [9, 10]. From practical
point of view, it is very important, that ƞе, 254 of UV
inductive lamps using induction coil made from litz
wire by (30–40)% higher than that of mercury UV
lamps with inner electrodes using discharge tube of
the same diameter, dt = 16.6 mm. At the same time,
these lamps have the same lamp power, Plamp, but
higher IG pressures ((3–4) mm Hg) [6].
“Dilution” Ar with Ne does not affect UV efficiency, ƞе, 254, of inductive lamps operated at IG
pressure of 1,0 mm Hg. There are higher values of
ƞе, 254 in LP mercury inductive lamps with IG mixture (30 % Ne + 70 % Ar) at lower pressure, 0.7 mm
Hg (Fig. 5), is, probably, due to higher plasma RF
electric field and, thus, higher electron temperature
in inductive discharge plasma.
It is important to note that UV lamp radiation
flux, Фе, 254, is actually smaller than measured in
our experiment due to radiation multiple reflection
from lamp tubes and radiation blocking effects with
induction coil turns (Fig. 1). Therefore, to increase
Фе, 254 and, thus, ƞе, 254, the number of coil turns, N,
and coil wire diameter, dw, should be reduced.
On the other hand, to ensure high induction coil
quality factor, Qcoil, and low coil power losses, Рcoil,
the decrease of number of coil turns, N, should be
accompanied by the increase of lamp driving RF
frequency, f, [12]. However, the increase of RF
frequency without proportional decrease of plas-
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wire diameter, dw, while to maintain induction coil
power losses at the same low level, lamp driving
frequency, f, should be increased [12].
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ma density could cause a skin effect in the inductive plasma that “pushes” RF field to the tube walls
and increases plasma RF electric field, Epl [13–16].
As the result, Фе, 254, and lamp UV radiation generation efficiency, ƞе, 254, are increasing [9, 10], while
by increasing induction coil power losses, Рcoil ~
Ēpl2, lamp UV efficiency, ƞе, 254, could stop growing and even could decrease as lamp power, Plamp,
grows [9, 10, 17].
CONCLUSION
– Due to employing in ferrite-free UV induction
lamps with closed-loop discharge tube induction
coils made from litz wire with low resistivity (ρw =
1.4·10–4 Ohm/cm), induction coil power losses are
very low, Рcoil = (3–7) W, while coil power efficiency is large, ƞcoil = (92–98)%.
– Lamp UV radiation generation efficiency is
very high, ƞе, 254 = (62–66)%, which is higher than
those of inductive lamps of the same type and with
the same discharge tube parameters but using induction coils made from single copper wire with higher resistivity [9, 10]. Also, obtained in this study
inductive lamp UV efficiency of (62–66)% is considerably higher than those of mercury UV lamps
operated with inner electrodes [6].
– Addition of Ne (30 %) to Ar does not cause
noticeable increase of ƞе, 254, while IG pressure increase from 0.7 to 1.0 mm Hg causes growth of
lamp UV efficiency, ƞе, 254, by (15–20)%.
– To reduce UV radiation flux blocking effects
caused by the induction coil, it is recommended
to decrease the number of coil turns, N, and/or coil
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1. INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT
There is still great interest in studying high intensity discharge (HID) lamps despite the great development of other light sources like light emitting
diodes (LEDs). Basic equations and numerical formulations allow calculating important terms such
as the net emission coefficient (NEC) that plays an
important role in understanding the radiation behaviour of these lamps. These lamps are considered to be at high pressure and the produced plasma
was found to be at local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). The volume of the lamp is meshed into
small cells and the total number of cells represents
a compromise between correct results and calculation time. Each cell has its own local absorption and
emission coefficient that applies to its position in the
discharge. Line profile is calculated by two profiles
convolution: one is Lorentz’s and the second one is
a quasi-static profile. Ray tracing technique is used
to resolve the radiation transport for the visible and
ultra violet (UV) spectrum. The NEC is thus calculated and compared with other models for a pure
mercury discharge. In addition, additional photometric properties of the lamp are obtained.
Keywords: high intensity discharge (HID), radiation transport, ray tracing, net emission coefficient
(NEC), line broadening, local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), intensity, flux, luminous flux, luminous efficacy, correlated colour temperature (CCT)

High intensity discharge (HID) lamps are compact gas discharges ((1–100) mm or more in length)
that operate at pressures of order 1 atm or greater.
These lamps are of great interest due to their different applications like projectors and television
projection systems [1]. These lamps are excellent
sources of different radiations and over time cannot
be replaced by another type of light sources, like
light emitting diodes (LEDs), for example.
Radiation is one of the three mechanisms of energy transfer and it can be considered as the product
of several emission and absorption processes in a
high pressure discharge in relation with the continuous and discontinuous spectrum. The characteristics of this spectrum depend on the state of the electrical discharge like the size, temperature, pressure,
or composition. The knowledge of radiative properties is a key factor in achieving quantification of
the energy exchanges. In simulation these radiative
exchanges are often quantified by the divergence of
the radiative flux, which characterizes the energy
transfer by radiation everywhere in the plasma, and
which can be easily estimated using the “Net Emission Coefficient (NEC)”, a quantity that can also be
used in the prediction of energy balance [2].
Computer modelling is an accurate and inexpensive way to determine the NEC in high-pressure gas
discharge lamps. However, it is not possible to find
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an exact analytical solution to highly nonlinear integer-differential radiative transfer equation [3].
During several decades, a well-known phenomenon
was working on generating radiation-using formalism to describe them [4].
Leibermann and Lowke calculated the NEC using these methods and the results obtained from
the calculations, and Sevastyanenko determined
the partial characteristics [5, 6]. Moreover, Lowke
and Capriotti determined the diffusion approximation [7].
Other methods calculated the NEC using
semi-empirical formula [8, 9]. Also BouAoun et
al. calculated the NEC using the discrete ordinate
method, where this method has been applied to numerous radiative problems with significant accuracy, and it is an analogous to the finite volume discretization in directional space. In this paper, we
have used another method to calculate this index
based on ray tracing and, to our knowledge, there is
no direct calculation on the NEC has been done using this technique [10].
For this purpose, we have focused in our work
on the calculation of the power radiated by these
lamps using ray tracing technique for pure mercury Hg as a vehicle of study given that Hg has well
known characteristics.
In these calculations, we have considered that
the discharge has a cylindrical symmetry and we
assumed that the plasma is at local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE). The only knowledge of the temperature profile and pressure is sufficient to calculate the chemical composition (local emission and
absorption coefficient) of plasma and to the mechanisms to increase of spectral lines. In this technique,
the discharge is divided into elementary cells responsible for launching rays in all directions, and
the radiative transfer equation (RTE) is resolved
for each ray. If there is no absorption exists in each
mesh of the discharge then the NEC equals to local emission coefficient . However, as absorption
exists, the NEC and  have different values, which
show the importance of this study. Therefore, the
net emission coefficient and the photometric properties of the lamp are deduced.

of spectral intensity I [Wˑm‑3ˑ sr‑1] along a path x.
When the medium emits and absorbs radiation without scattering this equation is written:
dI λ
=
ε λ ( λ , x) − κ ( λ , x) I λ ,
dx

(1)

where   x) is the local spectral emissivity
[Wˑm‑4ˑsr‑1] and  [m‑1] is the local spectral absorption index. For a spectral line corresponding to a
transition between atomic levels u and l,  is firstly calculated from plasma composition by using the
following equation:

ε (λ ) =

hc Aul n u P ( λ )
,
λ0
4π

(2)

where P() is the normalized spectral line profile.
In HID lamps, as the pressure is relatively high,
the LTE assumption is considered valid. Therefore,
 is calculated by using B (the Planck function) by:

κ (λ , T )=

ε λ (λ ,T )
Bλ (T )

(3)

,

where
Bλ (T ) =

2hc 2 
 hc  
−1
exp 
5 
 λ kT  
λ 

-1

.

(4)

Without knowing the plasma composition, the
resolution of the radiative transfer equation is impossible. In the case of a HID lamp, this composition is calculated assuming that local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) exists, and that pressure
is uniform in the discharge. Pressure and local temperature are determined from spectroscopic measurements. Following equation corresponds to the
temperature profile across the discharge:
β

r
T (r ) =Tc − (Tc − Tw )   ,
R

(5)

where Tc is the central temperature, Tw is the wall
temperature,  is the parameter that describes the
radial distribution of the discharge, and R is the discharge radius.
Applying the equations of state for ideal gas
(Boltzmann and Saha laws), we are able to calculate the plasma composition of the discharge. On the
other hand, for the spectral line profile only pressure
broadening is taken into account (Doppler broadening is considered negligible). Pressure broadening
is due to the collisions of emitting atoms with other
atoms (neutral Van der Waals or resonance broadening) or charged particles (Stark broadening). In the

2. RADIATION TRANSPORT
As radiation is transported in the plasma, it contributes to the energy balance of the discharge. The
equation of radiative transfer describes the change
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impact approximation, pressure broadening is described by a Lorentz’s profile:
∆λ 1

P( λ ) =

π

2

1
,
( λ − λo − ∆ ) 2 + (∆λ 1 ) 2

DW

(6)

I

q

A

2

where
∆λ 1

Fout

Fig. 1. Output radiant flux of the emitting cell
2R

=
CR N ∆λ 1

2S

=
C S N e , ∆=
0.87 ∆λ 1 S ,
S
2

ty I in the direction of the ray at a boundary point P
takes the following form:
I=
I λ ( λ , xi ) exp(−κ ( λ , i )∆xi +
λ ( λ , xi +1 )

∆λ 1 W =
CW N , ∆W= 0.36∆λ 1 W .
2

2

The resulting total line profile is obtained by the
convolution of the Lorentz (6) and quasi-static (7)
profiles. Atomic and broadening constants for the
mercury spectral lines are taken from Stromberg
[8].

,

+

ε λ (λ , i)
(1 − exp(−κ ( λ , i )∆xi )),
κ (λ , i)

where ∆xi is the length crossed in each finite volume “i”.
The ray will cross all cells in the mesh along its
path. The output radiant flux Φout (8) of the emitting mesh represents the input radiant flux Φin for
the next crossed mesh. This flux will be absorbed
before leaving the mesh. Therefore, the radiant flux
Φout that goes out from the next crossed mesh is:

(7)

Φout = Φin ⋅ exp(−κ ⋅ ∆x) ,

where
∆λQS =
CQS * N 2 .

(10)

where ∆x is the distance crossed and  is the absorption index of the crossed mesh.
Therefore, the absorbed radiant flux Фabsorbed in
the mesh crossed is calculated by:

To resolve the radiation transport that takes place
inside the lamp, it volume is meshed into small
cuboid elements. A set of the N isotropic rays is
launched in each element. Each ray will cross each
volume element until it escapes from the mesh. The
index of each traversed element volume travelled by
rays, and the distance within each of them are calculated and stored.
Each ray contributes to the output radiation flux.
The radiant flux that emerges from the emitting element volume of each ray is calculated by:
Φout = I ⋅ ∆A ⋅ cos θ ⋅ ∆Ω,

(9)

Φabsorbed = Φin − Φout .

(11)

The quantity of Φout in (10) represents Φin for the
next crossed mesh. Therefore, we continue calculating Φout as in (10) and Φabsorbed as in (11) in every
mesh crossed until the ray leaves the lamp. At this
R2

(8)

R3
R1

where ∆A is the surface crossed by the ray, ∆Ω is
the solid angle,  is the angle between the ray and
the normal to the surface, and I is the output intensity of the emitting element volume (Fig. 1).
In a mesh, the output intensity I is derived from
the integral solution of radiative transfer equation
(9). Taking into account that each finite volume “i”
is considered as homogeneous, the radiant intensi-

R4
Rn

R5

Fig. 2. Rays depose energy in a cell
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Fig. 3. Local emissivity
and net emission
coefficient (NEC)
comparison at 435 nm
(a) and 577 nm (b)
wavelengths

Fig. 4. Comparison
of NEC using ray
tracing and DOM
method for the spectral
wavelengths: 435 nm
(a), 577 nm (b), 185
nm (c), and 254 nm (d)

moment, Φout is stored and it represents the contribution of the ray in the radiant flux calculation. Another ray is selected and the calculation is repeated
until all rays are launched from all cells. As a result,
different rays cross whole mesh and each ray deposes certain radiant flux Φabsorbed in the mesh (Fig. 2).
So, the net emission coefficient is calculated by:

ε N= ε − ∑

Φabsorbed

4π ∆V

,

where V() is the spectral luminous efficiency of the
average eye for photopic vision and Km=683 lm/W.
Then the luminous efficacy is:

η=

N

nbz nby nbx

∑∑∑∑ Φ

=
n 1=
k 1 =j 1 =i 1

out

,

(12)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this work, pure mercury HID lamp has
been studied. The lamp is represented by a cylindrical discharge where cylinder has been divided
(or meshed) into small cells. We have divided our
work into three parts. In the first part, we have chosen to mesh the cylinder into 35 cells on the radial
direction surface and 13 cells along the axial direction. While Galvez [12] has launched 100 rays from
each cell, we have previously found that launching 62 rays are enough [13]. This represents a good

(13)

where nbx, nby, nbz are the number of cells along
x-axis, y-axis and z-axis respectively, and N is the
total number of rays emitted from each cell.
So, the luminous flux is:
=
Φvis K m ∫ V ( λ )Φ λ ( λ )d λ ,

(15)

where Pelectric represents the electric power applied
to the lamp. Based on the radiant flux of each line
and using the colour-matching functions we can calculate CCT and chromaticity coordinates.

where  is the local emissivity of the mesh and ∆V
is the mesh volume.
The total radiant flux ΦT escaping from the lamp
is:
=
ΦT

Φvis
,
Pelectric

(14)

λ
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Table 1. Parameters of the Studied Discharge
TC (K)

TW (K)

R (cm)

β

Pressure

6000

1000

0.78

2.2

3

Fig. 5. Comparison of total NEC using ray tracing
and DOM method for all spectral lines

compromise between Galvez calculation and time
consumption. At the end of this part, the crossed
distance in the emitting and crossed cells, the solid angles as well as the areas crossed with the corresponding angles are saved in a separate file.
In the second part, we assigned for each cell its
temperature. Therefore, cells on the axial direction
will have same temperature while the temperature
of cells on the radial direction will be a parabolic
distribution as in equation (5) according to their position. Once cell’s temperature is known, local absorption index and emissivity are calculated.
In the third part, we resolve the radiation transport equation and start to get results by using equations (8–15). This way of calculation provides the
model by ability to produce results more quickly
compared to other methods. For example, if chemical composition changes, then we change part two
without doing any change in part one while in other methods you should start again from scratch all
your calculations.
In our calculations, we will study a discharge
known as SC (standard conditions) discharge. This
discharge is typical for a high-pressure mercury
lamp used as a light source. In Table 1, we summarize the parameters of the SC discharge.
The NEC represents the difference between the
emitted and the absorbed energy in each cell. Therefore, it is important to compare in each cell the NEC
with the energy due to the local emissivity to make
sure that absorption is taking place in each cell and
the method is working reasonably which means
comparing the value of equation (2) with the results of equation (12). Fig. 3 shows the results for
the spectral line 435 nm and 577 nm. Although the
spectral line are not absorbed in a constant ratio, but
the influence of absorption can be easily deduced

Fig. 6. Normalised distribution intensity curves
on the horizontal and vertical surfaces

for these spectral lines. Same behaviour was seen
for other spectral lines.
Bouaoun et al. [10] have also calculated the total NEC using DOM method by summing the NEC
of each spectral line that exists in the discharge.
His results were compared with Stomberg’s formula. Both results were comparable and it is sufficient
in this work to compare with one of these models.
The NEC for each spectral line was calculated for
the same SC discharge (Table 1) and compared with
the results of Bouaoun et al. [10] who used the same
discharge. The good agreement between both results is clear, as it is shown in Fig. 4.
The total NEC index is calculated for all spectral lines that exist in the discharge, which are tabulated in Stromberg [8]. The good agreement for the
total NEC is seen with Bouaoun et al.[10] and it is
shown in Fig. 5.
Our main objective in this research is to calculate the NEC and compare it with other models in
order to provide a new tool to calculate this term in
future applications. However, the technique used
produces not only the NEC, but also the spectral results, which are the bases of calculation of the photometric properties of any lamp as it is shown in
[11,13]. For example, for the studied SC discharge,
the radiant flux is first calculated from each spectral
line in the discharge using (13). Then, the luminous
flux of each spectral line is obtained by using (14).
The luminous efficacy calculated from equation
(15) was equal 80 lm/W. This efficacy is comparable with the experimental results of a pure Hg lamp.
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The CCT for the discharge was received to be 4355
K. This CCT is in accordance to the impression of
white-blue colour known for pure Hg HID lamps.
The photometric curve on the horizontal and vertical surface of the lamp is shown in Fig. 6.
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al electric lamps, especially in the indoor. At the
same time, increasing the switching speed of this
solid-state device creates a unique opportunity for
high-speed data transmission [4]. With the advent of
LEDs, visible light communication (VLC) emerged
as potential alternatives to radio frequency solutions
[5, 6]. Moreover, there are some notable advantages
of VLC systems over radio frequency and infrared
frequency-based systems, which are:
– So far there is no regulation regarding the use
of visible electromagnetic spectrum;
– Unlike the infrared communication schemes,
there is no health regulation to restrict the transmit
power; so, adaptation of this type of communication will be highly accepted at hospitals and health
centres [7].
It is known that the switching frequency of white
LED is slower than its coloured counterpart, though
it can support data rate in Mbps [8, 9]. It has already
been reported that visible light wireless point-topoint communication link at 513 megabit per second [10]. In some other work, it was shown that
smaller area micro-LED pixels generally exhibit higher modulation bandwidth than their larger
area counterparts [11]. In this context, white LED
evolves as a potential illuminant for high-speed
short-range line of sight data transmitter. The primary objective of using white LED in lighting applications is to provide energy-efficient lighting
solutions. In earlier works, researchers worked on
different techniques to transmit the data through
visible spectrum [12]. However, there has been little research on the practical implementation of the

ABSTRACT
In an office space, an LED-based lighting system
allows you to perform the function of a data transmitter. This article discusses the cost-effective design and development of a data-enabled LED driver that can transmit data along with its receiving
part. In addition, this paper clearly outlines the application of the proposed VLC system in an office
environment where ambient light interference is a
severe issue of concern. The result shows satisfactory lighting characteristics in general for this area
in terms of average horizontal illuminance and illuminance uniformity. At the same time, to evaluate
real-time and static communication performance,
Arduino interfaced MATLAB Simulink model is developed, which shows good communication performance in terms of BER (10–7) even in presence of
ambient light noise with 6 dB signal to interference
plus noise ratio. Our designed system is also flexible
to work as a standalone lighting system, whenever
data communication is not required.
Keywords: data-enabled LED driver, visual
light communication (VLC), optical receiver, bit error rate (BER), ambient light interference
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years of energy crisis, light emitting diodes (LEDs) evolves as a major alternative in the
field of lighting technology due to their higher efficacy and longer life [1, 2, 3]. This lighting revolution has changed the application of convention-
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 is devoted to the room geometry and its
stages of implementation. In section 3, system model is discussed. The design of transmitter and receiver sections are demonstrated in section 4 and 5
respectively. Sections 6 and 7 provide guidance on
evaluating the effectiveness of lighting and communication. Finally, all results are compiled in section
8 for subsequent discussion and analysis.
2. ROOM GEOMETRY AND EXECUTION
STEPS
The office room with dimension (7×6×3) m
is subdivided into six parts of small cubicles, as
shown in Fig. 1. The width of the corridor inside
the room is taken as 1.6 m and the dimension of
each working area inside a cubicle is the (1.5×0.85)
m. For each cubicle, separate access point (AP)
with zero co-channel interference (CCI) was selected. The white light emitting diode (WLED) installed at each AP is capable of transmitting the data
through intensity modulation. Moreover, it can fulfil the major lighting requirement over the working
area. Apart from these WLEDs, compact fluorescent lamps (CFL) are also installed inside the office space to maintain good illuminance uniformity and required horizontal illuminance throughout
the scene.
As per the ISO standard [17], for an office environment, the required minimum supported average illuminance on working surface is 300 lx. The
main objectives of this work are to provide required

Fig. 1. 3-D view of Li-Fi supportive LED lighting system
at office cubicle

VLC system to achieve substantial communication
performances in presence of ambient daylight and
other artificial light sources [13, 14]. Din and Kim
achieved both the objectives of VLC through computer simulation [15], but they did not consider the
practical realization of their system and the effect of
ambient light at the time of data transmission. In the
reference [16], average illuminance less than 50 lx
was achieved at the distance of 80 cm from transmitter to receiver. Usually, in case of indoor lighting
available daylight can be integrated with the artificial source to save energy. Therefore, data transmission through VLC in presence of diffused daylight
and/or other artificial light sources is another area of
concern. In the reference [14], a new optical receiver is proposed to reduce ambient light noise. Data
communication was established by the proposed
system at a data rate of 10 kbps from 0.4 m distance.
However, the applicability of this system was not
demonstrated inside an indoor environment. Moreover, bit error rate (BER) of their proposed system
had not been evaluated either.
In contrast to the earlier work, we have demonstrated a practical solution for installing a VLC system in an office area. The proposed VLC system is
also flexible to use as a normal light source whenever data transmission is not required. The communication performance of our proposed system is
evaluated in presence of daylight and ambient light
sources (ALS). The result shows better communication performance from 1 m distance in presence of
ambient light interferences. In addition, the lighting
requirements across all the working areas inside the
office space are accomplished in terms of average
horizontal illuminance and illuminance uniformity.

Fig. 2. View from the top of the office space (C – cubicle,
ALS – ambient light source, AP – access point)
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed
VLC system, where
AWGN – additive
white Gaussian noise

illuminance at the expense of less power and at the
same time to use some of the light sources as an AP
with higher accuracy in terms of bit error rate. The
diffused daylight can be integrated with the ambient
light sources to save energy during daytime. Daylight is also a potential source of noise if we consider our system from communication perspective.
Therefore, the goal of the project is to implement
and evaluate the performance of a prototype system
that can transmit data with minimum error even in
presence of ambient light noise and provide sufficient illuminance on the working surface.
The desired lighting and communication characteristics of the proposed system are achieved by performing the following steps:
– A low cost LED driver is designed, which is
capable of transmitting data as well; the objective
to design the integrated data-enabled LED driver is
of two-fold: the first one is to drive the LED module
at a rated voltage and current so that the required illuminance can be achieved and the second is to act
as a data transmitter;
– The optical receiver is designed to receive
transmitted data by deflecting noise generated by
daylight and other ambient lighting sources;
– A DIALux simulation of the specified office
environment, consisting of six cubicles, was done
to determine the illumination contribution of ALS
on working areas; the view from the top of the office space is shown in Fig. 2, and since the attributes
of all six cubicles (C1-C6) are similar and CCI are
not considered, it is good enough to test the communication efficiency experimentally for a single unit;
– Initially, the communication performance of
a single unit is evaluated using a random bit pattern
in presence of ambient daylight, after what MATLAB Simulink and Arduino interface is used to test
the system for a real-time long stream of data in
presence of ambient light interferences, whereup-

on the impact of ambient light noise on bit error
rate (BER) and signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) are also reported with the help of experimentally obtained results.
3. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE OWC
SYSTEM
The geometry of an optical wireless communication (OWC) scenario is determined by the position
and detection characteristics of the transmitter and
receiver in the room. The block diagram of the designed OWC system is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The incoming binary data is optically modulated using the data enabled LED driver briefly discussed in section 4. Furthermore, this LED driver supplied sufficient direct current to the arrays of
LED, so that average horizontal illuminance fulfils ISO recommendation. The optically modulated
signal is then transmitted over an optical wireless
channel before the optical receiver receives it. Ambient luminous flux, introduced by daylight and artificial light source also propagates through the channel and acts as unwanted interference to the optical
receiver. The optical channel can be considered as a
linear, time-invariant, memory-free system with an
impulse response of a finite duration [18]. If there is
an ambient light, it can be described by the following continuous time model for a noisy communication line:
=
y (t ) h (t ) *  ptx (t ) + pna (t ) + d 0 + w (t ) ,

(1)

where ptx (t) represents the intensity-modulated
transmitted signal by the LED source and y(t) denotes received distorted replica of the transmitted
signal. The interference due to ambient light sources and received noise due to daylight are denoted by
pna (t) and d0 respectively. Although the daylight is
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dynamic in nature, the rate of variation is negligible
in comparison with ptx (t) and pna (t). Therefore, we
can assume that the daylight provides a DC offset d0
to the optical receiver. At the receiving end, the amplitude of the received voltage signal is proportional
to the integral of the incident optical power over the
area of the photodiode. The shot and thermal noise
introduced at the receiver, w (t), can be considered
as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) [19].
The pulse characteristic of the channel, h (t), can
be approximated by a scalable and lagging Dirac
delta function for the line of sight (LOS) link as
considered in our system. It is given by [20]
(m + 1) AR
h(t=
⋅ cos m (ϕ ) ⋅ cos (θ ) ×
)
2
2π d
 θ 
 d
× rect 
⋅δ ⋅ t −  ,
(2)

 FOV 
 C

Point specific horizontal illuminance (E0) over
the working area in any cubicle is given by
=
E0 E AP + E AL ,

where EAP is the illuminance, contributed by the optical transmitter at access point, EAL is the illuminance contributed by ambient light.
4. DESIGN OF INTEGRATED DATA
ENABLED LED DRIVER
An integrated data-enabled LED driver is a
special type of LED driver, which is capable of
controlling the LED module at rated current and
transmitting the data through intensity modulation
simultaneously. The circuit diagram of our proposed driver is shown in Fig. 4. Binary amplitude
shift keying (BASK) or on-off keying (OOK) is one
of the simplest digital modulation techniques, which
is used here to transmit digital data using the optical source, i.e. LED matrix. Binary 1 is represented by a short pulse of light and binary 0 by the absence of light.
The data to be transmitted is applied at the INPUT DATA pin of the designed driver, while the
switch is connected with point B at the time of data
transfer. In order to achieve OOK data transfer
method the transistor 2N5298 is used, which acts
as a high-speed switching device. As we have mentioned earlier, the user can only use the system for
lighting purposes, as well, and at that time switch
is connected to position A. In this work, six LEDs
with sufficient switching frequency were connected in series to fabricate the optical transmitter. Each
LED has forward voltage drop of 2.7 V and capable
of handling 700 mA maximum current. The power
rating of each LED is 2 W. IC LM3414 used as a 1
A 60 W common anode constant current LED buck
driver to drive the LED module at rated current
(IL is taken as 350 mA).
The LM3414 is a PWM LED driver that contains
a clock generator to generate constant switching frequency for the device. The switching frequency is
determined by the resistance of an external resistor
RFS in the range of 250 kHz to 1 MHz. The lower resistance of RFS results in higher switching frequency. The switching frequency of the LM3414/14HV
is given by equation [23]

where AR is the receiver area, FOV is the field of
view of detector, d is the distance between LED and
detector surface, φ is the angle of irradiance, θ is the
angle of incidence, c is the velocity of light, and m
is the order of Lambert emission which can be determined using the transmitter half-angle (αH) given by [21, 22] as:
1

α H = cos −1 0.5 m .

(3)

In case of single path LOS channel the term



δ t −

d
 can be dropped and the effect of the chanC

nel is fully represented by the channel DC gain
H (0) given by
∞

H (0) = ∫ h (t ) dt .

(5)

(4)

−∞

f sw =

Fig. 4. Integrated data-enabled LED driver using LM3414
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Table 1. Design Parameters of Data Enabled LED Driver
Design Parameters
Description

Symbol

Value

Input voltage (DC)

VIN

24 V

Forward voltage drop across LED array

VLED

16.2 V

Average LED current

ILED

350 mA

Internal switching frequency

fSW

500 kHz

Switching frequency selective resistor

RFS

40 kΩ

Current control resistor

RIADJ

8.92 kΩ

Minimum value of inductor L1

LMIN

25.3 µH

To ensure correct regulation of the output current, the LM3414 operates in continuous conduction mode (CCM). With PWM enabled, the peak-topeak inductor current ripple can be set as high as ±
60 % of the defined average output current. The defined average LED current and allowable inductor
current ripple decides the minimum inductance of
the inductor. The minimum inductance can be found
by the equation
VIN − VLED VLED 1
⋅
⋅
L=
.
MIN
VIN f SW
1.2 I LED

TIA is 800 kHz with a gain of 10. This unit removes
any DC offset primarily originated by the ambient
daylight. The second stage has been designed with
the objective of detecting the weak signal and bypassing the interference due to harmonics of ALS
(compact fluorescent lamps are used here).
The major photodiode response due to this interfering signal can be expressed as [24]
20
 m cos{( 2π 100i − 50) t + χ i 
I ALS (t ) = kI av ∑  i
 , (8)
+ ni cos(2π 100it + ξi )} 
i =1 

(7)

Using equations (6) and (7), the calculated parameters are summarized in Table 1.

where Iav is the average current through the ambient
light source, k is the constant of interference proportionality, mi and ni are the amplitudes of odd and
even harmonics of 50 Hz, χi and ξi are the phases of
odd and even harmonics respectively.
Equation (8) assumes that the interferences due
to CFLs dominate within 2000 Hz. To eliminate
these interferences caused by ambient light sources, it is proposed to use an interference rejection filter (IRF). The interference rejection filter is a unit
gain high pass Bessel filter with cut off frequency of
2 kHz. Followed by the IRF a low pass Butterworth

5. DESIGN OF OPTICAL RECEIVER
The block diagram of the proposed optical receiver section is shown in Fig. 5, which comprises
of three major units.
The front end of the optical detector is designed
using a photodiode (PD) and trans-impedance amplifier (TIA) with ‘auto-zero’ feedback loop. The
second stage comprises of an interference rejection
filter (IRF) followed by a Butterworth low pass filter (LPF). The detailed circuit diagram of these first
two stages is shown in Fig. 6.
The photodiode converts optical and electrical
signals (O/E). The ‘auto-zero’ feedback loop associated with TIA is developed to maintain 0 V DC
output in the absence of transmitted pulse. Any
DC error present at output A1 generates the opposite signal at output A2. Subsequently, a correction
voltage becomes evident at A1 non-inverting input
to bring A1 output back to zero. The lower cut off
frequency of the amplifier is set with resistor R5 and
capacitor C3, while the upper cut off frequency is
set with R3 and C2. The bandwidth of the designed

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the proposed optical receiver
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Fig. 6. Proposed
‘auto-zero’ feedback
TIA (trans-impedance
amplifier) with interference rejection
filter, where IRF is the
interference rejection
filter, LPF is the low
pass filter

filter is used to provide additional gain, which also
acts as an equalizer. Furthermore, it rejects the disturbances due to internal switching of the LED driver. In section 4, it has been mentioned that the internal switching frequency (fSW) of the LED driver
is taken as 500 kHz to ensure accurate current regulation [23]. Moreover, the data has been simultaneously transmitted using external switching circuit at 30 kHz. Both these frequencies have some
obvious effects at the receiver. However, rejection
of unwanted high frequency is required for faithful
reception of the data pulse. This is achieved by the
appropriate design of low-frequency Butterworth
filter. In order to obtain additional gain and high-frequency noise rejection, the cut-off frequency of this
low pass filter is set at 39.7 kHz with voltage gain
of about

pulse. The calculated values of all components of
the receiving section are shown in Table 2.
The third and final stage of the developed optical receiver is the data recovery unit, which consists
of a sampler followed by a decision algorithm that
will make the decision regarding the amplitude of
sampled data. This is designed using Arduino microcontroller supported by MATLAB. The output of
the low pass filter (VOut) is sent to the analogue input pin of Arduino Mega 2560 interfaced with MATLAB Simulink to run the decision algorithm. Signal sent to the Simulink through Arduino is sampled
and compared with a threshold value. The “Interval
closed on right” and “Interval closed on left” checkboxes include the “Upper limit” and “Lower limit”
within the working interval. The working Simulink
model is shown in Fig. 7. If the input lies within the
range specified by the “Upper limit” and “Lower
limit”, the output is “TRUE” i.e. ‘1’. Whereas it is
“FALSE” i.e. ‘0’ if the input is outside the defined
limit. For commercial use, where performance evaluation in terms of BER is not required, this block
can be replaced by DSP processor.


 R6  
20 dB ⋅  20 log10 1 +
.
 R 7  

Experimental results show a close match between the transmitted and received waveforms at a
frequency of 30 kHz. As the frequency of external
switching increases, the received waveform gradually deviates from the shape of the transmitted

6. ILLUMINATION PERFORMANCE
As mentioned in section 2, lighting simulation
of the entire office space is done using the DIALux.
Contribution of the ambient illuminance ( E AL ) and
illuminance of optical transmitter ( E AP ) at each cubicle are separately figured out. It has been observed
that the optical transmitter makes the main contribution of lighting to a given area, and this contribution is limited within the cabin, which provides
zero CCI. The common space/corridor is illuminated by the five equally spaced CFLs, which also create ambient light interference. The simulated result
reveals that the sole contribution from each access

Fig. 7. MATLAB Simulink model for data recovery through
Arduino Mega
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Table 2. Component Details of Designed Optical Receiver
Component

Value

Component

Value

Photodiode (PD)

VISHAY
TEMD7000X01

Capacitor (C1)

100 pF

Resistor (R1)

2 kohm

Capacitor (C2)

10 pF

Resistor (R2)

2 kohm

Capacitor (C3)

1000 pF

Resistor (R3)

20 kohm

Capacitor (C4)

10 nF

Resistor (R4)

20 kohm

Capacitor (C5)

0.01µF

Resistor (R5)

200 kohm

Capacitor (C6)

14 nF

Resistor (R6)

400 ohm

Capacitor (C7)

10 nF

Resistor (R7)

47 ohm

Opt. Amp (A1)

LTC6244

Resistor (R8)

1 kohm

Opt. Amp (A2)

LTC6244

Resistor (R9)

10 kohm

Opt. Amp (A3)

LP2904

Resistor (R10)

7.9 kohm

Opt. Amp (A4)

LM7171

point in their respective working areas is almost
similar. This is understandable for the group of cubicles with identical room geometry. In order to verify the simulated result and most importantly to investigate the communication performance, practical
experimentation is carried out considering a single
cubicle.
To measure the contribution of an optical transmitter the complete working area is first divided
into arrays of (5×5) grid points for grid specific data
collection purposes. It is shown in Fig. 8.
A luxmeter is placed at each grid point and corresponding illuminance value is recorded. The average illuminance is the arithmetic mean of the illuminance values, measured at each grid point. The
surface plot of illuminance distribution due to the
optical transmitter is given in Fig. 9.

ceived bit sequence is compared using an oscilloscope. Here, clock frequency for the transmitter and
receiver section is kept (30 kHz) the same. The results, which are given in Section 8, show proper reception of transmitted random data even in the presence of daylight noise.

Fig. 8. Illuminance measurement on horizontal
working surface

7. COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE
To evaluate communication performances of the
proposed system, the LED luminaire is mounted at a
height of 1 m above the working area. The intensity
of the optical source is modulated using an incoming binary data stream. The data enabled LED driver does this on-off keying modulation. Two types of
testing are performed to assess the effectiveness of
communication. In case of static evaluation scheme,
a random 7-bit digital data is generated using shift
register “Ex-Or” gate as shown in Fig. 10.
This sequence is connected to the data input of
our proposed LED driver. Now the intensity-modulated data is received by the photodiode in the
presence of daylight. Then the transmitted and re-

Fig. 9. Surface plot of illuminance distribution over the
working area
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Fig. 10. Random
sequence generator
circuit

Fig. 11. Operation flow
diagram of bit error
rate measurement

Here the role of MATLAB Simulink environment
is two-fold. First, it generates a long test bit-stream
x (n), which acts as input data for the designed LED
driver and also at the time of receiving it performs
BER calculation. The repeating sequence stair block
of Simulink model is interfaced with the LED driver through Arduino microcontroller (ATmega 2560).
The ‘Digital Output’ pin of the Arduino is connected to the data input of the LED driver. Then the
transmitted signal is received by the photo detector, which is placed on an illuminated working surface. The output signal of the first two blocks of the
optical source, described in section 5, is fed to the
output of the ATmega 2560 analogue input, which
acts as the output device of the system. The MATLAB Simulink model compares the transmitted bit
sequence x (n) and received bit pattern x ( n ) and
gives the bit error rate of the system. The Simulink
model for data generation and reception is shown
in Fig. 12.

To evaluate the proposed system in real time, it
is necessary to transmit a continuous long stream of
binary data and simultaneously receive them using
an optical receiver in the presence of ambient light
interference. The full procedure for real-time experimentation and performance evaluation based on the
measurement of the bit error rate (BER) is described
by the diagram presented in Fig. 11. Using DIALux
simulations, it was found that a maximum 109 lx of
ambient light creates interference and affects communication functionalities. For experimental testing of the proposed receiver’s resistance to ambient
light, a compact fluorescent lamp (CFL) that generates ambient light interference is used separately. In
presence of this ambient light noise, BER is measured with the help of Arduino interfaced MATLAB
Simulink environment.

8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preliminary experimentation was conducted with
the developed system to judge the waveform retrieval capability of the data recovery unit. A square
pulse of 30 kHz was transmitted by modulating the
LED source. Figs.13(a) and 13(b) represents the

Fig. 12. MATLAB Simulink model for BER measurement
through Arduino Mega
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Fig. 13. Measured
transmitted and
received waveform pattern at 30 kHz without
TIA (a) and with TIA
(b)

measured waveforms of transmitted and received
signals without TIA and with TIA. These two sets
of waveforms indicate the importance of trans-impedance amplifier unit as mentioned in Section 5.
If we consider zero noise and zero inter-symbol interference (ISI) then the decision-circuit output signal voltage, vout (t), should always exceed
the threshold voltage when a 1 is sent and should
be less than the threshold when 0 is sent. However, from the practical point of view of communication, as in the proposed system, there are deviations
from the average value of vout (t) caused by various
noises, interference from neighbouring pulses, etc..
The threshold voltage, Vth, for performing the interval test, as shown in Fig. 12 is assumed as 50 mV,
which is half of the minimum peak to peak measured voltage at grid points.
Theoretically, the Gaussian approximation is
used to calculate the frequency of bit errors in the
receiver. The following empirical relations given in
equations (10) and (11) provide a measure of BER
[25].
=
BER

=

=
Q

P
=
e (Q )

1

π

∝

In the case of real-time validation, as presented in Fig. 11, practically obtained bit error rate is
in the order of 10–8 in the presence of ambient daylight. However, the bit error rate is augmented with
increment in signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR). The interference rejection filter at the
receiver section eliminates most of the harmonics
generated by the ambient light sources. However,
some high-frequency analogues can act as an unavoidable internal noise of the system. Deviations
of BER and SINR with increase in ambient illuminance are shown in Fig. 15.
Measured illuminance distribution shows an average light level of 231.9 lx over the working area
inside one cubicle. Considering this single contribution of the optical transmitter and ambient light,
DIALux simulation is done for entire office space.
Five CFLs, primarily installed to illuminate the
common corridor, also contribute to the working
area inside all cubicles. The result (given in Table 3)
shows satisfactory lighting performance over all the
working areas and corridor in terms of horizontal illuminance and overall illuminance uniformity. Due
to the symmetrical nature of the room and luminaries arrangement, almost identical illuminance distribution was obtained in all opposite-standing cabins.
The isolux curves at the working area (in cubicle
C3) and common corridor are shown in Fig. 16.

dx
∫ e=

Q

− x2

2

1
 Q 
1 − erf 
 ,
2
2 

vth − boff bon − vth bon − boff
= =
.
σ off
σ on
σ on + σ off

(10)

(11)

As discussed in Section 7, static and real-time
evaluation of the communication performance of
the proposed system is done for the real channel.
Fig. 14 shows the transmitted and received bit sequence for a 7-bit random test data. From the figure,
it is evident that ‘auto-zero’ feedback TIA successfully nullifies the external bias provided by the daylight and retrieves the transmitted data.

Fig. 14. Measured transmitted and received bit pattern
(in presence of daylight)
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Table 3. Lighting Performance over Different
Working Area
Working area

Average
horizontal
illuminance (lx)

Overall
illuminance
uniformity

Left lower (C1)

311

0.73

Left middle (C2)

338

0.76

Left upper (C3)

314

0.74

Right lower (C4)

311

0.73

Right middle (C5)

338

0.76

Right upper (C6)

314

0.74

Common corridor

260

0.77

detection (IM/DD) using multi-level pulse amplitude modulation (2-PAM). For this purpose, a lowcost data-enabled LED driver along with its receiver counterpart is proposed. The primary aim of this
work is to bridge the gap between lighting and communication, which is established through an application-based study. This study proposes a promising
VLC supportive lighting solution applicable to an
office environment. In addition to transmitting data,
all access points (APs) contribute to lighting working areas, while light sources intended solely for
lighting, create interference. The receiver section of
the proposed system restricts the BER in the range
of 10–7 even in the presence of ambient interferences. Moreover, the average horizontal illuminance
and illuminance uniformity over all the working areas go with the CIE/ISO recommendation.

Fig. 15. Variation of BER and SINR in different ambient
light intensity

Fig. 16. Isolux curves at working area inside cubicle (a)
and in common corridor (b)
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Architects have always considered the Moscow
Metro as a system of underground palaces for people who fulfil the order on creating the most democratic mode of transport. And there is no other
metro system in the world where valuable types of
stone as well as sculptures, murals, mosaics and relief sculptures are used in interiors of stations in
such amounts.
The factor of light is especially important in any
metro system in the world, but in the Moscow Metro, apart from safeguarding passengers, it is also important to emphasise unique style of every station
by means of lighting. Here, architectural and functional components of lighting are inseparable and
lighting quality plays a special role.
Based on the conducted experiment, this work
formulates lighting quality criterion (LQC) with one
of its key targets being to take account of the factors
which are poorly considered in the UGR method,
namely veiling reflections. The newly-opened stations of the Moscow Metro turned out to be specifically appropriate for such experiment. Prevalence
of glaring finishing materials (marble, granite, metal, glass) and availability of a large number of different light sources (LS) cause numerous veiling reflections at the stations, which eminently suites for
evaluation of the new LQC.

ABSTRACT
The article presents the experiment in studying
a new criterion of lighting quality based on spatial
and angular distribution of luminance proposed by
the Lighting Engineering sub-department of NIU
MPEI. The experiment studies correlation between expert evaluations of lighting quality at 21
stations of the Moscow Metro with analysis based
on the criterion of quality of RAW-format luminance photographs of the stations made by means
of a camera and adjusted according to luminance
measured by a luminance meter. The obtained
photos were processed using the proposed criterion. The article presents design of station models and calculations made by means of DIALux
software and the programme developed (as part
of the work) on the basis of local evaluations. It is
demonstrated that the proposed criterion allows us
to take account of extended veiling reflections and
may be considered as enhancement of the unified
glare rating UGR.
Keywords: lighting quality criterion, luminance
distribution, local evaluations, metro system, glare
1. INTRODUCTION
Light is one of the main artistic methods of creation of metro station architecture. It forms an illusion of air-filled, light and luminous space under
ground. However, lighting is the most important
factor of passenger safety at the same time.

2. LIGHTING QUALITY CRITERION
The new LQC based on analysis of spatial and
angular distribution of luminance was proposed in
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[1]. It has been corrected during subsequent evaluations by means of an experimental unit in the Light
Engineering sub-department of NIU MPEI, and as
part of the present work. So, according to this LQC,
lighting quality may be evaluated from a set point
in a scene space and in a set direction using one
number:
Q=

1
K ( x, y )h( x, y )dxdy ,
K thr ∫

finishing materials, and before conducting the experiment, the stations being selected were (deliberately) categorised as “good” and “bad”.
One of actual visual problems being solved in
metro systems is reading of signs. It is this problem that formed the basis of the experiment. In the
meantime, expert comparison of different lighting
installations (LI) providing the same type of functional lighting is often conducted in light engineering practice. For instance, lighting of one station
may be compared to lighting of another one using
the “better-worse” scale or another one. Therefore,
our experiment was conducted according to the
scheme below.
• An observer gets off a train at a station and
adapts to the new level of luminance at the station
as compared to that inside a car for 1 minute. An
observer has 1 minute to examine the entire station, to identify an exit sign and to estimate the
quality of station lighting during observation of the
sign on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 corresponds
to “high-quality” lighting and 10 corresponds
to “low-quality” lighting. Feeling of high-quality lighting is interpreted as visual comfort while
reading the sign and being at the station. The normal value is in the middle of the scale and an observer’s estimation should be given from one view
of the scene, namely, according to regulations, near
the end wall, along the centre line of the premises, at eye level, at an angle of 0° to the horizontal – 
for further comparison with a standard value of the
UGR parameter for a LI simulated in DIALux.

(1)

where Kthr is the threshold value of contrast, h is the
weight function allowing to consider a light engineering problem, K (x, y) is the generalised contrast
in a point of the scene determined as
K ( x, y ) =

grad ( L( x, y ) p ( x, y ) )
L

,

(2)

and mean luminance is determined as
L

1
=
L( x, y ) p ( x, y )dxdy, A
A (∫A)

∫ dxdy .

( A)

Variables x and y are determined in analysis
plane of an image seen from the studies point in the
set direction, p(x, y) is the function associated with
non-uniformity of density of rods and cones distribution over eye retina. Any other function affecting the result may be taken into account in a similar way.
Any change of luminance will make a contribution to the result in the formulated LQC (1). It
is obvious that luminance fluctuations below some
threshold luminance level do not cause discomfort of perception. Let us limit their effect with the
threshold Lthr:
 L( x, y ) ≤ Lï î ð
K ( x, y ) = 
 L( x, y ) > Lï î ð

0
→
.
→ K ( x, y )

(3)

3. EXPERIMENT IN THE MOSCOW
METRO
21 stations were selected for the study: Rasskazovka, Borovskoe Shosse, Solntsevo, Govorovo,
Lomonosovsky Prospekt, Minskaya, Pyatnitskoe
Shosse, Volokolamskaya, Myakinino, Slavyansky Bulvar, Shelepikha, Khoroshevskaya, CSKA,
Petrovsky Park, Sretensky Bulvar, Trubnaya, Dostoevskaya, Maryina Roscha, Butyrskaya, Fonvizinskaya, Okruzhnaya. The main criterion of selection was availability of large amounts of glaring

Fig. 1. The process of the experiment
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Table 1. Average Luminance and the Observers’ Average Estimations for Each Station
Station

Luminance,
cd/m2

Estimation

Station

Luminance,
cd/m2

Estimation

CSKA

38

4

Lomonosovsky Prospekt

108

5

Trubnaya

45

2.66

Okruzhnaya

111

7

Khoroshevskaya

49

5

Myakinino

128

3.33

Rasskazovka

53

3.66

Sretensky Bulvar

146

3

Shelepikha

57

4

Minskaya

149

6

Slavyansky Bulvar

61

1.66

Butyrskaya

180

7

Volokolamskaya

62

3.33

Dostoevskaya

188

5

Pyatnitskoe Shosse

73

3

Solntsevo

223

6

Maryina Roscha

75

1.66

Fonvizinskaya

225

7

Petrovsky Park

76

5

Govorovo

239

9

Borovskoe Shosse

90

7.66

Table 2. Chaddock Scale
c(x, y)

0.1–0.3

0.3–0.5

0.5–0.7

0.7–0.9

0.9–1.0

Correlation

very low

low

average

high

very high

 Then a wide-range RAW photograph is made
by means of a Nikon D3100 digital camera from
several angles, and simultaneously, from the same
angles, luminance is measured by means of a Konika Minolta LS‑100 luminance meter to make it
possible to normalise the photograph (Fig. 1). At
stations illuminated only by means of open LSs,
luminance at the point of maximum luminance of
the scene and luminance of an LS itself are measured, and at stations with indirect ceiling lighting, luminance of the brightest glare of the scene is
measured.
 Average luminance of a station is determined
during processing of the photographs in the course
of their normalisation by means of Matlab.
Three persons took part in the experiment and
the averaged data summarised in Table 1 were obtained for each station.
During processing of the results on the basis of
the proposed LQC, average luminance at a station
was taken as threshold luminance at the first stage.
It should be noted that low values of luminance
were similarly removed in [2], where an attempt of
analysis of lighting quality on the basis of spatial
and angular distribution of luminance was taken as
well. Fig. 2 presents the original photographs of two
metro stations and the contrast obtained on the basis
of them as well as the “photographs” and contrasts
after correction by means of formula (3).

It is convenient to use scatter diagrams of two
variables allowing us to estimate availability of correlation visually in the course of data processing.
Fig. 3 presents the scatter diagram of LQC and observers’ answers. It is not difficult to see that the
points are generally located along the diagonal line
with a rather wide scatter. The check of the relation
between the two considered variables is performed
using the linear correlation coefficient (CC) determined as
N −1

∑ (x
i =0

c ( x, y ) =

N −1

∑ (x

i

− x )( yi − y )
N −1

− x)

2

N −1

∑(y

i
=i 0=i 0

N −1

i

,
− y)

2

N −1

where
x=

1 N −1
∑ xi .
N i =0

CC for the obtained results was equal to 0.57.
CC is conventionally estimated using the Chaddock scale (Table 2).
It should be noted that CC may also be negative,
which corresponds to scattering of data along the
second diagonal line. In this case, inverse correlation is seen.
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Fig. 2. Processing
of photographs of
the CSKA (a) and
Govorovo (b) stations.
(Original image,
original contrast, corrected image, corrected
contrast.)

The issue of threshold luminance for each station is debatable. It should be taken into account
that conducting of the experiment in the metro system was fraught with organisational difficulties and
time constraints, as a result of which, the observers visited each stations for 5 to 15 minutes. They
moved between the stations in metro cars where
luminance varied very significantly. Luminance
was measured in cars and its mean value was equal
to 183 cd/m2. However, in general, mean luminance
at stations and inside metro cars lies within two orders of values: from 38 cd/m2 at the CSKA station
to 239 cd/m2 at the Govorovo station.
Let us assume that threshold luminance should
be partially formed by average station luminance
and average luminance inside metro cars.
L=
cLav.car + (1 − c) Lav. station ,
thr
where Lav.car = 183cd/m2 in our experiment, as already mentioned above.

Fig. 3. Scatter of the observers’ estimations and the
criterion at threshold luminance equal to average station
luminance

Fig. 4 presents the scatter diagram with c = 0.5,
CC was equal to 0.76 in this case, which is high correlation according to the Chaddock scale.
Dependence of CC and the c factor was also calculated within the range of 0 to 1 (Fig. 5). More
than 80 % of the graph chart lies within the region
of high correlation according to the Chaddock scale,
which allows us to make a conservative assumption
that it is necessary to take account of luminance inside metro cars during processing of results.
4. STUDYING OF THE QUALITY
CRITERION ON THE BASIS
OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The well-known formula of unified glare rating
UGR
 0, 25 N L2iω i 
UGR = 8lg 
∑ 2 ,
 La i =1 pi 
was obtained empirically (by summarising the experimental data), but it has also physical patterns.
For instance, there is an opinion [3] that addition

Fig. 4. Scatter at threshold luminance equal to ½ of average
station luminance and ½ of average luminance in a car
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Fig. 5 Dependence of the correlation coefficient and c

Fig. 6. Dependence of the correlation coefficient and c for
the criterion formula changed similar to signal-to-noise
ratio

of squares of luminance and division by adaptation
luminance La in the discomfort formula well corresponds with the well-known signal/noise ratio

5. MODELLING OF METRO STATIONS
IN DIALux

2

A 
SNR =  s  ,
 An 

(3)

where A s is signal amplitude and A n is noise
amplitude.
Let us amend the formula of LQC (1) with consideration of the expression (3) by replacing the formula (2) with the formula
K ( x, y ) =

grad( L2 ( x, y ) p ( x, y ))
L2

Fig. 6 presents dependence of CC and coefficient
c. It is not difficult to see that it is similar to that presented in Fig. 5.
The phenomenon of discomfort is studied within the region of the Weber-Fechner law [D. Mackay, 1963] according to which human perception p is
proportional to the logarithm of the level of stimuli intensity S:
p = k log

Let us model a LS and conduct light engineering
calculation by means of DIALux 4.13 for the stations of the Solntsevskaya metro line with the highest values of LQC.
UGR should be evaluated near the end wall
along the centre line of the area at height of 1.2m
above the floor level, it is not limited for areas with
their length exceeding two installation heights of
LSs (luminaires) above the floor and, according
to SP 32–105–2004, its average value in LSs of passenger areas should not exceed 20 with allowable
excess of up to 20 %. Fig. 8 presents visualisations
of the models in DIALux for four stations: Govoro-

S
,
S0

where S0 is lower threshold of stimuli intensity, k is
a constant.
Let us introduce a logarithm into the formula of
LQC (1) similar to the UGR indicator then it will be
written as


1
Q = lg clg
K ( x, y )dxdy  ,
∫
 K thr

where clg is a constant.
Relevant dependence of CC and coefficient c is
shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Dependence of the correlation coefficient and c for
the changed formula of the proposed lighting quality criterion (with consideration of the logarithm)
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Table 3. Results of Modelling the Stations by Means of DIALux
Station name

Observers’ estimations

UGR

LQC (NIU MEI Criterion)

Govorovo

9

17

0.94

Borovskoe Shosse

8

16

0.58

Solntsevo

6

19

0.50

Lomonosovsky Prospekt

5

12

0.48

Table 4. Results of Modelling Stations by Means of DIALux with Additional
Sources of Light Simulating Glares
Station name

Observers’ estimations

UGR

LQC (NIU MEI Criterion)

Govorovo

9

20

0.94

Borovskoe Shosse

8

23

0.58

Solntsevo

6

29

0.50

Lomonosovsky Prospekt

5

22

0.48

vo, Borovskoe Shosse, Solntsevo, Lomonosovsky
Prospekt.
For these stations, UGR was calculated by means
of DIALux, and results of this calculation are summarised in Table 3 along with the results of the experiments, and the table demonstrates that the highest level of discomfort is at the Solntsevo station,
whereas, according to the observers’ estimations
(on scale from 0 to 10), it is the highest at the Govorovo station. The variation is caused by the fact
that a larger number of low-angle LSs was considered during calculations for the Solntsevo station,
whereas extended LSs at the Govorovo station cannot be “considered” by UGR, which distorts perception of LSs. Meanwhile the calculated level of UGR
at these four stations is acceptable as it does not exceed 20.

Nevertheless, the veiling reflections on station floors obtained for the photorealistic image by
means of ray tracing are not taken into account in
the above mentioned calculation since only direct
light sources (luminaires) are taken into account
as per the UGR calculation algorithm of DIALux.
Therefore, for detail calculation, let us model the
reflected glares on the floor in the form of LSs with
luminous distribution curves (LDC) of ceiling luminaires, taken the image on the floor as a direct reflection. The results of UGR calculation compared
to observers’ estimations for the scene with consideration of reflected glares are presented in Table 4.
Table 4 demonstrates that specified criteria of
UGR are not meeting, therefore, the UGR calculation algorithm does not allow for such scenes
to evaluate discomfort. At the same time, the pro-

Fig. 8. Visualisation
of the models
of Moscow Metro
stations Govorovo,
Borovskoye
Shosse, Solntsevo
and Lomonosovsky
Prospekt in DIALux
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Table 5. Experimental and Simulated Values of the Lighting Quality Criterion
Station

Experiment

Visualisation

Govorovo

0.9396

1.0157

Okruzhnaya

0.3200

0.3991

Lomonosovsky Prospekt

0.4755

0.2558

posed LQC also shows (in accordance with the observers’ estimations) that lighting at the Borovskoe
Shosse station is not worse than that at the Lomonosovsky Prospekt station. Therefore, there is no
contradiction between UGR and the proposed LQC
in this case.
6. MODELLING METRO STATIONS
BY MEANS OF THE MONTE CARLO
METHOD LOCAL ESTIMATIONS
Within the framework of our previous work,
the algorithm of local estimations was implemented to solve the global illumination equation [1]. It
should be noted that, unlike DIALux, local estimations allow us to simulate luminance at a set point
instead of illuminance. We have built and calculated the models of three metro stations in our imple-

mentation of local estimation for visualisation of
three-dimensional scenes using C++. The visualisations and the photographs are shown in Fig. 9. LQC
was also calculated for the obtained visualisations.
The results of the calculations are presented in Table 5 which shows that the results for the Govorovo
and Okruzhnaya stations turned out to be very close
to those obtained during the experiment and variation for the Lomonosovsky Prospekt is probably
caused by inaccuracy of the model.
7. CONCLUSION
The experiment in the Moscow Metro has
demonstrated good correlation between the proposed LQC and expert estimations of the observers.
It is also shown that modelling of metro stations using DIALux 4 software and calculation of the uni-

Fig. 9. Photographs
and visualisations
of Moscow Metro
stations Govorovo,
Okruzhnaya
and Lomonosovsky
Prospekt
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fied glare rating UGR in it does not provide correct
information on discomfort since glares appearing as
a result of numerous reflections are not taken into
account; the calculations conducted with simulation
of glares in the form of secondary LSs have only research nature and cannot be used in everyday engineering practice.
Calculations of LQC on the basis of simulation
of a number of stations by means of the programme
developed as part of the work on the basis of local estimations of the Monte Carlo method demonstrate high repeatability of the experimental data. It
means that (with physically adequate modelling of
the global illumination equation) it is possible to obtain consistent values of LQC at the stage of design.
Obviously, the proposed LQC on the basis of the
analysis of spatial and angular distribution of luminance requires additional estimations but it is already possible to state that it does not conflict with
the UGR indicator but clarifies it. (It does not conflict with the Niels Bohr’s Correspondence principle
either: “a new theory shall include the older one and
its results as its special case.”)

can Psychological Association 104th Annual Convention,
Toronto, Ontario, 1996–08–09,1–55.
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WORLD DAY OF LIGHT
“Let there be light”
Bible
In 2017, UNESCO proclaimed May 16 the annual
Day of Light. Thus, finally, the exclusive role of the
solar light energy in creating life on Earth, in creating vegetation and the animal world, including
man on our planet, was officially recognized.
This development went extremely slowly, for
hundreds of millennia, until the era of electricity
began at the end of the 19th century.
With the advent of electric lamps and electric
networks, the era of electric lighting began, giving a powerful impetus to the rapid development
of human society, the heyday of education, culture,
industry and transport, all this without which the
existence of mankind is not conceivable.
It was lighting that allowed mankind not only to
use a short daylight hours but extended the conditions for useful creative activity and relaxation.
Without modern illumination and light signalling, that is without modern visual lighting technologies, the life of cities and especially urban transport, the existence of metallurgical and chemical
industry with a continuous production cycle would
be impossible.
What are cities – millionaires without subways
and metro stations, and tunnels without electric
lighting?
How could there be means of transport (cars,
trains, planes, ships) without indoor lighting and
routes. What would be the state of people without modern light therapy, new types of non-surgical methods of medical treatment? How much the
state of vision of student youth would deteriorate
without good coverage? What would be the productivity of plants and the quality of products without special lighting? And, as if they were doing the
most complicated band operations, which require
lighting of tens of thousands of lux with old kerosene or candlelight.
In Moscow and St. Petersburg, up to 25 %
of all electricity consumed in these cities is spent
on electric lighting. In the USSR, more than a billion light points worked mainly with incandescent
lamps. For the entire twentieth century and 20
years of the 21st century, lighting technicians have
fought to increase the efficiency of lighting installations, which largely depends on the light output (lm / W) and the life cycle of the light sources.
Before our eyes, we moved away from incandescent lamps (10 lm / W and 1000 hours), from fluorescent lamps ((50–55) lm / W and (15–20) thou-

sand hours) and came to high-pressure sodium
lamps ((120–130) lm / W, 20 thousand hours) and,
finally, to the LEDs ((160–180) lm / W, 50 thousand hours). This plus the development of electricity generating capacities and power plants in the
country over the past 50 years has allowed a sharp
increase in the level and quality of lighting.
It must be clearly understood that light (optical
radiation) including not only visible, but also not
visible radiation in the ultraviolet and infrared parts
of the spectrum.
The use of ultraviolet radiation in irradiation plants should be attributed to non-visual lighting technologies. And this is the disinfection of air
and surfaces in rooms, which is always so important, but especially now with the coronavirus pandemic. It also includes disinfection using the same
bactericidal radiation of water, which allows you to
turn dirty water, for example, from the Neva and
Lake Ladoga into crystal clear drinking water. Such
installations are located at the Main Waterworks
of St. Petersburg. This water is drunk by most
of the inhabitants of this city.
Invisible lighting technologies include all irradiation installations in agriculture in greenhouses
of protected soil.
This also includes solar power plants that convert solar energy into electrical energy, as well as
the light location of clouds, and fields with cereals, and other growths to determine the degree
of their maturation.
New technologies are making their way. For
the first time in the world of lighting engineering,
ways have been found for completely safe and reliable illumination of especially explosive rooms
of pumping stations using hollow light guides (the
production of explosives, lighting of pumping stations for oil and gas pipelines). Hollow optical fibres allow us to illuminate such new industries as
thermo constant workshops and rooms with special requirements for the frequency of the microelectronic industry and others.
Without the light, NO the life, and human progress will not be.
It is important to understand that for everyone.
It is also important to create a comfortable lighting
environment, the cost of which will pay off many
times by maintaining people’s health, increasing labour productivity, product quality and eliminating
possible technological disasters.
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